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rtlFrom Common Assembly to European Parliament
The European Parliament  can already look back on ten years
of activity. As will be seen from the following  pages' a great deal
can be achieved over such a period. But in 1958 the Assembly of
the Six did not spring up entirely out of the blue; nor did the articles
devoted to it in the Rome Treaties lay the foundations  for an institution
unique in every respect. The European  Parliament took over a tradi-
ticn which, though tender in years, was already very much alive.
It inherited from the Common Assembly of the ECSC not only a
fund of experience  but also powers and an area of competence it
was to enlarge in the years that followed. It would be difficult, however
to form a clear picnrre of the European Parliament's  ten years of
history without recalling,  however briefly, how the Common Assembly
came into being and how it operated. We must therefore  cast our
minds back to that spring of r95o which saw the birth of what was
at once the boldest and the most productive  plan for breathing new
life into an aged and war-worn  Europe.
The Schuman Plan Assernbly
Robert Schuman's historic proposal for bringing together the
coalmining  and iron and steel industries of Germany, France  and
other countries within a common organization did not specify that
a parliamentary  assembly was to play any part in the project. The
idea had, however, already exercised the minds of the foundersof the first Community. Even during the earliest discussions it had
been suggested to the representatives of the Governments concerned
that an assembly of this kind ought to be included in the insti-
tutional system to be established. This flowed logically from our
ideas of democracy. As the national Parliaments  were to have no hold
on the newly-created executive organ, which was to be independent
of the Governments, the Community had to be endowed with a
political institution to exercise, through qualified representatives
of public opinion in the member  States, general supervision of the
High Authority's activities.  Thus, even before there had been any
talk of a Council of Ministers of the Community, it was foreseen
that the High Authority would have facing it an Assembly  manifestly
parliamentary in character.
But this was more than the logical consequence of a transfer
of powers. The intention was not merely to make the European
Coal and Steel Community an economic and technical organization
to serve specific and clearly defined aims, mosr of which had arisen
as an aftermath of war. The idea was also to have, so to speak, a live
model which, though incomplete, could be of use in designing furure
federal structures.  What was needed, therefore, was a counterpart
to the major institutions which, in the traditional  political system
of our democratic  States, preserve  the balance of power. The forward-
looking ideas of the founders of the first Community also coincided
with the wishes ofcountless  advocates of the construction of Europe,
whether responsible  statesmen or active supporters of the European
cause. In the post-war years many believed that a parliamentary
body would serve as a particularly effective driving force for the
unification of Europe. It was expected to display far more courage
than the Governments  as well as the ability to take decisive measures
that nothing could halt. Some enthusiasts were even convinced that
a European  Parliamentary  Assembln provided it was sufficiendy
representative, would in the very nature of things grow into a Constit-
uent Assembly  of the future United States of Europe.
At all events, even in the earliest institutional systems  suggested
for the 'Schuman Plan' the Assembly,  which was to be known as
the 'Common Assemblyr' was regarded  as an integral and important
part of the new organization.  The idea not only aroused no obiections
but served to allay the fear entertained in some quarters that the
future High Authority  might become too authoritarian  and too tech-
Io  nocratic a body.This new Europe of coal and steel was designed not only for
industrialists,  economists and officials but also for the people whose
voice would make itself heard through its representatives in the
Assembly.
Powers of the Common Assembly
One month after the High Authority's constituent meeting the
Common Assembly, in pursuance of the provisions  of the ECSC
Treaty, also met for the first time. This was in Strasbourg on ro
September 1952. The Assembly consisted of 78 delegates  appointed
by the national Parliaments, the numbers allotted to each member
State being fixed in the light of the size of its population and its
economic potential.(1)
What was awaited from the new Assembly ? Undoubtedly less
than it was to do. Only five of the hundred articles contained in the
Treaty were devoted to the Assembly and even these gave only a
limited idea of the supervisory powers accorded to it. The Treaty
laid down in particular  that in the course of an annual session to be
opened on the second Tuesday in May and to close not later than
r June, the Assembly  was to discuss a General Report submitted by
the High Authority. At the end of the discussion the Assembly  could,
if it thought this desirable, require the Executive to resign office
through a vote of censure carried by a two-thirds majoriry.
The right to 'bring down' the High Authority was undoubtedly
full of significance. It reflected the supremacy  of the principle of parlia-
mentary supervision and, above all else, showed that the Assembly
possessed effective means with which to make its voice heard, at
least under certain circumstances.  The right to table a vote of censure
constituted not only a real power but an entirely new departure in a
context no longer national. It was already apparent, however, that the
motion of censure would require too delicate handling to be easily
resorted to, and that the intermittent and retrospective supervision
demanded of the Assembly  would remain of limited singificance.
The pioneers of the European  parliamentary movement  realized,
moreover, that the High Authority, the key institution of the new
organization and the centre of general attention, did not expect to
have many dealings with the Assembly. The Executive no doubt
(r)  Belsium ro  Germany  r8
France 18  ItalY  r8
Luxembourg  4
Netherlands roentertained  a high opinion of its parliamentary counterpart, to which
it was obliged  each year to render an account of its activities, and
valued the democratic character  thus imparted  to the entire institutional
structure. It probably did not, however,  consider that frequent con-
tact between the two bodies would prove to be indispensable.
The Assembly  prepares itself for its task
From its very first meetings, however, the Assembly  showed
that it did not intend to take too narrow a view of the r6le it was ro
play. Availing itself of its right under the Treaty to fix its own rules
of procedure and therefore its internal organization, it felt that it
could usefully resort to any practice sanctioned by parliamentary
usage in the member States provided it did not conflict with the pro-
visions of the Treaty. Thus the discretion  displayed by the Treaty
on the subject of the Assembly was interpreted  by the parliamenta-
rians as a tacit invitation to embark on the widest possible range of
activities.
Among the various organizational  measures decided upon by
the Common  Assembly, the setting up of committees clearly reflected
the desire for effective action. At first it had been suggested that
the committees should be few in number but that their respective
spheres of competence  should be very wide. Such an arrangement
would perhaps have sufficed for the preparation of the General
Report. But members of the Assembly  soon accepted  other proposals
for the setting up of a larger number of specialized committees which
would keep track of events in the main spheres of the Community's
activity. In January 1953 the Common Assembly set up seven com-
mittees, two concerned with administrative or legislative matters
and the remainder with markets, investment,  social affairs, political
affairs and transport. These committees were expected to prepare
the ground, each within its particular province, forthegeneraldiscus-
sions in the Assembly. But it appeared even more important to turn
them into bodies on which parliamentarians  and the High Authority
could discuss, in the intervals between sessions, the major problems
facing the Community and how the Executive could best deal with
them. Moreover, the Common Assembly soon showed that it did
not intend to pfolong the intervals  between sessions unnecessarily.
In its first year of activity it had in any case to meet on a number of
12 occasions in order to get itself properly organized. But already inJanuary ry54itavailed itself of the facility accorded  to it by the Treaty
to convene  extraordinary sessions  provided that at least half its mem-
bers were in favour of this. It was to continue doing so fairly fre-
quently, and four months scarcely ever went by before the next
plenary  session.
Thus the Assembly was able to exercise  active and timely super-
vision. Meetings of the committees and plenary sessions ensured
an adequate degree of continuity  in discussing the lines to be followed
by the High Authority in applying the many and highly complex
clauses of the Treaty, and in laying down guidelines  for its activities.
The Executive readily fell in line with this arrangement.  It realized
it need not fear mistrustful or officious supervision from the Assembly
but, on the contrary,  that it could secure from it valuable support.
At the very first ordinary session in June 1953 the Assembly  set forth
in a resolution the relations which the High Authority  and it had
agreed to establish between  themselves  :
'While taking the measures  and assuming the responsibilities
incumbent upon it under the Treaty, the High Authority shall
keep the Assembly, or its responsible committees,  promptly
informed of the guiding principles  of its activities and the broad
outlines of its projects, study their Opinions and advise them
of the reasons for the decisions finally taken.'
Two years later, a proposal by the new President of the High
Authority,  Mr. Ren6 Mayer, appears to sum up what might be described
as the Assembly's gurding supervision:
'What I  want to tell you to-day, is that the High Authority
has decided to steer its activities, in the months ahead, along the
general lines traced out by the resolutions  passed last month
by your Assembly.'
Another circumstance of prime importance in organizing  the
work of the Assembly helped to banish certain risks and to create
a new spirit even duri.g the earliest sessions. It might have been
feared that members of the Assembly  would have remained  grouped
within their national delegations  and that their attitudes would all
too often have reflected only the interests of their countries of origin.
This would, of course, have been highly regrettable. Another insti-
tution already existed to represent national points of view-the
council of Ministers.  Something quite different was expected from
the members of the Assembly. Their iob was to understand and to
represent the interests of the European peoples grouped together in r3the Community. Their national  mandate provided them with valuable
experience for this task and established their suitability to represent
their people, but it was certainly not intended that their attention
should be confined to a single country. The creation of multi-national
political groups fortunately enabled dividing  lines to be drawn in a
far more European fashion.  These groups, whose constituent  rules
were laid down in a resolution of June 1953, became the real centres
of European parliamentary activity. Three were formed to bring
together delegates  falling under one or other of the maior political
families : a Christian Democrat  group, a Socialist group and a Liberal
group. The resulting political strucrure of the Assembly proved to
be a perfectly sound one. ft has moreover survived in the European
Parliament to this day, the only change being the formation of a
fourth group, the European Democratic Union (Gaullists).
The adhoc Assembly
The Common  Assembly  speedily organized itself and introduced
new working procedures. Even more important perhaps, from its
earliest meetings it created the original spirit and the new style its
European mission demanded.  In this a number of circumstances  uncon-
nected with the Coal and Steel Community  were to play a major part.
This brings us to another, and disappointing,  chapter of European
history which deals with the unsuccessful attempt to set up the Euro-
pean Defence Community (EDC). This did, however, provide the
Common Assembly with useful experience. Article 38 of the Treaty
establishing the EDC provided that the Assembly supervising that
Community's activities should examine the bases of a ,federal or
confederal structure' broadening  and carrying a stage further,  on
the political plane, the basic principles of community  existence.
In r95z the Treaty establishing the European Defence Community
was signed but awaited ratification  by the member  countries.  Nobody
imagined at the time that a vote rejecting it would be taken in the
French National Assembly on 30 August 1954. Without waiting
for the ratificarions  on which they thought they could couut, two
great European statesmen, Robert Schuman and Alcide de Gasperi
pointed out in July r95z that the EDC Assembly could soon meet
because it consisted of members of the Common Assembly to which
only another nins hsd to be added. \ilflhy not therefore - 
they asked - 14 invite the Common Assembly to starr applying, in advance, Article38 which seemed to hold out so rnuch promise for the construction
of a united political Europe? Schuman and de Gasperi invited their
colleagues, the other Foreign Ministers of the Six, to join them in
asking the ECSC Assembly to take over this task and to initiate the
necessary studies and discussions.
This proposal of the Ministers, boldly directed to the future,
appeared  to come as something of a surprise to the Assembly  which
received it on the second day of its first session with, at first, only
limited enthusiasm.  Legal experts expressed doubts as to the desira-
bility of applying  a provision  of a treaty still to be ratified by the national
Parliaments.  Would not these be upset by this ? Hardier spirits were
not slow to counter this objection. They pointed out that they and
their colleagues had all too often reproached  their Governments  for
their timid attitude towards European  action and could not but heart-
ily welcome a display of boldness so often demanded  and for once
obtained. The enthusiasm  of members of the Assembly strongly in
favour of development along federal lines overcame the hesitations
of the rest and finally led to almost unanimous approval. The Common
Assembly thus constituted itself as an ad ftoc Assembly and set out
to draft a project for a Political Community.  It had six months within
which to complete this difficult task. Naturally the entire Assembly
could not devote its attention to a task which called for searching
study and bristled with difficulties. Il appointed a constitutional
committee which prepared the text which the ad ftoc Assembly
adopted on ro March rg53. The draft treaty establishing  a European
Political Community  was submitted to the Ministers a few days later.
Like the EDC Treaty, it ranks in the history of European development
as nothing more than an abandoned building site. The Political
Community, for which the first European parliamentarians had laid
the bases, had first to develop and co-ordinate  the ECSC, already
launched, and the EDC, which had still to be created. The dffi-
culties that arose with the latter, already due in part to its political
character, boded ill for the future of a Community which was, by
definition,  even more political. In any event the draft treaty prepared
by the ad hoc Assembly  did not survive the breakdown of the EDC.
It deserved a better fate because it was the fruit of bold and clear-
headed political thinking stimulated  by the experience and enthusiasm
of men who undoubtedly belonged to the political ilite of the six
member States.
Their etrorts were not, however, entirely in vain. Even though r5nothing that would last was achieved-and they were not to blame
for the failure of the proiect-they served an apprenticeship which
was to prove of immense  value. The debates in which members of
the Common  Assembly took part, almost from the moment they were
appointed, in their very own field-the political-turned  out to
be an excellent testing-ground  for European parliamentarianism. It
was undoubtedly  thanks to the constitutional  committee  and the ad
ftoc Assembly that parliamentarians from national Parliaments that
differed so widely from each other in spirit and tradition could enter
so swiftly into discussions in a new, European dimension  and atmos-
phere. The impetus imparted by the Foreign Ministers  when, in
September 1952, they invited the Common Assembly to embark
without delay on large-scale political activity, renderedagreatservice
to European  parliamentarians.
Actiairies of the Assembly  in the ECSC
Successfully launched and equipped with an efficient organiza-
tion, the Common Assembly was able to get down to its work and
the opinions it delivered  aroused growing respect. It concerned itself
with all the major aspects of the first Community's development:
investment, prices, coal-selling  organizations,  Community  finance. In
the field of finance, as in others, it widened its supervisory  r6le beyond
what was laid down in the Treaty, arranging in particular for the
High Authority's draft budget to be inspected by it before adoption,
and to discuss-if not actually to settle-the rate of the ECSC
levy, 'the first European tax.' In the social sector, its determined
attitude acted as a spur to the High Authority and played no small
part in ensuring  the high rate of utilization of Community  resources
in the conversion  and redevelopment  projects which still remain one
of the ECSC's most striking achievements.
Another activity, typical of the Common Assembly's efforts to
deal in depth with problems only touched upon in the Treaty, was
that deployed in the transport sector. The Assembly felt that the
Treaty's provisions on rate harmonization would have no chance of
success unless transport was co-ordinated at European  level. It there-
fore began studying the question with the help of highly qualified
experts. In a field hitherto unexplored,  it made an interesting approach
to an important and difficult problem, and many economic and tech-
t6  nical bodies were to make use of the results of its work.The Common Assembly and the new Communities
Above all, the Common Assembly  never regarded the ECSC  as
something  quite apart and whose surveys and discussions were to be
confined strictly to its terms of reference. The Assembly therefore
followed with unflagging interest the preparations  for setting up the
two new Communities with which the Economic Community of the
Six would be really brought into being. The sessions it devoted to
this matter were occasions for extremely  frank and down-to-earth
discussions on the lines to be followed by the Common Market and
Euratom. It naturally attached special importance  to institutional  prob-
lems and particularly to the rdle to be played by parliamentary
supervision  in the new Communities. At the end of a session held in
Brussels in February 1957 the Assembly passed a resolution a large
part of which sums up, in terms which have lost nothing of their
force, the principles by which it wanted relations  between institutions
to be governed:
'It is difficult to conceive of an efective political organization
without a body specifically  designed to take initiatives. For, to
achieve  European integration, it is not enough to decree it by
treaty provisions or to set up a Council of Ministers. Although
the latter is instructed to co-ordinate and harmonize policies, it
is also engaged in safeguarding vital national interests  confided  to
it by the Treaty. The furtherance  of Community interests requires,
first and foremost, an Executive that is independent and, in addi-
don, answerable for its policy before a European assembly.
Europe cannot, in fact, take shape while renouncing its political
traditions and setting up a technocracy wholly or partly devoid
of responsibility.
Such control is already inadequate in the European  Coal and Steel
Community since decisions  are taken without supervision either
by the Common Assembly or by the national Parliaments.'
The Assembly also expressed concern at the fact that certain
bodies, which it was considered  setting up for decentralization and
technical purposes, might become centres of decision virtually subject
to no supervision.
'... \ililithout interfering in individual  decisions-which  should
be kept away from politics-the European  Executive ought to
lay down the general policy of these bodies and to be answerable
therefor before the Assembly. r7In this connexion  the Common Assembly  points out that the first
prerogative of democratic assemblies consists in voting the budget.'
The Common Assembly went on to observe that a plurality of
Communities  entailed the risk of clashes over competence  and of
inconsistent policies. It recalled the fact that it had already made
proposals for 'a single Assembly and a single Court of Justice to
ensure political and judicial supervision of the various Executives.'
It is important to note that this issue came up for discussion. It is
extremely unlikely that the creation of three totally independent
Assemblies would have been entertained. All the same, an Assembly
with a variable membership  or with specialized sections was discussed.
There was some talk of a sort of 'three-in-one' Assembly in which
activities falling under the different Community Treaties  would be
kept in separate compartments.  Such an arrangement  would however
have seriously weakened  the sense of unity essential  to a Community
edifice of which the European Coal and Steel Community, Eurarom
and the Common Market formed three unequal, distinct, but insep-
arable parts. The steps taken by the Common  Assembly went a
long way towards ensuring adoption of the principle of a single
Assembly for the three Communities which found its ultimate expres-
sion in the 'Convention relating to certain institutions  common to
the European Communities'  annexed to the Treaties of Rome.
Preparations for the entry into force of the Treaties of Rome did
not slow down the Common  Assembly's  activities in any way. It
carried on to the last with the tasks assigned to it in the ECSC sector
while preparing  the ground for the expansion of the Community.
The initiatives it took during its last sessions were nor among the
least the European  Parliament was in turn to take over later. Thus,
at an extraordinary  session held in Rome in November 1957, the
Assembly of the Six founded the tradition of annual talks with the
members of the Council of Ministers which has ever since been suc-
cessfully continued. The Rome talks were important not only as the first
of their kind but also because the weightiness  of the subjects chosen
and the frankness with which they were discussed  between members
of the Assembly and Ministers raised high hopes for the future.
A positive achieoement
At the close of its activities the Common Assembly drew up a
18 report summing up its five years' experience, and the conclusions itdrew therefrom, as a kind of legacy for the new Assembly. 'The
Parliamentary Assembly  in the Europe of the Six' (report by Pierre
Wigny) was discussed at the last session of February 1958, the new
Communities  having been officially in existence since r January of
that year. The general validity of the title reflected a desire to pass
on practical aspects of a parliamentary practice  which was to be con-
tinued in a not entirely novel context. There is no undertone  of gloom
in this forward-looking  political message anchored in iustifiable satis-
faction with the work that had been done and the progress  made
since the Assembly  had been set up. When on 19 March 1958, only
twenty days after the Common Assembly's  last session, the European
Parliament held its first meeting, the transition was a smooth one.
Virtually nothing had to be thought up anew; methods and traditions
already existed. Moreover, 5o of the r4z members  of the new Assembly
had already belonged to its predecessor.  There was therefore  no break
in continuity for these 'veterans' of European  parliamentarianism.
Nor did it prove difficult for their colleagues  to settle down. Under
the presidency of Robert Schuman, whose presence lent a fitting
lustre to this fresh start of the Assembly of the Six, parliamentary
activity could continue to go ahead on an ever-widening front.
r9II
T he EuropecLn Parliament
-a political institution
It is through the European Parliament that the general public
participates  in the work of the Community. This all-important  polit-
ical function was neatly summed up by Robert Schuman on his
election as President:
'At institutional level, it is the duty of the Parliament  to interpret
the views of the general public whose participation is becoming
more and more necessary. The Parliament  must make the Govern-
ments and Executives  grasp the fact that the European  idea is a
living reality which will finally triumph in the interest of peace
and prosperity for all.'
The new Assembly
The European Parliament fulfils this political task within the
terms of three Treaties and three European Communities which
together embrace the entire economic activity of the member States
and provide the foundation for a still broader European edifice to
which other sectors may one day well be added. The Governments,
which at one time considered giving each Community  a separate form
of representation,  were won round to the Common Assembly's  views
and decided to set up a single Court of fustice and a single Assembly
for the three Communities.  This first anticipatory 'merger of insti-
tutions' was provided for in a special convention  annexed to the
Rome Treaties. This lays down that 'the powers and iurisdiction  2rrespectively conferred upon the Assembly by the Treaties  establishing
the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy
Community  shall be exercised, under the conditions respectively  laid
down in those Treaties, by a single Assembly'  to take the place of
the Common Assembly  of the European  Coal and Steel Community
and exercise its powers and jurisdiction.
The composition of the new Assembly was, however, altered.
The number of delegates  from the three larger member States (France,
Germany and Italy) was raised from 18 to 36, from Belgium and the
Netherlands  from ro to 14, and from Luxembourg from 5 to 6. This
changed pattern of membership,  which displays a certain parallelism
with the weighting of votes adopted for the Council of Ministers of
the new Communities, thus reduced the relative  advantage enjoyed
by the smaller countries.
A word of explanation is due on the terminology used in the
Rome Treaties. Neither in these nor in the Convention relating to
certain institutions common to the European Communities is there
any mention of a 'European  Parliamentr' now the official name
under which it is known to the public. The Treaties  speak purely
and simply of the 'Assembly.' Since, in this brief and unqualified
form, the term would have led to misunderslsldings, the Assembly
named itself, in French, Assembl4e parlementaire  europienne and, in
Italian, Assemblea  parlementare  europea. In the other two official Com-
munity languages - 
Dutch and German -  it was known from the
start as Europees Parlement and Europriisches  Parlament.  On 3o March
t962, for linguistic  and policy reasons, the French and Italians finally
adopted the terms Parlement Europien and Parlamento Europeo.
Tasks and pou)ers of the European  Parliament
The members of the Common Assembly, as experienced parlia-
mentarians,  had succeeded in building up their influence  and polit-
ical authority to an exrent not originally thought possible.  Without
contravening the provisions of the ECSC Treaty, they managed to
broaden and strengthen  Parliament's  powers to a point where it
blossomed into an effective  supervisory body.
But it was the two new Communities that substantially widened
not only the range of Parliament's practical jurisdiction but also its
scope for political action.
22  The Treaties of Rome no longer aim merely at the integrationof various independent sectors but at a process radically influencing
all economic  and social activity in the member States. This is why
the peoples of Europe must be won over to these European organi-
zations. The political character of the European Parliament  is brought
out by the nature of the Rome Treaties which-in contrast to the
ECSC Treaty-contain  few systematic provisions and establish,
above all, decision-making  procedures. The immense field of activity
covered by the Rome Treaties,  the variety of measures prescribed
by them, and the rapid development of administrative methods, ruled
out any possibility of laying down hard and fast rules. The instiru-
tions of these Communities must therefore themselves determine the
implications of the Treaties  by way of legislation  at Community  level.
This is achieved through a three-cornered decision-making  process:
normally the council rules on a proposal of the commission and
following consultation of the European  Parliament. The latter is thus
drawn in at the pre-legislative stage and, because the Commission  is
answerable to it, can continue to exert a certain influence up to the
point where the Council makes its final decision.
The European Parliament's  right to be consulted and to exercise
supervision can only come into full effect if permanent links ensure
constant  co-operation between it, the Council and the Commission.
Only thus, in the words of President Robert Schuman,  'can
there be a wide exchange of ideas and opinions from which the com-
munity institutions  can draw useful conclusions when attemPting,
each in its particular province, to shape a co-ordinated  policy whose
final goal must be the consolidation of Europe.'  Robert Schuman
went on to say : ' We must not delude ourselves.  It is to a great extent
on these relations, that the effective  rdle the Parliament is to play in
starting up the European Communities, will depend.'
Relations  with the Executhtes
To be successful,  relations between the European Parliament  and
the Executives must therefore  take the form of a permanent  dialogue.
The EEC Commission, the Euratom Commission and the High Author-
ity attended-and,  as a single Commission, continue to attend-
Parliament's plenary sessions at which they have the right to speak.
They reply to written and oral questions by parliamentarians and
their members take part in the discussions  of the parliamentary  com-
mittees. 23The spirit animating  these discussions with the parliamentary
committees, and their importance for the running of the Commu-
nities, have been thus described by Professor Walter Hallstein, former
President of the EEC Commission  :
'The Commission members  concerned  have in most cases infor-
ed the parliamentary  committees orally of their intentions and
plans with regard to proposals for regulations which it intended
to lay before the Council. As soon as the Commission finally
approves such a proposal, it is submitted to the Council and com-
municated to the parliamentary committee concerned,  except in
a few cases where the subject-matter  is confidential or mainly
technical in nature. In this way the proposals  can be discussed
in the parliamentary committees before they are submitted to the
Council, and Parliament is enabled to prepare an Opinion within
a reasonable period after being officially requested to do so by
the Council.'
Under the terms of the Treaties, Parliament must in general be
consulted on normative  acts. It needs not necessarily be consulted,
however, on implementing acts. Nevertheless,  where the latter are
general in scope they are often of considerable political and economic
importance, so that the Executives  prefer to pass on all the details
to the parliamentary  committees  and to show, in this way, that they
accept their full political responsibility  towards the Parliament.
Passing beyond the technical aspects of the problems it is expected
to discuss, the European Parliament has often dwelt on their political
significance. It was in this spirit that, in a resolution  passed  on z4 Sep-
tember t964, it emphasized  that 'the European Parliament is the only
Community  institution  called upon to supervise the activities of the
Executives.'
The yearly discussion of the general reporr of each of the Exec-
utives has, over the past ten years, been one of the most striking
features of parliamentary business. Parliament sees it in a means of
influencing, through its comments, suggestions  and proposals, the
future trend of Community  policy as a whole. Now that the Institu-
tions have been merged, the activities of the three Communities will
be reviewed in a single general report.
Another opportunity-an  exceptional but important one-of
opening a broad parliamentary debate is presented by the long-
accepted tradition demanding that each President of the Executives
24  should, on taking office, deliver a general policy sratement beforeParliament.  Presidents and members alike have also regularly reported
to Parliament on developments in major sectors of the Communities'
activities. The presentation of some of these reports even became a
regular practice-for example, the eagerly awaited yearly report on
medium-term  economic trends in the member States.
These practices  have, of course, been taken over by the single
Commission. Parliament can therefore exercise supervision over the
Executive's general policy. At the same time, debates in Parliament
enable the Executive to ascertain in sufficient  time what support it
can expect from Parliament for its plans and activities.
In this dialogue with the Executives, Parliament  has by no means
played a passive r6le. It has availed itself of its right to put new items
on the agenda and to discuss them with the Executives. In the course
of these optional debates, it has again and again pointed out new
ways of speeding up European integration. It also used this facility
to introduce, early in the preparatory stager'pre-consultations'on
questions  regarding which it had later to be officially consulted. These
anticipatory  debates not only had the advantage of acquainting the
public with the direction in which the preparatory work was moving
but also enabled Parliament  to influence the course subsequently
taken by it. The first six years of Parliament's  activities  witnessed
136 optional debates, of which 66-practically half-were pre-con-
sultations. A further r78 debates were opened in pursuance ofspecific
provisions of the Treaty.
Article 149,2 of the EEC Treaty is of particular  importance for
the dialogue with the Executive because it permits the Commission
to amend its original proposal at any time before the Council reaches
a decision.
In October  1964 Parliament asked the EEC Commission to let
it know what proposals it had amended  under Article r49rz. Only
thus could it form a clear picture of the Executive's responsibility.
In a resolution dated zo October 1966 Parliament  decided that in
all its resolutions  amending the EEC Commission's  proposals, it
would invite the Commission to embody these amendments  in its
proposals in accordance with Article 149,2 of the EEC Treaty. It
further decided to instruct its appropriate committee, in the case of
important EEC Commission proposals, to check whether the Commis-
sion did in fact embody Parliament's suggested  amendments  and, if
necessary, to report to it thereon.
The road was thus cleared for Partament to exercise close super- 25vision over the Commission's  proposals without having to wait to see
whether the Council would consult it again on radical changes to the
Commission's  original  proposals.
In the same resolution Parliament  specified the limits within
which Article r4gr2 can be applied. On the one hand the Commission
cannot take a hand in 'measures  for which it is unable to accept polit-
ical responsibilityr' and on the other it cannot abstain from partici-
pating where amendments are 'iustified and necessary.'
The right to put questions was a further important instrument
in the dialogue between Parliament and the Executives.  Every mem-
ber of Parliament is entitled to put questions in writing to the Exec-
utives. These are published, with the replies given, in the Joumal
fficiel de s C ommunaut 6 s e uropienne s. Since March rg 59, r 1432 written
questions have been put to the Executives and Councils. During
plenary sessions any parliamentarian may, in addition,  subiect to the
approval ofthe Bureau, put oral questions not involving debate. Oral
questions involving debate can be put only by a committee, a polit-
ical group or at least five representatives.  Here, too, the Bureau's
approval is required.
Relations  with the Council of Ministers
The Treaties make no provision for systematic collaboration
between  Parliament  and the Council. Apart from the consultation
machinery, they merely lay down that 'the Council shall be heard
by the Assembly in accordance with the conditions  specified in its
rules of procedure.' Relations between the two institutions were thus
built up on practical lines under the influence of the Community's
overall political development.
Parliament's  relations with the Council call for even greater polit-
ical will than its relations with the Commission.  Parliament has
repeatedly dwelt on the need to build a bridge between representatives
of the Governments  and representatives of the peoples in the Com-
munity.
In relations between Parliament and the Council the annual
exchange of views-or 'colloquy'-occupies  a central place. The col-
loquy held in November  rgST within the ECSC created a forrunate
precedent. In September  1959 discussions were opened between the
President of the European Parliament  and the Councils and Exec-
z6  utives to establish  the principle of an annual exchange of views aswell as to fix the date and subject-matter of the next colloquy. The
Councils displayed  an interest in these meetings and welcomed  Par-
liament's proposals.
The second colloquy was held in November 1959. On that occa-
sion the President  of the Councils confirmed their intention to work
hand in hand with the other Community institutions. Although not
answerable  to Parliament  from the constitutional point of view -said
the President-the Councils needed to feel at one with Parliament's
political way of thinking. During the November  1959 session Parlia-
ment suggested  in a resolution that in future the colloquies should
be prepared more thoroughly  so as to make them an even more effec-
tive means of exchanging  political ideas. The maior political issues
of the European Communities ought to be debated at regular inter-
vals in an atmosphere free from legal formalism.  Parliament invited
the Councils  :
'to spare no effort to step up and improve their collaboration
with Parliament, particularly by attending and taking part in the
debates, giving precise answers to parliamentary  questions and
providing more information about their activities.'
Parliament  further asked the Councils to extend the consultation
procedure to all important problems  even where the Treaties did
not expressly  require it and, where they did not act upon Parliament's
opinion sought beforehand,  to state their reasons for this.
Since then colloquies have been held annually, during Parlia-
ment's November session, and the major aspects of Community policy
have been discussed. The working documents are prepared by the
parliamentary committees.
A second link was provided by the statement made by the Pres-
ident of each Council during various sessions of Parliament. In
October  1958 the EEC and Euratom Councils took the initiative of
delivering before Parliament  a report on their activities.  They did
this both in response to Parliament's request to be kept more closely
informed of what was going on and to ascertain Parliament's attitude
on the maior issues facing the Communities.  Since that time these
annual oral reports followed by debate have become an accepted
practice.
Parliament  also uied to persuade  the Ministers to participate
more regularly in its proceedings. It succeeded in securing  the attend-
ance of one Council member at parliamentary debates on the Com-
munities'  budget. Howevet, attendance by Council members at other 27debates continued  to be irregular. Moreover, the Councils have shown
little inclination to send members  to meetings of the parliamentary
committees, advising Parliament  that, for practical  reasons, they could
do this only in exceptional  cases.
In addition to the procedure for putting written questions to the
Council, Parliament also embodied in its Rules of Procedure-with
the Council's  g611s911-the procedure for oral questions involving a
debate. The Council expressed its willingness to consider, from case
to case, whether it could reply to these questions where they fell
within the respective spheres of the Treaties.
The closest co-operation  so far has been in the yearly discussion
of the budget of the Communities. In 1959 it became the custom for
the budget to be presented  and supported by the President of the
Councils both on the parliamentary committee concerned and before
Parliament meeting in plenary session. The President of the Council
also informs the President  of the Parliament of the action the Coun-
cils have seen fit to take on Parliament's  proposed amendments. Later
the Councils made a practice of explaining the reasons for which they
had been unable to follow Parliament's advice.
In August t967, in reply to a written quesrion  by a parliamen-
tarian, the new single Council  stated it was in principle prepared to
inform Parliament, at the latter's request  and more especially in the
course of general debates, of any reasons which may have induced it
to depart from the opinions expressed by it.
Election of the European Parliament by direct unioersal  suffrage
That the provision  of Article r38,r of the EEC Treaty under
which members  of the European Parliament are nominated by the
national Parliaments from among their members was not regarded
as a final solution by the drafters of the Treaty is apparent from the
wording of paragraph 3 of that Article :
'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct uni-
versal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all
member States.
The Council shall unanimously  decide on the provisions which
it shall recommend  to member States for adoption in accordance
with their respective constitutional requirements.'
On 17 January 196o the European Parliament  declared itselfl
28 by virtue of this mandate,  'determined to take as a basis for its taskthe freely expressed  will of the peoples of the member States of the
European Communities', and adopted a draft convention on the
election of its members by direct universal suffrage.
Already in 1958 Parliament  had instructed its Political Committee
to investigate all the problems that would be raised by elections of
that kind. After more than a year's preparation, during which member
of the Governments, political leaders and official and independent
experts had been consulted, a special working party completed  a
draft convention on the election of Parliament  by direct universal
sufrage. The convention was accompanied  by five reports setting
forth the arguments supporting it.
The basic principles of the draft conz)ention
The authors of the draft convention set out from the assumption
that elections were both expedient  and desirable. For one thing, they
could help to remedy certain structural weaknesses in the operation
of Community machinery. All the major problems facing the Brussels
or Luxembourg institutions are political in nature. It is only natural,
therefore, that their solution should flow from political will. This
could, of course, emanate from the States of the Community. The
authors of the draft convention, however,  had some doubts-and
not without reason-about  the European solidarity of the Governments.
They felt that the Communities  should be anchored in the support
of the peoples who in turn must rcalize that the Communities alone
hold the key to Europe's future. The holding of European elections
was and continues to be regarded as a means of awakening in the
peoples of the Six a deep-rooted common political will 'capable of
carrying through the construction  of the Community in the face of
all contingencies,  differences  of opinion or sectarian trends.' Active
and direct participation of the peoples is also a matter of justice.
In the opinion of the authors of the draft convention  the Communities
can never be the exclusive preserve of specialists and technicians
because their activities embrace the entire economic  life of the Six,
entail decisions of the most radical kind and have the most varied
and widespread repercussions. It is therefore not only right but
a matter of the utmost urgency that the peoples of the Communities
should be enabled through free elections-the only means by which
they can express their will and participate in public affairs-to have
a say in the drawing up of measures of crucial importance to them. 29The draft convention on European elections  was drawn up on
the assumption  that the electorate would be in favour of it. The working
party did not share the view that elections are not alone enough
to arouse public interest and that the public must first be made
better acquainted  with the nature of European problems. The work-
ing party argued that universal suffrage had been introduced in
most of the States at a time when citizens had been scarcely better
informed on domestic political questions. There were therefore
no special grounds for fearing that European elections  would prove
a failure.
At the same time, the question of Parliament's powers was
one that exercised the minds of the framers of the draft convention.
Many members of Parliament argued that a widening of Parliament's
powers ought to accompany, ifnot even precede,  the holding ofdirect
elections. The working party did not fall in with this theory as it
feared that the submission of too many requirements might threaten
the success of its draft. It confirmed that the main aim of the con-
vention  was to brace the Communities by institutions that reflected
the political systems of the European countries. European elections
were to be the touchstone  of the democratic system common to all
the counuies and to impart to Parliament the fresh legitimacy  and
strength needed to enable it to exercise  real political  power. Further-
more the working party regarded  the existing powers of Parliament
as already fairly wide in relation to those of other European  or inter-
national assemblies. For the time being, therefore, the working party
set the elections within the context of the institutional  system laid
down in the Treaties. In a resolution passed together with the draft
convention, Parliament therefore underlined
'the pressing need for enlarging its area of competence to enable
it to exercise the functions of a real parliament, and more
particularly a measure of legislative power and political and
budgetary supervision.'
Main prooisions  of the draft conr)ention
A good deal of controversy  arose over the total membership
of the elected Parliament. The working party felt that the number of
members should be not too high but just enough to warrant elections
and to ensure adequate representation of the various political move-
30 ments of the Six and the smooth working of the parliamentary com-mittees. The number  of members could be determined in two ways : (i)
by proportional representation, based on the actual population of
the various countriesl (ii) by overall or weighted representation  based
on the figures laid down in the Treaties. The working party plumped
for the second alternative. The draft convention accepts the present
weighting of seats as it stands, the increase in numbers being affected
by simple multiplication of the figures laid down in the Treaties of
Rome. Thus, the number of members would move up from t4z
to 426-ro8 (instead of 36) each for France, Germany  and Italy,
4z (instead of 14) each for Belgium and the Netherlands,  and 18
(instead of 6) for Luxembourg. The main political iustification for
this distribution of seats was the equality of the larger countries and
the protection  of the smaller ones. The working party pointed out
that the Communities were guided by federal principles which would
enable all member States to conserve their individuality.
The draft convention provides for a transition period character-
ized by rwo features : (i) one third of the members of the elected
Parliament will continue to be nominated by the national Par-
liaments; (ii) as regards the electoral system, general principles are
laid down and reference is made largely to legislation in force in the
member States.
The transitional  period reconciles  the need for direct elections
with the need for the requisite minimum of contacts between the
European and the national Parliaments. At the end of the transitional
period the elected Parliament is to decide whether the compatibility
of the national and the European mandate in the case of a third
of the representatives is to be maintained or not.
The transitional  period is not to end before completion of the
third stage of the establishment  of the Common Market. Whatever
happens, it will be for Parliament to determine the exact length
of the transitional  period. It will further draw up the provisions on
the election of representatives following the expiry of the tran-
sitional period on as uniform lines as possible. until the final
arrangement comes into force, however, each member State will
remain responsible for its own electoral system. Because of national
and political difficulties the working party refrained from proposing
a uniform electoral system for the transitional period. The authors
of the draft convention  did, however, establish a number of principles
which would be common to the difierent transitional electoral systems
in the six member States: 3r(a) Voters shall consist of men and women qualified in their own
countries to take part in the election of parliamentarians;
(b) The minimum voting age shall be zr years;
(c) Men and women of not less than 25 years of age shall be eligible
to stand for election;
(d) The provisions in force in each member State on the admission
of political parties to the national elections shall also apply to the
European  elections;
(e) European elections  shall be held on the same day in all six countries
and may not coincide with the national elections. This will ensure
that the attention of the electorate will be focused on European
policy and that candidates  give their programmes  a European slant;
(f) Eleaions shall be held not later than one month before the end
of each legislative  period. Parliament shall meet automarically
on the first Tuesday following a period of one month after the
day of the elections;
(g) Parliament shall verify the credentials  of its members and settle
any disputes;
(h) No provision  is made for by-elections where a seat becomes vacant.
National legislations must ensure that the vacancy  is filled.
On r7 May 196o, in addition to the text of the convention,
Parliament  passed a resolution on electoral  procedure during the
transitional period in which it signified its intention.
'to submit opinions to the Councils on the electoral laws needed
to give effect to the convention, and to address  recommendations
direct to the national Parliaments as to how they should bring
their nomination procedure into line with elecrions by direa
universal suffrage.'
The draft convention  fixes the European legislative period at
five years. Representarives  in Parliament are to vote individually  and
on personal grounds, and must not represent the States or receive
any directions or assignments from them.
As regards  cases of incompatibilitS  the draft convention refers
to the laws of member States. With the continued  existence of the
Communities,  however, new functions have come into being, and
for these the convention lays down European provisions. It covers
a number of cases of incompatibility  between the status of a repre-
32 sentative in the European Parliament and, more particularly, thatof member of a national Government and of member of an institution
or other body of the European  Communities.
Other measures taken by Parliarnent following the adoption of the
draft conoention
The working party realized that the draft convention could
not iron out all the problems arising from the election of a European
Parliament  and that legal as well as practical difficulties would be
thrown up by disparities between the convention and the laws of
the member States. In order to facilitate the work of harmonization
it therefore  made provisions in the convention  for the Council of
.Nfinisters to set up an interim committee made up of equal numbers
of delegates of the member States' governments  and delegates of the
European Parliament. The committee would be expected to submit
opinions and recommendations.  Its decisions would be carried by a
two-thirds majority of the votes cast.
The question  arose whether direct elections by universal  suffrage
should be held in the overseas countries and territories  associated
with the Community. The working party finally came round to the
view that, because their status vis-d-vis the Community differs from
that of the member States, the institutions  should be made up entirely
of representatives  of the member States. To this legal argument
was added the argument that participation by the Associated  States
in European elections would give rise to all sorts of difficulties. A
choice had therefore again to be made between what was desirable
and what was possible. Parliament confined itself to issuing a decla-
ration of intent concerning participation by parliamentary represent-
atives of the overseas countries and territories in the work of the
European Parliament.
Bearing in mind the importance of such participation, Parliament
announced
'its readiness to meet, at least once every year, parliamentary
representatives  to be nominated by the associated  overseas countries
and territories, with a view to discussing, under conditions  to
be jointly agreed, questions arising from the association  with
the European  Communities.'
It was this declaration  of intent that led to the setting up of the
Parliamentary Conference  of the Association which brings together
3
33representatives  of the European Parliament and of the Associated
African and Malagasy  States.(l)
The working party recognized the need for an information
policy to prepare the general public for the elections. It proposed
a resolution  which was passed by Parliament and of which the follow-
ing is an extract:
'Conscious that the task assigned to it by the Treaties is not
discharged with the submission of these proposals;  Parliament
regards it as its duty to ensure that the draft convention  is studied
as speedily as possible  by the Governments and then by the national
Parliaments;
Is convinced that it is also its duty to ensure maximum partici
pation of the peoples in the first European elections.'
In another resolution Parliament  issued a mandate to a dele-
gation
'to establish all appropriate links with the competent authorities
of member States and with the Council of Ministers with a view
to ensuring that this draft convention is approved  and given
effect to as rapidly  as possible.'
In accordance with the provisions of the Treaties, the draft
convention adopted by Parliamenr on 17 May 196o was passed on
to the Council of Ministers. To date the Council has done nothing
about this draft convention. In the meantime Parliament has spared
no effort to bring home the importance  of electing its members  by
6irss1 'niversal suffrage  as suggested even before 1958 by the drafters
and signatories of the Rome Trearies. $(ride sections of the public
continue to take the liveliest interest in the prospect of European
elections to which they look forward  as a spectacular sign of a decisive
shift towards a Community-based  political system. There can be
no doubt that we are here facing a crucial test for - 
technical discussions
and questions of expedience  apart - 
the strongest resistance  to direct
elections has been shown ar the highest political level. The decision
in question  is a fundamental one that afects the future prospects of
federal Europe. Such elections would enable the European Parliament
to increase its independence and authority-in short, to become
something more closely approaching a real parliament.  There is no
blinking the fact that member States are in no hurry to bring
this about. European elections will not solve all problems, but the
34 (r) Chapter VIII.mere fact of restoring them to the agenda of the Governments'
discussions  would be a sigu of real determination  to establish  a
political community.
Widening and snengthening  of Parliament's  pawers
The working party engaged in studying  the question of direct
elections had, as already mentioned, decided not to link up this
problem  with that of Parliament's jurisdiction and powers.  Parliament
accepted this decision  but, in adopting the draft convention, underlined
'the pressing need for enlarging its sphere of competence so that
it could exercise the functions of a real parliament and, more
particularly, a measure of legislative power and political  and
budgetary control.'
This concern was reflected in the extensive work carried out
by the Political Committee which was reviewed in a report prepared
by Mr. Furler and discussed  in Parliament on z7 lvne 1963. In the
resolution adopted at the end of the debate, Parliament  dwelt on
the fact that any real progress by the Community must go hand in
hand with the development of its institutional  structure, and that
the transfer of legislative powers from national to Community level
must be accompanied  by a corresponding strengthening of parta-
mentary powers within the Community.  Wider parliamentary powers
were also essential to strengthen the democratic structure  and spirit
of the Community.
Clear-cut proposals were made regarding:
(a) active participation  in the nomination of the Executives;
(b) debate on the statement of programme to be made before Parlia-
ment by each new President of an Executive;
(c) better consultation procedure arrangements;
(d) the changing of the consultation  procedure into a right of approval
in all the major fields and particularly as regards legislative
decisions;
(e) ratification  by Parliament of all international agreements concluded
by the Community;
(f) right of decision on the budget direcdy the Community secures
its own sources of revenuel
(g) nomination  by Parliament of the judges of the Court of Justice
from a list submitted bv the Governments. 35In this way Parliament  has paved the way for a steady 'democra-
tization' of Community  activity. The parliamentary guarantees  it
demands to enable it to defend the interests of the European  peoples
are all the more necessary in the crucial stage of integration  reached
today, that of preparing a common policy and a body of Community
law in many spheres that have a direct impact on the day-to-day
life of every European citizen.
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Towards balanced' economic deaelopment
Since the Treaties of Rome came into force on r lanuary  1958
all economic policy measures within the European Community  have
had to be governed by the following considerations  :
(a) The need to steer towards a customs union which' under the
terms of the EEC Treaty, is to be automatically introduced- and
completed on r July tgOS' eU internal customs duties will be
abolished and the io'rr-u"ity will operate a common external
tariff vis-i-vis non-member countries;
(b) The achievement of the economic union provided for in the
Treaties,  incorporating the already existing ECSC' This means
increasingly substitutlng-while  resorting to any transitional
"rr"og"--"ots 
that may be necessary-Community  solutions for
national economic poti"i"t and legislation' Such substitution
must be effected within the institutional  framework defined by
the Treaties in which Parliament is assigned the important r6le
set out in the precerting chapter' Although Parliament is not
yet Europe's law-make,fitt tttpttvisory  functions 11{. its dsht
of initiative at policy level imposes on it a responsibility  which
grows in i-poitance with thi impact made by Community
decisions on the day-to-day existence of the new citizens of
economic EuroPe.
With these considerations  in mind parliamentarians are doing
theirutmosttoensurethatthetransitionfromthestageofnational
economies to that of customs  union is effected as smoothly  as possible  39so as not to disturb the economic balance. Moreover-as the drafters
of the Rome Treaties clearly rearized-in our dynamic industrial
society such a transirion cannot be accomprished  simpry by aggre-
gating a number of more or less static economies-somewhat  on the
lines of the grouping  together of the German Ldndr into the nine-
teenth century Zolberein.  Todan on the other hand, national economic
structures protected by customs barriers must be replaced by new
community structures paving the way to economic union. only
thus can customs union become effective. Moreover, the need to
set up such a union compels the community authorities to make
active preparations  for economic union ,o u, io avoid upsetting the
balance of the economies.
Every year, at the time the EEC Commission,s  general report
is discussed, Parliament-by  virtue of its supervisory" powers-has
commented  in its resolutions and opinions  on the .onsequerrces of
setting up a customs union, made a careful study of the resurting
market conditions, pointed out possible dangers and caned for measures
for averting them. It has further .or".ro.d itserf with preparing the
ground for economic  union and with the forward-looking ind construct-
ive ideas and community  regislation this demands. E"conomic union
has now been achieved in the agricurturar se*or. (see chapter rv).
In all the other spheres for which the EEC Treaty demands a uniform
or at least co-ordinated policy numerous difficulties have still to be
surmounted. It is the intention in this chapter to draw attention, if
only in a general way, ro the contribution  made by parliament in the
following major fields:
(a) the community's  medium-term economic poticy which has increas-
ingly set the general patrern for activitiis in-the economic policy
field;
(b) the community's ooerarl financiar  and economic  poricies.An account
will be given berow of the efforts made with regard to (i) a co-
ordinated short4erm economic poricy as a means of steering eco-
nomic developmeng  Qi) monetarg policy and public finances as
the bases of a healthy modern economy, ana iiii; thl Europran
capital market and imtestment as cruciar factors' for economic
growth;
(c) regional policy as a means of tempering  the effects of a form of
economic growth largely governed by immediate considerations
of expedience;
40  (d) energy policy as a prerequisite of any economic activity;(e) transport policy as a pillar of an expanding  trading economy;
(f) competition  policy as a means of ensuring orderly economic  pro-
gress.
The Communitg's medium-terrn  econoTnic policy
It was in the European Parliament that were held the crucial
discussions  that culminated in the adoption of the economic concept
according to which full and lasting integration of the economies of
the Six can be achieved. This concept is today summed up in the
expression'medium-term  economic policy.'
Medium-term  economic policy aims at a modern and efective
synrhesis  that will bring economic activity into line with specific
objectives jointly formulated by political institutions  and industry,
and at the same time at the widest possible measure of freedom of
decision for entrepreneurs  and of independence for the market.
This process is going on-in varying degrees and under different
names-in all member States of the Community. Hence the need
to work out a medium-term economic policy for the Community'
Such a policy must seek to replace the present aims of member
States-still strongly influenced by national considerations-as
well as the corresponding  economic policies, by a series of Community
objectives  and the economic policy instruments  necessary to achieve
them.
To date the Community's  efforts in this field have reached
the following point : on 29 April 1966 the EEC Commission sub-
mitted to the Council of Ministers a 'draft medium-term economic
policy progralnme for 1966-7o.' This outlines the general prospects
for the Community's  growth over that period and contains guidelines
for their achievement.  Within this context are specified the aims to
be attained as regards employment and occupational  training policy,
public finance policy and regional policy. This draft programme
loday largely influences the proposals, recommendations  and opinions
of the single commission of the European communities set up on
r July 1967.It has therefore become an indispensable  working tool
for the achievement  of full economic  union. Experts are constantly
improving it and are also devoting  attention to the aims and prospects
of a common  science policy.
The European  Parliament has on two occasions pointed  the
way to such a programme. The first was in 196z during a major 4rdebate when a discussion opened up between the last determined
opponent of economic  planning, Dr. Erhard then Economics Minister
of the Federal Republic, and Dr. Walter Hallstein, then President
of the EEC Commission. The second occasion was in January 1964
when Parliament was consulted on the Commission's  recommen-
dation concerning the preparation  of a medium-term economic policy
programme.
On zo November t962, at the discussion between Parliament on
the one hand and the Councils of Ministers and Executives on the
other, the item 'The aims of the Community in the second stage
of the transition period (19$-6)'stood  on the agenda. At Parliament's
express wish the EEC Commission had submitted  a concrete  action
programme. Apart from the 'General Objectives' which the Treaty
required the High Authority to lay down for the coal and steel sector,
this programme was the first document in the history of European
economic  integration to employ the terms 'long-term  forecasts'
and 'programming.'  The debate wound up with the adoption by all
the political groups in Parliament-subject  to reservations  here and
there-of these terms of modern  economic policy. The peoples'
representatives thus displayed  a community  of views which augured
well for the future.
Only Dr. Erhard, as an out-and-out partisan of economic liber-
alism, put up determined  opposition. He spoke of a 'highly ques-
tionable superfluity of planning' and said he was convinced  that
'... such theorizing, even where it is intended to serve merely
as a guide, either fails to keep pace with events or tends to cramp
them as in a vice. This is why we should clamp down on rhese
ideas before they get out of hand. we have never deluded ourselves
into believing that life can be grasped in all its variety with the
aid of a mass of figures. The way men think and act-and this
is what matrers-is a qualitative  affair, and this applies equally
to entrepreneur,  merchairt or even the smallest consumer.  Man's
behaviour eludes quantitative assessment.  This is why I am certain
that any attempt such as this is doomed to failure.,
On these ideological grounds Dr. Erhard opposed any proposal
that the State should lay down economic policy aims or that political
institutions  should exercise influence over or interfere with the affairs
of the bodies responsible for economic policy, i.e. employers, and
workers'  associations, banks, industrial and commercial  under-
42 takings, etc.Even in 1962, however, Dr. Erhard,s ideas found few supporters
in the European  Parliament. Dr. walter Hallstein observed that
'... when men are left to do entirely as they please, the balance
of forces favours the strong who can always use the weak for
their own ends... This is why legal provision  has to be made
for the presence of the State in the economy.,
Professor Hallstein then went on to show how these legal pro-
visions, so necessary and everywhere in force, ought to be geared
to the Community aim of a real European economic  union. It was
here that programming could be of real help.
As a result of this debate in Parliament  the Commission was
free to go ahead with further Community  planning.
On zr June 1964 Parliament discussed a recommendation sub-
mitted by the EEC Commission to the Council on a common medium-
term economic  policy reflecting  the views on planning expressed by
itin ry62.
The Commission justified its recommendation on the grounds
that the Community  ought to draw up forecasts of economic $owth
stretching over several years, and suggested a medium-term econo-
mic policy covering a period of four to five years as a framework
for the measures of the national Governments  and the European
institutions.
The Commission  suggested that the following procedure  be
followed. An independent panel of experts should first conduct
a purely quantitative survey in the light of all the information  available.
On the basis of this, a committee composed of senior government
officials responsible for the economic policy of their respective coun-
tries would draw up a common medium-term  economic policy
programme. This would lay down objectives and suggest the economic
policy measures needed to attain them.
The European  Parliament's opinion on this recommendation
was prepared in a reporr of its Economic and Financial  Committee.
On the major policy question of planning or no planning, rhe reporr
observed that the resistance put up in many quarters to any form
of State planning had noticeably declined.
'A free market entirely devoid of State intervention  is today no
longer conceivable. The real alternative  is not between a free
market and economic  planning. Every economic policy allows
scope both to the facrors of a free market, particularly the initia-
tive of the entrepreneur and the play of competition,  and to the 43instruments of state intervention.  where the state steps in,
however, it must do so in a systematic manner"'
The need for systematic co-ordination is even greater at EEC
level. To the conflicting requirements of the various sectors
must be added clashes of interest at national and regional level.
These can only be reconciled in terms of a unified economic
approach  based on an overall political  concept.'
The report welcomed the commission's  marked reluctance
ro accept any form of unduly rigid planning entailing the risk of
excessive  State influence and a perfectionist  approach. It also noted
that the economy would have to overcome a number of difficulties
through its own efforts. 'such eforts are genefally preferred to state
intervention  as being closer to reality and therefore more effective.'
The debate showed that all parliamentarians were in principle
in favour of this pragmatic non-ideological  approach to reconciling
economic forecasting and planning with uaditional European con-
cepts such as freedom of entrepreneurial  decision, freedom of the
consumer  and freedom to choose an occupation. Given the different
backgrounds  of the various parliamentarians,  it goes without saying
that certain qualifications  were raised. It was interesting to note,
for example,  that the French members of the Liberal group came
out strongly in favour of democratic planning of the economy as
a whole, whereas German liberals considered that economic  surveys
ought to be carried out not by the State but by independent  scientific
institutes,  and refused to accept that planning  could exercise a dynamic
influence of its own.
In its resolution Parliament welcomed  and supported the Com-
mission's  recommendation as a whole. It underlined the need to
keep the medium-term economic policy flexible and to review it
from year to year. Moreover, it dwelt on the importance of the eco-
nomic policy instruments of member States for an effective  common
policy and asked that they should be overhauled in the light of com-
munity requirements. With regard to its own institutional position,
Parliament looked to the EEC Commission to discuss its obiectives,
before their final adoption, with the parliamentary committees con-
cerned, and to seek Parliament's opinion on any proposals  pending
the day it acquired real legislative power of its own.
After consulting  Parliament the council of Ministers adopted
the EEC Commission's  recommendation.  on the basis of the survey
44 prepared by the experts, the committee of senior government offi-cials set up in accordance with the recommendation drew up the
'draft programme for a medium-term  policy for 1966-7o'' The
EEC Commission took this over unchanged  and submitted it to the
Council of Ministers which, at its meeting of 17 and 18 May 1966,
decided to consult Parliament on the subject.
The debate in Parliament was held on 3o November 1966 on
the basis of a comprehensive report by the Economic Affairs commit-
tee. While welcoming  the positive aspects of the programme,  the
committee  drew attention to its weaknesses  :
'The first medium-term  economic  policy programme consists
mainly of guidelines for economic policy, indicating the course
to be followed to attain a particular  obiective.  But the means
of attaining this objective are almost entirely in the hands of the
Governments of member States, and even then largely in terms
of moral influence. More could not have been expected of a
first programme.'
All spokesmen of the parliamentary  groups nevertheless  wel-
comed the progress that had been made.
In its resolution Parliament considered that increased public
investment and directly productive  investment, kept at a high level,
would be indispensable to ensure economic growth while safeguarding
internal and external balance. It endorsed the obiective defined in
the programme  according  to which consumers'  expenditure should
be maintained at an appropriate level, to the benefit of investments.
It urged that public investment programmes  and forecasts extending
over several yiars should be established  showing the intentions of
the Governments in the matter of economic policy so that the rest
of the economy could obtain guidance from them. It recommended,
in view of an inevitable  and rapid expansion of public investment,
more economic management of budgets, a review of subsidies  and
a fiscal policy which would make it possible to cover expenditure,
without however provoking inflationary trends in the economy at
large. At the same time it considered that a policy on company capi-
tal should be introduced to strengthen capital markets,  increase the
propensity to save and give workers a greater share in the general
iormation of capital. Finally Parliament urged that activities in the
field of medium-term  economic  policy should be pushed ahead
with and at the same time improved and extended.
The medium-term  economic policy thus inuoduced into the
process of European economic integration new techniques and 45guidelines which, largely thanks to the European parliament, could
develop a steadily increasing momenr'm  of their own closely geared
to the needs of the Communitv.
The Community's  economic and financial policy
The Common Assembly had already maintained, mainly
through the discussion of the High Authority's general reporrs, a
permanent  dialogue with this first European Executive on the
economic and financial policy problems encountered  in the member
States.
The European Parliament  continued  these exchanges of views
with the rhree Executives during the discussion of their general
reports and above all when the EEC commission's  annual repon on
the Community's  economic  situation was presented.
As far back as January rg1g a report by the Economic and
Financial committee brought out the three major aspects on which
community efforts in the field of an economic and financial  policy
aiming at an ultimate economic union should concentrate :
(a) short-term economic policy as an essentiar oehicre of a common
economic polica : Parliament invited the EEC commission  to
take all the steps necessary to ensure co-ordination  of the short-
term economic policies of member states provided for in Article
ro3 of the EEC Treaty.
(b) Monetary policy and pubtic finances.. parliament urged the need
to co-ordinate  or standardize fiscal and budgetary  policies, without
neglecting  public investment in member States.
Above all it stressed the need for maintaining  monetary stability.
(c) The capital market and inaestment in general .. parliament
underlined the fact that the necessary level of investment
depends on the further development of the capital markets of
the community countries and on their conversion into a
single capital market through speeded-up liberalization  of capital
movements.
Many of these objectives, which were laid down during the
initial stage of the European  Economic community,  have since been
partly achieved, Parliament  having throughout contributed constant
suggestions  and encouragement.  only a few of the main reports,
debates and resolutions  dealing with these can be mentioned in these
46  pages.Short-term  economic policy
In May 196o Parliament, in the light of a report by the Economic
and Financial Committee, drew the attention of the Commission
and Council to the need:
(a) for reaching basic agreement on the objectives to be attained
through the short-term  economic policy;
(b) for working out a common approach  to be adopted by member
States in the presence of specific economic trendsl
(c) for checking the adequacy and effectiveness ofshort-term economic
policy instruments.
Parliament renewed these requests each year with slight changes
to take subsequent short-term econornic developments  into account.
At the same time it was highly critical of the failure to achieve
practical results in the co-ordination of both short-term and
longer-term economic  policies.
It was not until 1964, at the height of a period characterized by
overheated  economies  and inflationary price trends in all the Commu-
nity countries, that the first concrete  measure was taken. on a proposal
by the Commission, the Council sent member States on 15 April a
recommendation  that they should give top priority in their economic
policies to a sound balance of payments position and to the re-estab-
lishment of price stability. The Council recommended a curb on
public spending as the best means of righting the balance of payments.
It invited member States to introduce  an incomes  policy under
which wage increases would be tied to productivity, at least so long
as inflationary pressures  remained at that high level. This recommen-
dation undoubtedly led to some results, though these were limited
by the degree of willingness of the various Governments and
by the effectiveness of the short-term policy instruments available
to them.
In November  t964 Parliament again raised these matters during
the annual discussions between the Council and the Executives.
After reviewing the meastues taken by member States and the results
achieved, Parliament decided that neither the short-term policy
as such, nor the policy instruments needed to put it into effect, suf-
ficed to deal with the changing pattern of economic trends. Short-
term economic policy could only achieve its end if it was accompanied
by a long-term  development  policy.
Such a development  policy could be built up around the Com- 47munity's medium-term economic policy programme already referred
to, and to the drawing up of which Parliament largely contributed.
The following two sections will be devoted to the issues thrown
up by major aspects of such a policy, namely monetary policy and
public finances.
Monetary policy and publicfinances
Since May 196z Parliament  has concerned itself closely with
the co-ordination of monetary  policies  and of budgetary and financial
policies within the Community. The ground was prepared for the
first debate by separate reports by the Economic and Financial
Committee  on the co-ordination of monetary policies and on the
co-ordination of budgetary and financial policies.
The need to co-ordinate monetar!  policies, vital and inseparable
elements of any economic policy, flows logically from the EEC
Treaty which provides therefor in its Article ro5rz. The Treaty
also provides for the setting up for this purpose of a monetary
committee with consultative  status. Parliament has from the start
felt that it ought to impart a dynamic content to the somewhat
indeterminate provisions of the Treaty. In a resolution of 17 Octo-
ber tg6z passed after the debate on the report on the co-ordi-
nation of budgetary and financial  policies Parliament called, as the
first steps towards  co-ordinating moneftry policies, for :
(a) improvement and standardization  of exchanges of information
and statistics between member States;
(b) the creation of an adequate  range of monetary  policy instruments;
(c) a ban on the alteration  ofexchange  rates without prior consultation
among member  States;
(d) close collaboration with the institutions of the International
Monetary Fund and the OECD.
As a long-term requirement, Parliament stipulated that the poli-
cies of member States, once co-ordinated, should gradually give place
to a common monetary policy.
'In order to achieve  a common monetary policy, a federal organi-
zation of the central banks of the Community countries must be
progressively brought into being.'
With this in mind, the EEC Commission, in a communication
addressed to the Council on 19 June 1963 concerning  monetary and
48  financial co-operation, proposed the setting up of a committee  ofgovernors  of central banks of member States which was to meet at
iegular intervals jointly with a member of the Commission'
Parliament narurally welcomed this development in the debate
held on this communication on z4 Januaty t964' How far the steps
still fell short of Parliament's demands can be gauged,  however, from
the comments made in the Economic and Financial committee's
report: the prior consultation procedure  did not work as well as had
bee., erp.ct.d *h"tr the French franc was devalued and when the
values or tn" German mark and Dutch guilder were raised. The
member  States concerned appear to have done nothing more than
notify their Partners.
InNovembettg66Parliamentagaincheckedthepositioninthe
lightofareportbytheEconomicandFinancialCommitteeconcerning
tlie future activities of the Community in the field of monetary
policy and the establishment  of a European monetary union'
' 
The report and the ensuing  resolution explained  why monetary
policy tasks were becoming more and more urgent:
'The disturburr"", 
"rrd 
weaknesses  which make themselves  felt
in the different member States, and in particular  inflationary  and
deflationary trends, appear to be spreading more and more lastingly
formoneCommunitycountrytoanother.Itistruethatsubstan.
tial progress has been made at institutional level-the Monetary
comnittee must be consulted before any decision is taken by
memberstatesinthefieldofinternationalmonetaryrelations;
the Committee of Governors of Central Banks holds regular
meetingsl  member  States have undertaken to consult each other
before altering their exhange rates' Nevertheless  the Community
has a long way to go before achieving  the unified capital market'
.o *g.oaly needed,  and a co-ordinated  monetary  policy"
Rt tle suggestion  of Mr. Dichgans,  member of the Bundestag of
the Federal Republic of West Germany,  the European Parliament re-
commended, as a first step towards a European  monetary union' the
introduction of European .oior to circulate in all community countries.
Problems of thi world monetary system were also tackled and
a call was made for a common approach, particularly in dealings
with the International Monetary Fund. It was in this spirit that
the six Finance Ministers attended the international  monetary con-
ference held in Rio de Janeiro in September  t967'
ThecontroversyoverthealignmentofmemberStates,budgetary
and financial policies is inseparably bound up with Parliament's  efforts
+
49to ensure the co-ordination of monetary policies. The report of May
1962, akeadv referred to, on the co-ordination  of monetary policies,
formed the basis of all these activities. In a resolution of 17 october
196z Parliament set out its initial wishes  :
(a) Member States' budgets should be made comparable, particularly
in their breakdown  in the light of economic criteria;
(b) A European economic budget was essential and must be discussed
in Parliament;
(c) comparable budgets must be a step towards a concerted budgetary
policy modelled on the lines suggested in the European  economic
budget;
(d) Public invesrmenrs should be co-ordinated  in the community  and
private investments fostered and guided by means of a co-ordinated
approach.
The main obstacle to carrying out the last two suggestions lies,
according to the report on which the resolution was based. in the
fact that :
'co-ordination ofbudgets  and budgetary  policies presents a variety
of political  aspects. It will become all the easier as the communitv
moves forward to a measure of political integration.,
In view of the difficulties encountered  on this path, there was
no alternative in the field of economic and financial policy but to
introduce  purely formal arrangements.
This is why the EEC Commission, in its memorand.um to the
council of 19 June 1963 on monetary and financial co-operation,
merely asks that a Budgetary Policy committee be set up 'to study,
during the preliminary  srages of the preparation of State budgets, the
broad outlines of the member Stares, budgetary policies.,
In the debate on this memorandum parliament  naturally endorsed
this proposal. At the same time it referred to the above-mentioned
resolution of 17 october t96z'whose  recommendations  clearly spell
out the nature of the Executives' political task.' The Economic and
Financial commiftee's reporr of November r966-already men-
tioned-could  do no more rhan point out that the Budgetary policy
Committee had started on its work.
The European  capital market and general irwestment
Parliament's first real efforts aimed at establishing a European
capital market, and at encouraging and guiding the general investment 5orequired for such a market, date back to the March 1965 session'
It is true that the basic discussion referred to earlier in this chapter
had already taken place the previous January, and that questions
relating to the capitaimarket and investments had already been touched
lrpoo Io the debates and resolutions devoted more particularly
to short-term economic policy. It was not however until the debate
of z3 March 1965 on thtEEC Commission,s  sratemenr  regarding  the
economic situation of the Community in t964 and the outlook for
1965 that the problem of a European  capital market came to the fore-
front. The Economic and Financial  Committee's report had already
posed this problem in the context of the medium-term economic
policy programme  then in preparation: 
. -  ,The main purpose of the community's  medium-term economlc
policyshouldbethecreationofproductionunitscapableofmeeting
ihe technical, economic and financial requirements of the modern
world. This, in turn' presents considerable financing problems for
undertakings. The ggC Commission  therefore proposes a reform
of the member States' financial market pending the creation of a
large-scaleEuropeancapitalmarketandaninvestigationintothe
etrects fiscal systems  have on self-financing"' It puts forward
proposals for irarmonizing taxes on capital movements- and for
etiminating  administrative  provisions that hamper the circulation
of caPital.'
IntheresolutionsummarizingthisreportParliamentcalledupon
the EEC Commission
,to take measures in the current year for the promotion  of capital
movements between member States with a view to creating a
large-scale European capital market''
Ei-ghteen*ooth,latertheEconomicandFinancialCommittee's
report,;heady mentioned  in connexion with monetary policy' returned
to th; probiem in November 1966 when it outlined the many
taskssdilltobedoneforthepurposeofliberalizingtheCom-
munity's capital market as well as the main features of that market'
On the basis of this report, Parliament's requirements  were summed
up as follows:
'The EuroPean Parliament,
Considersthatitisindispensableandur8enttopursuetheliber-
alization of the community  capital market in particular for short-
term capital movements  and issues by Community undertakings
and, to itis eod, hopes that the economic, monetary  and budgetary 5rpolicies of the community counrries will be co-ordinated  satis-
factorily;
Believes that excessive demand for capitar by the authorities and
certain forms of interest rebates granted by the States to the pri-
vate sector can weigh upon the capital market in such a way that
inflationary  impulses  result, and invites the EEC commission  to
submit proposals for the removal of these disturbing factors to
the council of Ministers and the Governments of the member
States.'
Marked national divergences  and clashes of interest have still
to be surmounted both in general capital market and investment  policy
and in monerary and budgetary policy. This can only be done by
pursuing common objectives which can now be fixed in the light of
the Community's medium-term economic policy.
Regional policy
Ever since it began concerning itself with regional policy par-
liament has regarded it as a lasting and essential  aspect orihe general
economic policy not only of member states but, even more, of the
community. Parliament's views on regional policy were recently
set out in a resolution  of 17 october 1966 concerning the community,s
medium-term  economic policy programme.
Parliament first turned its attention to regional policy questions
in May 196o in a debate conducted on rhe basis of a t.po.t by the
Economic and Financial committee.  This report defined the nlture
of regional policy and briefly reviewed how it had been applied in
the member  States and the insuuments available to it. Finallv. in
the light of the provisions  of the EEC Treaty and of a first assessment
of the situation of regional policy in Europe, it put forward  objectives
and outlined the prospects  ofa European regional policy.
The trend in the modern economy has been towards greater
and greater concentration of industrial production in given-areas.
others have tended to fall farther and farther behind. Accordirg
to the report' this situation  can be dealt with in one of two ways  :
(a) by speeding  up the development of wealthy areas and encouraging
a systematic drift of the population  from those that are under-
developed;
(b) by seeking out methods-technical, economic and social-of
enabling the less developed  areas ro close up the gap as far as 52possible by deriving the maximum  benefit from the development
oftheeconomyasawholeandthusattainingameasufeofequi-
librium.
There is no doubt that without the corrective of regional policy
the progressive  integration of the economies of the Six cannot but
""."n*"r" 
the trend towards concentration in already highly devel-
opedareas.ThusboththeletterandspiritoftheTreatyofRome
*a.n"inflexibledemandsofourcivilizationpointtothesecond
alternative.
Because the lack of progress, and even regression' in certain
economic areas throws up acute human problems, the representatives
ofthepeopleshavebeenparticularlyactiveinthisfield.Theparlia-
mentaiians concerned have set up, independently of political  group-
ings and parliamentary committees,  their own 'Group for the study
ofr.gior"i  and local problems' which works in close collaboration
with lhe Council of European  Local Authorities. Their main concern
is to ascertain  the effects of Community measures at regional  and
local level and to discuss the resulting problems. It is in this way
that the nature ofthe tasks to be tackled by regional policy are brought
to light. These parliamentarians also believe that a sound European
consciousness can only be created if a link is established  between
the everyday life of Europeans, which hinges on the local community
and economic  area, and the community institutions. It is for the parlia-
mentary institutions  to provide this link'
Apart from the large number of industrial redeplo5rment  measures
tak.n by the ECSC and the assistance  provided by the European
Investment  Bank and European Social Fund, regional policy in
Europe has still oot 
"rrr"rg"d 
from the study and proiect stage' For
its part, Parliament has done its utmost to speed up developments in
this field.
In a resolution going back to ry May 196o it invites the Com-
mission :
(a) to press ahead with its investigations into the regional otgantza-
tion of the Community, at the same time ensuring co-operation
withotherbodiesalsoengagedinsurveyingregionalstructure;
(b)todrawupasrapidlyaspossiblealistofinstitutionsandother
bodies in the Six member st"t.t which are active in this field and
responsible for the regional economy;
(c) to iake special 
"..oorrt 
of areas with exceptional problems; for
example, those suaddling intra-Community frontiers (e'g' the 53Lorraine-Saar-Luxembourg  industrial triangle) or lying at the
Community's  outer boundaries  (southern Italy, Brittany, German
territories adjoining the zonal border).
To date little more has been done than to take stock of the
situation. At the same time a tendency is emerging to think that
European regional policy can only be secondarp and supplementary,
to co-ordinated  measures taken at regional and national level.
The problem  was again gone into at the January  1964 session
in the light of a report by the Economic and Financial committee.
In the meantime there had been certain changes in the scene. In
September 196o the ECSC had organized a big conference  on in-
dustrial redevelopment,  and the EEC, at the suggestion of parliamenr,
a conference of experts on regional policy problems. At the end of
these conferences working parties made up of national experts had
been set up. The second parliamentary report could therefore draw
on a wealth of expert opinions and at the same time, at the express
wish of Parliament,  tried to sum up the work done by the three
communities.  It outlined courses of action with regard to four crucial
problems  :
(a) The danger of increasing still further the economic difficulties
at the Community's  outer boundaries;
(b) Changing the position occupied, as regards economic  geography,
of national frontier areas (Belgian Ardennes,  German Bifel and
parts ofAlsace).  Because ofthe tragic course ofEuropean history,
the general infrastructure of these areas falls shori of modern
economic requirements  despite the fact that they be at the econo-
mic centre of the Community;
(c) The reconversion of areas whose industrial development is onesided
and whose markets are shrinking (particularly coalmining areas);
(d) The reorganization  of agricultural  areas.
In a resolution of zz lanuary 1964 parriament endorsed the
following conclusions reached in the reporr:
(a) The EEC's economic  policy shourd be defined so as to take account
ofits effects on the different regions;
(b) A regional policy can only be effective if the communitv bases
its measures on medium- and long-range overall p.*p.".r;
(c) Even if the main responsibility  for regional policy is io remain
with the individual member Srates, the community must have
an independent source of revenue to enable it to play a more
effective part; 54(d) Although the Community  authorities must be mainly responsible
for drawing up directives on a common regional policy, they
should play only a secondary rdle in their implementarion.
Following these moves by Parliament, the EEC finally submitted
in May ry65 afirst memorandum  on regional policy in the Community.
Parliament discussed this at its June 1966 session in the light of a reporr
by its Economic and Financial Committee  and of a special report
by its Social Committee  concerning the social aspecrs of the High
Authority's  redevelopment  operations.
In a resolution of z7 lune 1966 Parliament summarized  its
attitude towards every aspect of this all-important  Community
task :
'The European Parliament urges the responsible  Community
authorities to show a more vigorous  resolve to tackle the problems
of regional policy in a practical  manner, to adapt their methods
to circumstances,  to strengthen the machinery and augment the
financial means available, and bring to bear a sound and closely-
knit body of measures constituting a detailed action prograrnme
which the member States may take as rhe basis for their relevant
legislation;
It approves the EEC Commission's first memorandum which it
regards as a first step towards the gradual adoption of a common
regional policy, but urgently invites the Council of Ministers and
member States to proceed to a rapid study of the problems  of the
common  regional policy and to find a satisfactory  solution within
the framework of the Community's medium-term economic
policy;
It invites the High Authority  to pursue its courses of action when
the Executives are merged, co-operating  more closely with regional
and national authorities both in structural  studies and at the
practical level;
It suggests that the Commission  of Euratom should consider
nuclear energy policy as an essential component of regional policn
and urges Euratom  in drawing  up its programme for the installation
of atomic power stations to have an eye to regional industrialization
plans connected with the general policy of the Community;
It hopes that the present structure  and statutes of the European
Investment  Bank will be revised so as to make of it the main
instrument for giving effect to the common regional policy. It
invites the Community authorities  to study ways and means of ))56
creating a special fund for financing  regional development. It
considers that the Agricultural Guidance  and Guarantee Fund
also has an imporrant r6le to play in the field of regional policy
but that first it should be supplied with the necessary facilities
and its system of aid be brought up to date. Parliament also looks
forward,  as in the past, to a reform of the Social Fund;
It again recommends that the community  establish a central
documentation  and information service for matters of regional
policy and co-ordinate methods of collecting and processing
regional statistical data in the member States;
It considers it an urgent preliminary  step to overhaul the staff
organization  and increase the funds and establishment of the
existing departments in the EEC Commission,  and urges the
Council of Ministers to have due regard to the suggestions sub-
mitted to it;
It fully appreciates the political value of participation by repre-
sentatives of local and regional authorities in the planning of
community regional policy and considers that the establishment
of closer contacts between Community  bodies and representatives
of the regions is an essential factor for truly democratic  colla-
boration in this sphere  ;
It believes it indispensable that the member States pursue a
resolute policy to encourage investment in the less-favoured
regions and to supply with appropriate funds the local authorities
which, at various levels and each within their sphere, are respons-
ible for regional policy.'
Energy policy
From the outset one of Parliament's  chief concerns has been
to see established a common European  energy policy and a common
energy market covering every form of energy. As the interpreter
of the Community's  political will, it attempted in numerous debates
to overcome the crippling effect of the dispersal of institutional powers
in the energy sector resulting from the Treaties. Coal is governed
by the provisions of the ECSC Treaty which proved of little use
in dealing with the coal-market crisis, which could not have been
foreseen in r95r. The other conventional  sources of energy (petroleum'
natural gas, hydro-electric  power and electricity)  are governed by the
general provisions of the EEC Treaty, while for nuclear energy theEuropean Atomic Energy community  was speciaily created. None of
the three Treaties contains any provisions relating to a common
energy policy or even a timetable for its elaboration. parliament  has
tried to get this gap filled or at least to ensure that measures taken
in the various energy sectors are co-ordinated  at European  revel.
lhe_main difficulty was, and remains, that because of this gap in
the Treaties the actual partners to the dialogue have remain-ed the
national Governments  over which parliament has no institutional
control.
The European Parliament  concerned  itself with the coal crisis
mainly during the debates on the annual reports on the ECSC,s
activities and did all it could ro support the action taken bv that
institution. silhen, in May 1959, the special council of Ministers
turned down the High Authority's plan to declare a srate of .manifest
crisis' and introduce production quotas and import restrictions for
coal, Padiament could not leave out of account the grounds adduced
by the various Governments  for rejecting this proposal. The serious
clash of interests between the Governments  also emerged during
Parliament's debates. Nevertheless  parliament suessed the need for
the largest possible measure of community  action within the general
framework of an energy policy applicable to the whole community.
In a resolution  passed in January ry5g, it opposed  an energy
policy aimed merely at protecring coal. It called for regional develop-
ment of the energy sources-petroleum and nuclear energy-in  so
far as this would raise livlng standards in Europe. At the same time
it stressed the importance of the European coarmining industry and
pointed out that the widest possible measure of harmonization  of
conditions  of price formation  and taxation ought to be the major aspect
ofEuropean  energy policy. In addition it recalled the need for readap-
tation measures which must go hand in hand with restoring the
competitiveness  of European collieries.
In this way Parliament  defined two of the main objectives of
energy policy which today remain as valid as ever for the European
institutions and the national Governments :  low-priced  .r.rgy
supplies and the progressive  substitution, on economic grounds,
of one source of energy for another in such a way as to avoid any
adverse social effects.
The debates in Parliament did not, however, clearly bring out
what should be the narure of security of supplies or how this could
be ensured. The European Executives whict5 in 1959, had set up  57an inter-Executive  Working  Party on Energy led by the High Author-
ity, were invited to draw up long-term supply forecasts' T hese
*"."  .,rb*itted in December  :196z and, in April 1966, revised
and extended to the year rg8o under the title of Noutselles r6fle'
xions sur les perspectiaes ,nerg,tiques d long terrne de la communautd
europtenne.
As long ago as 1959 Parliament  had asked that these energy
forecasts be incorporated in a long-range comrnunity  economic
action programme. The 'community's medium-term economic
policy programme'  of April 1966 thus reflects to some degree, as
1", "t 
energy is concerned, a wish expressed by Parliament  many
years ago. - 
In the ensuing years Parliament defined a number of its ideas
and wishes more clearly but none of the measures  desired, for which
the national Governments  retained their competence' was taken'
In June 196o Parliament criticized the institutional weakness of the
Executives in the energy sector and endorsed the conclusion of
its Energy Committee:
,what is needed is a joint co-ordinating body invested with
wide and effective powers always ready to deal with problems
at European level and which, even if it cannot immediately  be
invested with formal authority' can nevertheless put forward
proposals with sufficient powers of persuasion to make of them
something not far short of decisions.'
In a resolution of June 196o Parlianient raised the important
issue of a common commercial policy presupposing
'a common  approach towards economic  powers which provide or
can provide a major part of our energy supplies, whether in the
public or in the private sector and whether in the East or in the
IJTest.'
During its october  196o session  Parliament discussed a report
of its Energy committee on the problems of petroleum and natural
gas. The main conclusion reached in the debate concerned the system
of competition in this field  :
,A European energy policy must include certain basic rules on
competition  aimed at preventing  any misuse of economic power
on the energy market. Excessive and harmful competition must
also be prevented. An absolutely liberal economic structure would
be undesirable, not to say impossible, in the petroleum  and natural-
gas sectors, on which general  interests are so dependent" 58In 196z Parliament  defined the following objectives and principles
of a common energy policy  :
(a) low-priced supplies;
(b) security of supplies;
(c) steady substitution ofone source ofenergy  for anotherl
(d) long-term stability of supplies;
(e) unity of the common market (resolution  of zo February ry62).
These obiectives were taken over almost word for word in an
agreement still in force for the common energy policy-the  protocol
of agreement concerning energy questions  signed in Luxembourg
on zr April r964by the Governments  of the member States.
But before the adoption of this protocol Parliament had again
and again felt obliged to express its dissatisfaction, and this with
a great deal of firmness. Thus, in a resolution of zz January  1964
it deplored  the fact that the Council of Ministers had taken no deci-
sion in 1963 on the common energy policy, and saw in this lack of
political will a grave threat to the future of the Common  Market.
To try to solve current difficulties by means of national  measures
would, in Parliament's  view, make it even more difficult to bring
a common policy into being.
Although in a resolution of 14 May 1964 Parliament welcomed
the April protocol of agreement  and the political determination  it
reflected to create a common energy market, it nevertheless had the
following comments to make:
(a) The Governments  tended too often to confine themselves  to mere
declarations  of intent;
(b) So far the only concrete measure contemplated in the energy
policy sector had been to legalize aid to coal production  without,
however, reaching  agreement on the basic criteria;
(e) The protocol by no means implied giving effect to the proposals
relating to the common  energy policy or to an other form of com-
mon energy policy with time-limits fixed in advance.
In ry64 Parliament saw grounds for hope in the merger of the
Executives. Thus, in a resolution of 24 September ry64 before the
Treaty of 8 April 1965 on the establishment  of a single Commission
of the European Communities  had been signed, it  expressed
the hope:
(a) That the new single Executive would take over the reins in the
matter of energy policy;
(b) That it would work out an overall concept of long-term energy 59policy, with due regard for the guidelines  laid down by the Euro-
pean Parliament;
(c) That the member States, in evidence of their European  spirit and
as a condition of the success of any energy policy measures  taken
by the single Executive, would reconcile  their divergent interests
in this sector.
These wishes have lost none of their relevance in the context of
the Community's  current institutional situation and of the merger of
the Treaties now to be aimed at.
In this connexion attention should be drawn to Parliament's
eforts to ensure the balanced integration of nuclear power in the
overall European energy sector. This matter is discussed each year
during the debate on Euratom's general report. Moreover, in March
1964, Parliament  devoted to it a lengthy debate culminating in a reso-
lution in which it
'Asks the Euratom  Commission to continue its policy of partici-
pation in nuclear power stations and to encourage by all means
in its power the development of European-type  industries and
techniques for the building of such power stations;
Invites the Governments of member  States to ensure that con-
ventions  concerning responsibility arising from nuclear hazards
be rapidly put into effect;
Hopes that the Executives will follow up their draft plans for
long-term energy policy measures so as to facilitate smooth and
progressive integration of nuclear energy with all other primary
sources of energy.'
All these recommendations  of Parliament underline  the need to
endow the European institutions,  at the time the Treaties are merged,
with fresh means of giving effect to the energy policy, and to define,
in the light of the Community's  medium-term economic policy pro-
gramme,  the subject-matter of a common energy policy.
Transport policy
Even more than in the case of energy policy the European  Par-
liament, which was able, in the matter of transport, to draw on the
preliminary work carried out by the Common Assembly, has from
the outset run up against the difficultyr even impossibility, of co-
ordinating a transport policy confined, under the ECSC Treaty, to
coal and steel. 6oA common market with an ordered system of competition requires
the application of special provisions for the carriage of goods, failing
which the discrimination inherent in ratemaking-particularly  as each
country has built up its own protectionist transport policy-could
have effects equivalent to customs duties and thus make a genuine
common market impossible. Nationally  slanted transport structures
are, however, so closely bound up with interests and so firmly anchored
in national custom, that in spite of all the efforts made both by
the Executives and by the Council of Ministers  over the last ten years
hardly any progress has been made. In its report of 15 November
tg67 on the EEC Commission's  Tenth Report, Parliament noted that
almost ten years after the entry into force of the Treaties of Rome
and one year before the completion  of customs union, no solution
had been found to the basic problems of European transport  policy
and no agreement was in sight on the major points in dispute.
Parliament has made it its main business to free the transport
sector from its state of lethargy, to strengthen the political determi-
nation needed to arrive at a common transport policy, and to submit,
on its own initiative, reports and proposals indicating  various courses
that could be adopted.
One of the first results in the integration  of transport, and one
for which every motorist must feel thankful,  deserves mention. In
196o Parliament backed and encouraged a move by the EEC Com-
mission aimed at arranging talks with the Governments of member
States with a view to improving  European communications.  The con-
struction of the European  road network was the result. Believing  that
this project should form part of an overall plan, Parliament had asked
that the recommendation submitted  to it should be rounded out so
as to:
(a) take account of the needs of inadequately developed  areas of the
Community and of places dependent  on traffic routes, e.g. ports;
(b) extend expansion projects to communications  giving access to non-
member countries;
(c) harmonize methods of allocating  road infrastructure costs as a
major condition for solving the problem of the cost of road haulage
of goods within the framework of a common  transport policy.
This was the first step towards defining an overall policy.
This general concept put forward by Parliament was discussed
on zo December 196r in the light of a detailed report drawn up on
behalf of the Transport Committee by Mr. Kapteyn, member of the 6rNetherlands Parliament. How complicated the problems were-and
remain-is shown by the fact that it was necessary to annex a sepa-
rate list of transport terms to the report owing to the obstacles to a
clear understanding  of the problems presented by differences in
language.
The main lines of the report, which was unanimously  adopted
by Parliament are as follows:
A common transport policy is necessary to prevent existing tariff
systems, which were of course iustified in the past by the need to
promote balanced economic development within national frontiers,
from standing in the way of the division of labour in the Community
aimed at in the Treaties.
The EEC Treaty has taken the free choice of the consumer  and
a healthy system of competition  as the basis of its economic  policy.
If these principles were to be entirely disregarded in the field of trans-
port, then this would become a disruptive factor for the economy
as a whole. Transport must be regarded as part-perhaps  one of
the most important parts-of the economy, so that the general prin-
ciples under which the economy  is run must also be applied to it.
Transport policy must nevertheless  take account of the special features
of transport which call for certain measures  relating to competition.
Moreover, transport can be affected by the policies pursued in other
fields. The Community is faced with a series of problems relating
to regional policy, seaports, agriculture, social policy and defence.
Obviously the policy pursued in all these fields must be based on a
large number of different measures.
Where it appears necessary  to introduce transport  policy measures
in support of such objectives, these should be resorted to only in
exceptional  cases. Above all, provision should be made for the reim-
bursement  of any costs that transport undertakings incur as a result
of such measures.  Moreover, all support measures of this kind must
not be such as to distort the conditions of competition  between the
various forms of transport.
As regards transport  charges, competition  on the goods market
must be normalized by abolishing discriminatory  practices  and sup-
port tariffs. By abolishing  or cutting down breaks in rates at frontiers
and reducing charges and dues collected when these are crossed,  the
difference in cost as between international and domestic transport
will be diminished or done away with altogether.
6z  Transport charges in member States must also be brought intoline as part of the common transport policy in cases where, although
no discrimination  exists, the economic structure of member States is
becoming distorted  because of the dissimilarity of the various tarif
systems.
Alongside  these tasks which afect in the main the goods market,
a uniform system for regulating the transport market must be intro-
duced and, first and foremost, a common co-ordination policy. Such
a co-ordination  policy must set out from the following principles :
(a) free choice ofform oftransport  by the user;
(b) equality of treatment by the State of the various forms of rransport;
(c) minimization  of total costsl
(d) profitability  of transport  undertakings;
(e) pricing on a cost basisl
(f) prevention and suppression of ruinous competirion, i.e. main-
tenance of healthy competirion between undertakings  and between
the various forms of transport.
It will be necessary  however  to fulfil certain conditions before-
hand, failing which cost-based pricing cannot leah to economically
favourable results. First, transport undertakings must cover out of
their earnings a fair share of the costs in which they involve the
economy. Secondly, the State must not expect them to bear costs
which ought to be charged to its general budget.
Sfithin the Community there musr be established  a common
transport market affording  the maximum  freedom of movement for
means of transport, transport undertakings  and transport workers.
For this purpose it will be necessary to introduce at Community
level a system for the granting oflicences for international road trans-
port and for transport within a country of which the operator is not
a resident (cabotage). In other words, the issue of licences must be
decided on or supervised by the institutions of the Community.
As regards inland waterway transport,  the Mannheim Act must
be reviewed in such a way as to ensure that it measures up to the
requirements of a modern transport policy and that the principles
outlined above can also be applied to inland navigation. In particular,
the waterways should bear their own infrastructure  costs and be put
on the same tzx footing as other modes of transport. In addition,
the Mannheim Act should be extended  to all European rivers and
canals so as to leave only one system of legislation for inland water-
ways in Europe and no restrictions on international traffic and cabo-
tage rights. Capacity resuictions should also be introduced on the 6364
inland waterways so as to avoid any tendency  towards ruinous com-
petition.  ,
The bodies responsible for the integration of the European econ-
omy-the EEC Commission and the Council of Ministers-did not,
however, take over this overall concept of Parliament which has lost
none of its value from the point of view of organizing the market.
It is true that in 196z the EEC Commission listed in its Commu-
nity action programme covering  the objectives to be attained during
the second stage of the transitional  period (1963-1965)  a number of
limited objectives and time-limits. It was unable to adhere to these,
however, owing to the inability of the Council of Ministers  to resolve
the basic problems of transport policy.
Instead, attention was focused on minor problems such as that
of drawing up directives on the harmonization of rules concerning
trafficators, braking devices for certain  classes ofmotor vehicle, duty-
free imports of fuel in the tanks of commercial  vehicles, and the like.
In 1966 a first glimmer of hope appeared on the horizon. On
ro May 1963 thd EEC Commission, in accordance with its action
programme, had submitted a number of proposals to the Council-
Although devoid of anything like the scope of those contained  in the
Kapteyn report, these nevertheless  defined certain key elements of
a general  transport policy, a ratemaking  policy and a policy on access
to the market for international  road hauliers. It soon became aPpar-
ent, however, that agreement on these proposals could not be reached
in the Council of Ministers.  The Commission  amended its proposals,
negotiations were conducted  both within and outside the Commun-
ity institutions, and finally on 22 June 1965 it was announced, at
the end of a Council session, that the latter had reached agreement
on the organization  of the transport market. The Council had defined
a 'system' based on a common organization of the market for the
carriage of goods and on the progressive harmonization of conditions
governing  the national  markets. Moreover it had instructed the Com-
mittee of Permanent Representatives  to proceed' iointly with the
Commission  and with due regard for the views of Parliament and of
the Economic and Social Committee,  with the examination of the
Commission's proposals  and any amendments  the latter might feel
it necessary to make, with a view to finalizing the details of the system
and submitting to the Council, at one of its next meetings, a draft
text of a regulation.
At the very time Parliament was preparing a protest against theidea-highly questionable  from the point of view of the Treaty-of
calling in the Committee of Permanent Representatives,  that body,
which represented  only the member States as such, was already finding
it impossible  to pursue its activities. Indeed, the week following this
decision of the Council the Community was facing the major crisis
which was to paralyse the Committee of Permanent Representatives
and the Council of Ministers until the end of January 1966. In the
meantime the Commission had, of course,  adapted its proposals  on
transport rates to the 'system' advocated by the Council, but no defi-
nite agreement  was reached. Finally, in October 1966, the Council
gave up trying to settle ratemaking problems by itself and invited
the Commission to submit proposals as to the measures  to be taken
on capacities in road transport and access to the haulage uade.
The Commission  performed this task and presented  to the Coun-
cil on ro February 1967 a new memorandum on the common trans-
port policy. This was followed on 15 June ry67 by a proposal for
a regulation concerning the introduction of common rules on access
to the occupation of road haulier and the regulation of capacity in
national goods transport by road. In its comments on the Tenth
Annual Report of the EEC Parliament observed that in the field of
transport policy the Community  was once again at the stage of action
programmes  and memoranda.
It should be noted that its Transport Committee did not confine
itself to bringing up the overall concept put forward in the Kapteyn
report for discussion,  but also took the initiative of preparing a
report on the integration of civil aviation, discussed by it in May
1965, and a repoft on the common port policy which it studied in
November  1967.
Competition policy
The abolition of customs  duties between  Community countries
would have made no sense had the authors of the EEC Treaty not
also laid down as an obiective the establishment of a system that
would ensure that the terms of competition were not distorted in the
Common Market. Otherwise the distortions  already in existence, or
those artificially restored, would have made any form of common
market impossible. This is why the framing of a European  competi-
tion policy and of common rules on competition was one of the
earliest concerns of the Communitv  institutions. To be effective  the
6
65cofilmon rules of competition,  designed to prevent the play of com-
petitiron from becoming  distorted, must penetrate deep into the fabric
of the European  economy at all levels. Attention will be confined to
three points on which Parliament has concentrated  since it was first
set up, i.e. competition  policy in the strict sense of the word-that
is, policy on agreements  and concentrations-and in the wider sense
of harmonization of taxes and of company law.
The Common Assembly had passed down to Parliament  some
experience in the matter of agreements and concentrations.  Articles
65 and 66 of the ECSC Treaty gave the High Authority the widest
powers in this respect for the coal and steel sectors. On the basis
of strictly defined criteria, these Articles ban any agreement  which
could lead to a dominant position on the market, and make all con-
centrations  of undertakings subject to the High Authority's  approval
with a view to preventing  any undertaking  from dominating the market.
All the High Authority  had to do was to apply these provisions. Par-
liament exercised its supervisory r6le by keeping a careful watch on
the High Authority's  activities in this field. During its discussions  on
the High Authority's  general report lively debates took place on the
optimum size of undertakings and as to whether it was expedient to
pursue too strict an anti-cartel policy in the coal sector at a time
when the collieries were facing stiffer and stiffer competition from
big international oil companies not covered by the drastic provisions
of the ECSC Treaty. At this point mention should by made of the
discussions, which dragged on for yqrs, on the creation of a single
selling agency for Ruhr coal.
Unlike the provisions  of the ECSC Treaty, which are very strict
on agreements  and concentrations  and leave the High Authority little
room for decisions, those of Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty
are intended to be 'outline' provisions  under which implementing
texts are drawn up in the form of regulations  of the Council of Minis-
ters, issued on the Commission's  proposal after consulting  Parliament.
Parliament  expressed its views on the fundamentals  of this ques-
tion in an important resolution of October 196r.
The general principles by which the bulk of Parliament's mem-
bers are still guided today in supervising the preparation of laws on
competition can be summed up as follows:
Regardless of all academic dispute, rules of procedure must be
drawn up to ensure that undesirable restrictions of competition
are cleady recognized  and prevented. As to any restrictions  that 66may be necessary, a decision must be made, free from useless
complications,  to authorize them and, as required, to ensure  effec-
tive supervision.
Parliament's  views on the Commission's  first proposal for a regu-
lation display some reserve as regards unduly detailed arrangements.
The resolution underlines the following points :
(a) The problem of competition  must be seen as a whole and calls
for a co-ordinated policy uniformly  applied;
(b) This is why a regulation  in pursuance of Article 85 cannot be
prepared without at the same time settling the problem of under-
takings with a dominant position on the market (Article 86) and
of public undertakings (Article 9o);
(c) Because of the marked dissimilarity  of legal and economy concepts
in the member States, a joint solution alone can facilitate the
development  of a body of European law on competition;
(d) It is therefore essential to define the powers of the Community
institutions and of the authorities of the member States;
(e) Effective supervision should be accompanied by the utmost sim-
plification of the supervisory  machinery and with flexible and
realistic administrative  procedure;
(f) The implementing regulation should ensure the legal security
essential to the undertakings  concernedl  measures regarding publi-
city should be amplified with due regard for trade secrecy;
(g) The distinctive  features of certain branches  of the economy  and
the special provisions  applicable to them in the member States
justify special regulations; the EEC Commission is invited to
submit a regulation to this effect within one year.
In Regulation No. 17 on special agreements the Council of
Ministers largely took account of the amendments  that Parliament
had proposed  to the Commission's text.
For close on ten years the Commission  has seen to it, by means
of other proposals for regulations and by decisions taken in carefully
selected  cases, that the Treaty provisions on competition are put into
practice. Parliament has pointed out, however, in a report published
on 3r May tg67, that a complete code of European competition still
does not exist. Not that such a code can ever be absolutely  final, for
production and market conditions undergo constant change and
require a continuous  adjustment of economic ideas, objectives and
methods.
Wishing to hold a debate in the near future on the more pressing 67economic problems,  members of the Economic  Affairs Committee
contributed a number of observations to the report referred to above  :
'Although harmful restrictions on competition must obviously be
fought against, it would be pointless to oppose any reduction  in
the number of competitors on the ground that it would encroach
on absolute individual competition. Economically sound co-opera-
tion and concentration of undertakings ought not to be resisted.
Progressive integration in the Community and growing compe-
tition between its undertakings and those of non-member  coun-
tries call for a reappraisal  of the common competition  policy. It
is not so much a matter of securing  a maximum number of sup-
pliers as of organizing competition as efficiently as possible. Finally,
it should be noted that markets on which perfect competition
prevails can nevertheless be highly inefficient and necessitate
government  intervention.'
These observations once again highlight the dominant  tendency
in Parliament to pronounce itself pragmatically in favour of a com-
petition policy aimed at making the European Community competi-
tive on world markets.
If conditions  of fair competition are to be created in the Commu-
nity, indirect taxes must be harmonized without delay. The impact
of these taxes on production costs varies widely according to the
country and the tax system in force. In international  trade they are
partially refunded in the country of origin and again imposed in the
importing  country in the light of purely national considerarions. Owing
to the dissimilarity  of tax systems in the member States, the customs
officials responsible for checking documenrs accompanying  goods and
collecting duties will not disappear from the scene once customs
union is established on r July 1968. They will continue to man the
still existing tax frontiers and therefore prevenr goods from circulating
absolutely freely as in the internal market. To abolish these tax
frontiers it will therefore  be necessary to harmonize  all taxes affecting
production  costs.
As long ago as January 1959 Parliamenr had underlined this
need. A first general debate on this problem was held in October
1963 on the basis of an Opinion requested by the Council on a pro-
posal for a first directive on the harmonization  of member States'
legislation governing turnover taxes. The EEC Commission's pro-
posal was somewhat  complicated. It provided for a shift from the
cascade t:x system applied in five member States to all stages of the 68processing  of a product to the added-value system practised in France
-one 
which experts agree to be at once clearer and more neutral
from the point of view of competition.  The Commission, however,
wanted to interpose a compulsory interim stage during which mem-
ber States would be free to choose between the added-value  system
and a 'single tax system.'
Parliament, which wished to remain severely practical, rejected
this proposal in its resolution of 17 October t963. It called for an
immediate  switch to the added-value tax, even if rates and exemptions
could not be harmonized immediately.  The idea was at all costs to
spare the economy a second change of tax system. The Council
endorsed this attitude in issuing on 9 February ry67 the first two
directives on the harmonization of member States' laws on turnover
tax. The added-value tax system will be introduced in five Commu-
nity countries, the rates to be applied being left, for the time being,
to the national  authorities.  The Federal Republic of Germany was
the first to comply with the provisions of the first directive  and to
adopt the added-value tax system as from r January 1968. An impor-
tant step forward has thus been made but the final goal is still a long
way off.
Back in 1963 Parliament  had drawn attention to this ultimate
goal-the complete abolition of tax frontiers, that is, imposition in
the country where the added-value system is in force, doing away
with the collection of any form of taxes and refunds at frontiers for
which there will then be no further need. It was made quite clear
that it was not enough to harmonize  turnover  taxes; indirect taxes-
excise duties, taxes on comsumption,  etc.-would  also have to be
harmonized in order to create conditions of competition similar to
those prevailing on the internal market.  Parliament's report on the
EEC Commission's  tenth annual report shows the difficulty of these
problems and how much political insight and energy is needed for
their solution:
'It must be clearly grasped that tax harmonization as a whole in
the next few years will call for policy decisions which will exert
a crucial influence on the progress  made towards conditions  similar
to those prevailing on an internal market. In the process  the
States will inevitably have to surrender a great deal of the say
they at present enjoy in the matter of taxation. The magnitude
of the task can be gauged from the fact that about 5z per cent of
the total tax revenue of member States are accounted for by indi- 69rect taxes. Tax rates, however, differ widely among the member
States, as do the proportions  of tax revenue  derived from direct
and indirect taxes. In harmonizing  taxes the Community should
aim not at perfect uniformity but only at what is strictly necessary.
But even if the Common Market's fiscal policy is kept to a bare
minimum, substantial encroachments on the tax revenues of the
States will be inevitable.'
It is for the European Parliament  to provide the impulses needed
for the establishment of a strong political Community which alone
can bring these reforms about.
Another major problem for a European system of competition
is that of the necessary concentration of undertakings at Community
level and of the legal bases on which it can be carried out. Recently
this need has been brought more and more to the fore by the fre-
quenay with which European undertakings  have been exposed to
mounting competition from big American companies, both in the
Community and in international markets. It is becoming  realized that
Community  undertakings  must increase in size so as to adjust them-
selves to the expanding European market which is arising, to the
greatly changed conditions  of the world market and to new techniques
and the requirements of modern research. It is above all through
mergers  and concentrations that these undertakings  can attain a Euro-
pean scale.
At the moment the situation in the Community  is the following.
While undertakings in any one member State may merge together
under the existing national laws, mergers between undertakings  of
different  member States and transfers of registered offices from one
country to another have so far been ruled out by virtue of company
or tax laws. For the same reasons other forms of concentration, such
as the creation of joint subsidiaries,  are difficult or unprofitable.
In March 1965 the French Government therefore proposed  the
conclusion of a convention between  the member States for the adoption
of a uniform law relating to a'European company.'InApril  1966 the
EEC Commission submitted to the Council a memorandum which
went even further than the French proposal. The problems  raised
therein have since been studied by experts, and their solution calls
for political drive and effort.
In its resolution on the EEC's tenth general report the European
Parliament invited the Council and the Commission  to abolish,  spee-
70 dily and rvithout distinction, all tax and technical  obstacles to theconcentration of European undertakings across the frontiers, and to
promote the creation of a European-type company.
It seems likely that a decisive factor in the next few years both
for the competitiveness of the Community on the international market
and for the soundness of competition  in the Community itself, will
be the establishment  of European  undertakings which will gear their
operations to the guidelines of the medium-term economic policy,
derive support from a European anti-cyclical policy and sound mone-
tary and financial policies, and base their investments  on a European
capital market. These are the general objectives which stem from the
results achieved to date and which are essential if the dynamic and
balanced economic  development  of a Community that wants to play
an active r6le in the world economy and on the international  po-
litical scene is to continue.  Parliament must not cease to apply the
political stimulus needed for these developments. In its ten years
of existence it has made a decisive contribution to the solution of
these problems and has shown its determination to pursue its efforts
with a view to achieving economic  union.
7rHans Furler,
President of the European Parliament
from March 1960 to March 196z
Gaetano Martino f,
President  of the European  Parliament
from March 196z to March 1964
Robert Schuman f,
President of the European Parliament
from March 1958 to March 196o
and Honorary  President  to
September  1963Iv
Build.ing up European agrieulture
The Treaty of Rome assigns  the Community institutions  a clearly
defined task: 'to promote throughout  the Community a harmonious
development of economic activities, a continuous  and balanced  expan-
sion, an increased stability, an accelerated raising of the standard of
living and closer relations between its member Srates.' With this
end in vieq the Community concerns itself in particular with the
shaping of a common agricultural policy aimed at:
(a) increasing productivity;
(b) ensuring  a fair standard of living for the agricultural  community;
(c) stabilizing  markets;
(d) guaranteeing  supplies;
(e) ensuring the delivery  of supplies to consumers  at reasonable prices.
As further provided by the Treaty, rhese measures also entail
promoting  technical progress and ensuring the rarional development
of agricultural  production and the optimum utilization of all factors
of production, in particular labour, increasing productivity  and
increasing  the individual  earnings  of persons engaged in agriculture.
The shaping of the common agricultural policy has had a profound
influence on the integration of the Community  as a whole. Over the
last ten years all the progress made towards integration-economic,
social and even political-has  largely depended on the advances
made in the common agricultural policy. It was, for example, a dispute
over a text on the financing of the common agricultural  policy that
sparked  otr the 1965 crisis in the Common Market. It should be borne 73in mind that agriculture continues to occupy an important place
in the member States, despite the steady decline in the numbers of
the rural population and the obstacles to harmonization presented by
the different  methods  of organizing  agricultural markets among the Six.
The combination and harmonization of the six agricultural
systems ran up against the complex and highly individual  character
of the agricultural policies of the different  States. A further dffi-
culty was encountered in the attempt to align prices: approximating
them downwards could have had serious social consequences,  while
approximating  them upwards could not only have led to a glut of
ciitain products but could have affected the general level of prices.
Lastly, account had to be taken of the need of most farms to adiust
to th; new economic conditions created by the common agricultural
policy.
Parliament clearly recognized these problems and how important
it was to implement  the common agricultufal policy for the future
both of the common Market and of farmers in the six countries.
It therefore  stepped in at every stage ofits elaboration.
It devoted its attention in turn to the results of the Stresa confer-
ence, and to the first draft and then to the final proposals  of the
Commission  on framing  and giving effect to the common  agricultural
policy. Parliament then expressed its views on all proposals for
regulations  governing markets in the main agricultural  products and
on the various texts dealing with the operation of the European
agricultural  policy. Parliament's work can thus be broken down into
three phases :
(a) the planning phase, in which it formulated its own principles
for a European agricultural policy and asked the Commission
and the Council to take these into consideration;
(b) the second phase, in which it expressed  its views on regulations
governing  the agricultural markets;
(c) the third phase, in which it directed its attention-as it continues
to do-to the application  of these regulations, the main problem
being that of fixing agricultural  prices.
The underlying  principles of the common agricultural  policy
The Treaty of Rome lays down that 'in order to define the
broad lines of a common agricultural policy, the Commission shall
convene a conference of member  States which shall compare their 74agricultural  policies.' Taking account of the work of this conference,
the Commission had then to submit, before December r959r'proposals
for working out the common agricultural policy and putting it into
effect.' Lastly, the Council  had subsequently  to adopt regularions  or
directives or take decisions. It was only in this final stage, according
to the Treaty, that Parliament had to be consulted.
Parliament dealt with the European agricultural policy first
through its Agricultural Committee in March 1958, and then at a
plenary  session held in the following  October. The Agricultural
Committee,  in its first report to Parliament,  stated that there was
no need to wait for the EEC Commission  to lay down its agricultural
policy before taking up a position. It therefore  decided to express
its views immediately  as ro the form the Community's agricultural
policy should take, and induced Parliament to act as a spur to the
Commission's  activities and to indicate the broad policy lines it
considered the most appropriate.
At the first agricultural  debate held in October 1958 Parliament
returned a favourable verdict on the outcome of the Stresa agricultural
conference. At the same time it stressed  that much more should be
done to disseminate  information  among all concerned  so as to win
their support.  On this point one of the first chairmen of the Agricultural
Committee stated in April 1959:
'Parliament, which represents  the peoples of the Six, forms the
vital link between them and the institutions of our Communities.
It falls to it to keep the EEC Commission  abreast of public opinion
and to inform the general public of these institutions'  activities
and of the expected results... The Community's difficult task
in the agricultural sector lies not only in establishing a dynamic
balance of the economy as a whole but also in tying this in with
balanced  conditions in the demographic, geographical and socio-
logical sectors.'
The EEC Commission itself recognized the extreme importance
of the rdle to be played by Parliament, whose debates were not only
useful in themselves but essential for the shaping of the future agri-
cultural policy.
After discussing several reports by its Agricultural Committee
at its first three sessions in 1959, Parliament expressed its views in a
resolution which, as a constructive  contribution  to the framing of
the common agricultural  policy, gave the gist of the previous  reports
and searching debates on the subject  : 75'The European  Parliament,
Favours a common agricultural policy which, from the outset,
takes into account the need to offset as far as possible,  through
appropriate  economic and structural measures, the production  and
selling difficulties inherent in agriculture which place it at a
disadvantage as compared  with other branches of the economy,
so as to enable farm workers to make the maximum  contribution
to the general prosperity  of the Community and to obtain their
fair share of the resulting improvement in living standards;
Is convinced that such an agdcultural policy is in keeping with
the spirit and with the provisions of the Treaty of Rome as well
as with the resolution passed by the six Governments  at the
Stresa agricultural conferencel
Considers that the operating units characteristic of the Commu-
nity's agricultural structure, among which the family-run farm
is the most typical, would be capable of making the maximum
contribution to general prosperity if farming  methods, equipment
and forms of organization were brought into line with scientific
and technical progress.'
Parliament, acting through its Agricultural Committee which
met almost every week, continued to keep close track of the prepa-
ration of the EEC Commission's proposals on the common agricul-
tural policy. Mr. Mansholt, as Vice-President of the EEC Commis-
sion, frequently  attended the meetings of the committee. As a result
the Commission was able to take account, in its first proposals, of
the comments and recommendations  made in Parliament's  reports'
debates and resolutions.
As the Treaty did not provide for it to be consulted on the
Commission's first proposals, Parliament invited the Commission to
send it these proposals of its own accord in order to enable it to
exercise its supervisory  function and acquaint ministers, through
the peoples' representatives, with the views of the agricultural com-
munities of the Six.
The main criticism levelled by Parliament at the Commission's
proposals was that they gave no clear indication of the broad policy
lines the Commission intended to follow. The draft proposals left
the door open for official controls and a liberal policy alike, for a
high or low price level, for a small or a wide measure  of Community
preference.
Opinions clashed  on the subiect of the agricultural  price mecha- 76nism: one side advocated the system proposed by the European
Commission, with guide price, support price and sluice gate price;
the other called for a maximum and a minimum price and for a guide
price between the two. Before taking up its final position, parliament
waited for the 'proposals for framing and giving effect to the common
agricultural  policy' which departed  somewhat from the original draft
and embodied several suggestions  made by Parliament. In october
196o Parliament set out its detailled views on the commission's
proposals as a whole and laid down the principles that should guide
the council of Ministers in the matter of the common agricultural
policy.
Two schools of thought emerged in the course of a lengthy
debate  :
(i) The first reflected the views of farmers in countries mainly con-
cerned with finding outlets fot their products so as to improve
farmers' economic and social conditions. The demand was for
a high level of European  preference and Community  support
for agriculture;
(ii) Others favoured  a liberal uade policy to maintain and even to
increase trade with non-member countries. The idea was to take
into account the wishes of farmers in countries which are tradi-
tionally exporters of industrial goods and large importers of
farm products as well as those in which the agricultural  processing
industry purchases  its supplies at world market prices.
It was also necessary to try to reconcile two frequently conflicting
requirements of any agricultural  policy  :
(a) guaranteeing a fair standard  of living for farmersl
(b) ensuring  reasonable  prices to the consumer.
In October 196o Parliament passed a resolution-by  40 to
30 votes, with 4 abstentions 
-layrng 
down the following principles
for the framing of the common  agricultural  policy  :
(a) Agriculture  must be enabled to remedy its competitive weaknesses
and to increase its productivity;
(b) Imports should nor be granted a priority they do not merit;
(c) The revenue of farms must cover their expenditure;
(d) Family-run farms and larger entreprises  employing  labourers
shouldbe regarded as normal features ofthe structure ofEuropean
agriculture;
(e) The European Fund must have sufficient funds to devote to
the improvement  of agricultural structures. The measures taken 7778
for this pupose by member States must be co-ordinated and
speeded up;
(f) Agricultural markets must be stabilized;
(g) The needs of the public must be met at reasonable  prices;
in) 1.ft" activities of farmers and farmworkers must be suitably
rewarded;
(i) The import sysrem under which licences are issued should be
worked out in the light of an annual review;
(j) Adequate account must be taken of the agricultural production
and sales opportunities of the Overseas States and Territories;
(k) Two-way  preference on the community's agricultural  markets
should be established by harmonizing  competitive conditions
and eliminating cost distortions;
(l) A common market organization  must be set up after a transitional
phase for the co-ordination of national market systems;
(m) Each guide price must, on average, be adhered to;
(n) The system of variable levies at the common frontier must be
such as to raise the level of internal prices above the current level
of agricultural prices on world markets;
(o) Attention must be paid to the importance of price relationships
between individual products;
(p) While the curtailment of the transitional period is approved, its
entry into force must be closely linked to the results achieved
in sectors closely connected with agriculture;
(g) The amounts of levies within the Community must correspond
with the price difference  at the frontier;
(r) Approximation of prices with a view to establishing a common
price level must, except in the case of feed grain, be geared pro-
gressively,  and in the light of the flow of trade from productive
to consumer areas, to the price level of that country which, in the
Community,  consumes the largest volume of agricultural products;
(s) A common commercial  policy must be put into efect accompanied
by a more active commercial policy towards non-member countries;
(t) The rural community must be enabled to britg up its social
standards to those enjoyed by other sections of the population;
(u) A conference of employers' and workers'  organizations  should
be called as soon as possible to formulate proposals on social
policY;
(v) A consultative committee  on social affairs in agriculture ought
to be set up.Parliament set out from the above principles in preparing  its
opinion on the special measures necessary to organize  markets for
each of the main agricultural  products.
This completed the preparatory work of laying the foundations
for the future organization of agriculture in Europe. The hard work
put in by the Agricultural Committee from 1958 to 196o and the
lengthy debates held in Parliament-as  many as 4o members rook
the floor in one agricultural debate-showed how much importance
European parliamentarians  attached to this first phase and how
anxious they were to see agriculture occupying its rightful place in
the overall European  economy.
There is no doubt that it was during this period that parliament
exercised the greatest influence on the development of the common
agricultural  policy. The Commission acknowledged  the fact that the
discussions held both on rhe Agricultural  Committee and in plenary
session had been of great value ro it and of considerable help in elab-
orating its various proposals.
Parliament  and the organization  of the agricuhural markets
On the basis of the principles set forth in its basic proposals, rhe
Commission  prepared a series of proposals for regulations each
covering the complete  organization of the market in one of the main
agricultural products.  Pursuant to the Treaty, Parliament was con-
sulted by the Council of Ministers on the proposals for regulations
concerning a system of levies and the phased establishment of a
market organization for the following agricultural products :
cereals; beef, veal and pigmeat; eggs and poultry; fruit and
vegetables; wine; rice; fats and oils; and sugar.
These market organizations  replaced the national protection
measures  by an arrangement  characterized  by the following features
which varied somewhat from product to product:
(a) A system of basic guide prices laid down by the Council of Min-
isters;
(b) Market interventions  or similar measures to secure these prices;
(c) A system of levies at rhe external frontier to bring world market
prices, usually lower, up ro the level of internal prices. This system
was supplemented by internal levies reflecting  Community
preference; 79(d) Refunds on exports to countries  outside the Community;
i"j Joi". financial responsibility  for the cost of intervention on the
internal market and for refunds on exports. This is handled by
the European Agricultural  Guidance and Guarantee  Fund
(EAGGF);
(f) Management  committees for the main products  consisting of
' ' 
,.pr.r.tttatives of the member States and presided over by the
Commission.
In the course of the many debates devoted to these texts Parlia-
ment again and again underlined its main wishes :
(a) widening of the powers of decision of the commission of the
Communities;
(b) strengthening of the preferential  character of the common
Market;
(c) Granting of extensive guarantees to producers, especially in the
case of processed Products.
Two schools of thought, which were to cross swords again and
again over agricultural texts and especially over the fixing of common
pri..r, were found to exist in Parliament. some members  called for
a protected agriculture and for full-blooded European preference
*d ,"-,rrr.rative prices that would enable farmers to catch up with
those engaged in other industries. Others wanted an outward-looking
community  so as to maintain and then expand the volume of trade.
Lastly, a third group argued the case for low agricultural  prices with
an eye on the standard of living of the consumer  and of the cost of
disposing of surpluses.
It should be noted that Parliamenr has always insisted on the
need for the common agricultural policy to take account both of
the interests of agriculture and of the requirements of commercial
policy. This is why Parliament  maintained  that a reference to the aims
sketched out in Articles 39 and rro of the EEC Treaty should be
included in the market organization regulations.  Article 39 sets out
the objectives of the common agricultural  policy and Article rro lays
down that commercial  policy must 'aim at contributing, in the com-
mon interest, to the harmonious  development of world trade, the
progressive abolition  of restrictions on world trade and the lowering
of customs barriers.' The aims laid down in these two Articles are
sometimes difficult to reconcile, especially  since indusUial products
accounr for 8o per cent of the exports of the community, which is
moreover, after the united Kingdom, the largest importer of agri- 8ocultural products. This partly explains why it is so difficult to reach
agreement  in Parliament on agricultural  texts.
After the first of the now famous agricultural 'marathons' the
Council  issued the first regulations organizing markets for the main
agricultural products and set up the EAGGF.
Parliament kept a close watch on the work of the Council of
Ministers and the course this followed. The Agricultural  Committee
first issued  a statement in which it stressed that
'any decision which could be regarded  as a setback for the Com-
munity idea, or as a threat to its survival, is unacceptable as
regards both the content of the regulations and the way they are
issued or given effect to.'
In December 196r concern was felt in Parliament about certain
trends in the Council of Ministers.  A resolution of zo December  196r
states that Parliament
(a) Firmly rejects any arrangement  that would rob the Commission
of the powers it holds in conformity with the spirit of the Treaty;
(b) Requests the Council to take no decision to set up new bodies
without first consulting  Parliament.
The organization of the main agricultural markets having been
completed, it became necessary to deal with the question of price
policy and of the financing of the European agricultural policy.
When Parliament  was consulted  by the Council on a Commission
proposal for a regulation concerning  the first approximation of natio-
nal cereal prices, it voiced the concern these proposals aroused in the
agricultural  community which feared they would reduce the earnings
of certain groups of farmers. Parliament  therefore asked the Com-
mission to set up a Community-based system of compensation within
a regional  framework.
In connexion with the fixing of a common price level for the
maitt agricultural products, Parliament  stressed that before it could
take up a position on the new market organizations it would have
to know what lines the Council intended to follow in the matter of
agricultural prices and also when a Community  price would be intro-
duced in this or that sector. So as to enable it to pronounce with a
full knowledge of facts Parliament also suggested the publication
of an annual report on the position of agriculture in relation to in-
dustry as a whole, and on the economic and social conditions of the
rural community.
In May 1966 Parliament,  consulted on the EEC Commission
6
8rproposals on the establishment of a common price level for the main
agricultural  products covered by a market organization, made known
its views on the subiect:
'Parliament notes that in each member State producers' incomes
are for the most part determined by the prices they receive for
their produce on the market;
Acknowledges  that an improvement in farmers' incomes must be
obtained, to a great extent, by improvements in productivity
and marketing  and by the development of the processing  industries;
Stresses  that the increase in the prices offarm products is not the
main cause of the increase in food prices;
Considers it necessary, in view of the present comparatively low
level of farm incomes and the increase in production costs, to
amend the EEC Commission's proposals so as to raise the price
average, taking into account the need for using the ratio between
the prices of the various agricultural  products as a factor in
planning production;
Considers that if circumstances  make it inevitable that certain
producers'  prices should fall substantialln  compensatory measures
... must be adopted, with due regard to the regional differences in
the Community;
Urgently  requests  that measures will not be taken at national level
which result in cancelling out all or part of the price increases
conceded at Community  level, and in destroying the line of agri-
cultural policy that has been decided in common;
Points out that, in order to ensure that general  economic and social
equilibrium  in the Community is not uPset, the fixing of a common
price level makes it necessary  to implement the common potcy
more rapidly in many fields, notably competition  policy and
commercial,  structural and social policy;
Emphasizes  strongly that implementation  of the common agricul-
tural policy will remove agricultural policy from the jurisdiction of
the national  Parliaments, which will therefore  no longer be able to
watch over the incomes of those employed in agriculture, and notes
that the present powers of the European Parliament do not
enable it to take over from the national Parliaments in this respect;
Considers, therefore, that this gap in the institutional  structure
of the Community makes it essential for the powers  of the European
Parliament to be increased.'
As already mentioned,  the regulations  on the organization  of 8zmarkets were supplemented by the creation of a European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF). This comprises a'Gui-
dance' Section and a 'Guarantee' Section which follow different
systems governing receipts  and expenditure. The Fund has a crucial
part to play in the integration of European agriculture because it
reflects the financial solidarity of the Six as regards the common
agricultural  policy.
Among the countries in which farming  occupies  an important
place, France showed particular interest in the EAGFF which, to
begin with, helped to finance the marketing of the surpluses of over-
producing  countries from the savings realized by countries that
imported food at low prices from non-member countries. Germany,
on the other hand, the world's second largest importer of farm produce,
was not nearly so keen about the Fund-an attitude largely  shared
by the Netherlands, a large importer of, for example, cereals for the
manufacture  of processed products.
Today the EAGGF's funds are derived on the one hand from
member States' contributions  based on a fixed or sliding scale, and
on the other from its own receipts from levies, customs duties, taxes,
etc. As for expenditure, this is broken down as follows:
(a) the 'Guarantee'  Section finances the cost of refunds on exports
to non-member  countries and of interventions on the internal
market;
(b) the 'Guidance' Section finances the improvement  and guidance
of production  and marketing and the opening up of fresh outlets
for agricultural products.
The importance of this Fund explains why in several debates
Parliament  took such interest in the proposals for regulations  submit-
ted to it on the establishment  and operation of the EAGGF. In one
of its first resolutions  passed in October 1963 and dealing mainly
with the EAGGF, Parliament, states that it
'Welcomes the fact that measures governing market policy and
policy on structures-whether  production or market structures-
which must be co-ordinated within the context of a regional eco-
nomic development policy are being considered and harmonized
in one and the same Fund;
Insists that the final adoption of the measures giving effect to
the EAGGF must go hand in hand with the introduction of real
parliamentary control at European  level.'
In January 1964 Parliament, mainly concerned with introducing 83democratic control over the whole European agricultural policy,
and particularly over its financing, stated that it did not feel that
measures for the financing of the common agricultural policy could
be put through unless it was given budgetary powers similar to those
given up in this sphere by the national Parliaments.
This was why in 1965 Parliament welcomed and approved the
EEC Commission's proposals relating to the common agricultural
policy, independent  revenue for the Community  and the strengthening
of Parliament's  powers. In a resolution of May 1965 Parliament
upheld the principles laid down by the EEC Commission with a
view to :
'Ensuring the solidarity of member States as regards unrestricted
common financing of agricultural  products;
Endowing the EEC, as from r July 1967, with sources of inde-
pendent revenue in the form not only of agricultural levies but
also of customs duties of the common  external tariff;
Gradually replacing contributions  from the member States to the
Community budget by resources  available to the Community itself;
.  Earmarking  any surpluses for Community investment, with due
regard for the economic and social situation in the various regions
and for the need to ensure a fair distribution of the benefits and
liabilities  attaching to the Community.'
Parliament approved the proposals  submitted  to it but pointed
out that
'it must be able to control and, as appropriate, approve or censure
decisions on agricultural policy, particularly those concerning
price levels, commercial policy, structural improvement  pro-
grammes and social policy, particularly since, with the introduc-
tion of the common agricultural policy and the new responsibilities
it entails, the national Parliaments will be completely  deprived
of their powers in this respect.'
These proposals, which were rejected by the Council of Minis-
ters, were at the root of the crisis which was brought to an end by
the Luxembourg  Agreements  of January 1966.
The Council of Ministers subsequently  agreed on the free
movement of agricultural and industrial products as from r july
1968, and on the way the EAGGF should operate until the end of
the transitional  period (maintained at r January r97o), so that the
Community would assume full financial responsibility for its agri-
cultural policy as from r July 1967. 84In addition to problems of farm prices and Community financing,
Parliament studied many proposals for regulations covering a whole
series of agricultural  issues. Thus Parliament discussed the co-ordi-
nation of agricultural  structure policies, asking that market and price
policy be co-ordinated  with structural policy which should form
part of general regional policy and be in line with the Community's
social policy. As regards structural policy, Parliament advocated
maintaining the family-run farm which it regarded, on social, economic
and political grounds,  as an essential feature of European  agriculture-
Mention should also be made of the organization  of world
markets in agricultural products which Parliament discussed during
the Kennedy Round. Parliament  stressed the need to stabilize and
regularize world agricultural  markets through international  agree-
ments based on comparable rights and obligations. Such international
agreements would achieve their purpose through the voluntary
acceptance by the world's main traders in agricultural products of
a measure of self-discipline.
Unfortunately no agreement on these points was reached at the
negoriations in Geneva. In a resolution of June 1967 Parliament
states that it
,Regrets that the negotiations  in the agricultural sector have not
led to world agreements on certain major products,  or even to
the adoption of principles  and procedures that might have facili-
tated the subsequent conclusion of such agreements,  with a view
to reorganizing and stabilizing  world agricultural  markets;
Trusts that negotiations on the conclusion of world agreements
will be resumed  as soon as possible.'
Parliament also made a case for European  food aid for the devel-
oping countries.
Application of the common agricuhural  policy
with the implementation of regulations  on market organizations,
the financing of the common agricultural policy and the fixing of
European agricultural prices, the common agricultural market entered
on its final phase. Although products will not circulate  freely through-
out the Community until r July 1968, the decisions on the prices of
products and on the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee
Fund have already been taken at Community level and are directly
applicable in member States.  85While Parliament had been consulted  on several occasions  about
some farm prices, it was not until luly 1967 that, for the first time,
it expressed its views on the fixing or review of the whole range of
agricultural  prices covered by market organizations. It was stressed
at the time that any discussion of the level of agricultural  prices must
specify the place to be occupied by agriculture in the economy as
a whole. Opinion in Parliament was sharply divided. Some felt that
price increases were justified  because of higher production costs and
the need to bring farm incomes up to the level of those of com-
parable occupations.  Allowance must also be made for the fact that
price was the main component of farm incomes.
Others felt that roo steep a price increase would not be in the
general interest because of the effect of agricultural prices at the
production  stage on the general price level. Some members  opposed
any increase in price. Exports of agricultural  products which had to
be subsidized by the Community ought to be borne in mind. It
would therefore be better to gear production more closely to useful
commodities  and to lower the prices of products of which there was
a surplus.
In its proposals  on the fixing and review of agricultural prices
for the ry68169 season, the Commission took into account several
questions that had been raised by the European  Parliament:
(a) the position of farm incomesl
(b) production  policy;
(c) reasonable  prices to the consumer;
(d) the Community's  share of world trade;
(e) the cost of financing the common  agricultural policy;
(f) the general economic situation of the Community.
In the light of all these factors the Commission proposed in-
creases in common  prices fixed in ry64 and 1966 for all agricultural
products, except for wheat and pigmeat, varying from around 5 per
cent (barley, beef and veal) to 9 per cent (maize).
Parliament, on the other hand, advocated prices some 5 per cent
higher than those proposed by the Commission. It argued that pro-
duction costs and wages had risen more steeply than productivity,
so that the gap between farm incomes and those in comparable occu-
pations had not narrowed. The consequences  had made themselves
felt more particularly in structurally backward areas of the Commu-
nity. In the end, the Council fixed prices at levels below those pro-
86 posed by the European Commission.As regards Community financing of the European agricultural
policy, Parliament approved, in their entirety, the Commission's
'action principles'  concerning the operation of the EAGGF. In a
report submitted to the Parliament in November  t966, however,  the
Committee for Finance and Budgets pointed out in connexion with
EAGGF credits which had already topped 5oo million units of account
per annum (r unit of account :  $r), that these sums were not subject
to real and satisfactory democratic control. That sums of this size
and of such political importance should escape earnesr scrutiny both
at the budgetary and at the allocation stage is quite indefensible.
Parliament cannot be expected to go on applying a system which
boils down in the end to asking it merely to take note of expenditure
after it has been incurred. Parliament therefore urged the European
Commission and the Council to make arrangements to ensure that
expenditure, already considerable  and likely to go on growing, was
adequately  supervised.
In addition to questions of prices and financing, Parliament con-
tinues, as in the past, to examine at every session a host of proposals
for regulations supplementing or amending various common regula-
dons already in force, so as to adjust them to the new requirements
that have arisen in the agricultural sector since the integration process
began. Each year, moreover, in discussing the general report on the
Community's activities submitted by the Commission,  Parliament
exercises its supervisory  powers by returning an Opinion on the
agricultural  policy of the Community.  Parliament will not, however,
be able to take up a definite position on the Community's  agricultural
policy as a whole until it is presented, as ir has repeatedly asked,
with a yearly general report covering the siruation of European  agri-
culture and the application of the common agricultural policy.
It has taken the Common Market institutions ten years-not  to
mention close on one thousand  regulations and other documents-to
bring the agricultural  policies of the Six into line. And yet, although
the free movement of about 95 per cent of agricultural  products has
been practically achieved, other aspects of economic policy directly
related to agriculture still have to be worked out; namely, social,
structural, regional, fiscal, commercial  and research policies. The
European Parliament  is mindful of these problems and has ceaselessly
called for closer co-ordination  in the integration  process.
In seeking solutions for what is 'the world's most ticklish  and
oldest problemr'the European Parliament has tried to meet the needs 87of European  farmers who have pinned great hopes on the common
agricultural policy. Over the past ten years Parliament has made a
ria;or contribution-through its formative  activities, its Opinions on
all the maior proposals of the European Commission,  and the constant
watch it has kept on the implementation of the European  agricultural
folicy by the touncil and Commission-to the bringing into being
of .nL .o*-oo agricultural policn the driving force behind the badly
needed regeneration  of national agricultural systems'
88Jean Duvieusart,
Presidenr  of the European-  parliament
from March 1964 to September  1965
Victor Leemans.
President  of the European'parliament
from September r965-to March 1966
Alain Poher, President  of the European parliament since March 1966v
In the seruice of social progress
Social policy as the natural complement
to the Community's  economic  poticy
In the Preamble to the EEC Treaty the member states affirm
'as the essential objective of their efforts the constant  improvement
of the living and working conditions of their peoples.' This implies
that all measures contemplated in the community must also be judged
from the social policy angle, and that sociar policy must be treated
on an equal footing with the Community's  economic policy.
There is a striking similarity between the social objectives set
out in the Preamble and in the first few Articles of the ECSC rreaty
and those laid down in the EEC Treaty. under Article 3,e of the
ECSC Treaty, ths Qsrnrnrrnity's  institutions  shall 'promote the impro-
vement of the living and working conditions of labour in each of the
industries for which it is responsible, enabring them to achieve  equal-
ity in the process.'
The European  Parliamenr  has always opposed the view that
social problems are only incidenral to economic integration  and that
the community  institutions must confine themselves  to taking meas-
ures' as required, to offset any direct adverse effects ofthe establish-
ment and operation of the Common Market.
These measures have received the closest attention from the Eur-
opean Parliament  and its Social committee.  In a resolution  of rz May
1964, Parliament  described them as 'the very basis of a truly European
social policy i  g,under its mandate to supervise the application of the Treaty by
the European  Commission, Parliament has set forth its views on
social policy during its discussion ofthe annual general reports ofthe
Execuiives- For the European Economic Community,  discussion cen-
tres on the separate account of social developments in the community
which, in accordance with Article tzz of the EEC Treaty, is appended
to the annual general report.
In addition to this general review ofthe Executives'policy, Par-
liament  makes its influence felt at numerous discussions on specific
social problems,  as well as on general  matters exhibiting  certain social
aspect;-for example, in agricultural policy, transport policy, regional
po1i.y and, above all, medium-term economic policy'
Parliament discerned, in the social aspects of these different
policies, the basic elements from which a Community employment
policy ought to be develoPed.
Employment
continuity of employment is one of the chief aims both of the
ECSC and of the EEC Treaty. Article z of the ECSC Treaty requires
that 'the Community shall progressively establish conditions  which
will themselves ensure the most rational distribution of production
at the highest possible level of productivity, while safeguarding  con-
tinuity of employment.'  Article rr8 of the EEC Treaty states that
'the Commission shall have as its task the promotion of close colla-
boration between member States in the social field, particularly in
matrers relating to employment.' This basic aim of the two Treaties
is reflected in a number of provisions which-in no small measure
thanks to Parliament's constant vigilance-have  been interpreted  and
applied in the widest possible  sense.
Free mooement of workers
The establishment  of a common labour market and, therefore,
of the free movement  of workers,  is one of the principles of the com-
mon employment  policy laid down in the EEC Treaty. Under Article
49rd the machinery for matching offers of and requests for employ-
ment and for equating labour supply with demand, must be set up
'in conditions ensuring the avoidance of serious threats to the stan-
dard of living and employment  in the various regions and industries.'
92The removal of any restriction  on employment, based on nationality,
provided for in Article 69 of the ECSC Treaty for skilled workers
in the coal and steel industries was extended by the EEC Treaty to
the employment, remuneration  and other working conditions  of all
workers in the member  States.
Although the EEC Treaty does not require Parliament to be
consulted on these questions, the Council felt it necessary to submit
to it the EEC Commission's proposals-the basis for Regulations
Nos. 15/196r and 38/r964-before adopting the measures necessary
for the progressive inuoduction of the free movement  of workers. In
its study of these two proposals for regulations Parli:lment  did not
confi.ne itself to proposing amendments-most of which, incidentally,
were embodied  in the final texts. It also emphasized that
'the freedom of movement  of workers must form part and parcel
of a rational and co-ordinated development  policyr' and dwelt on
the need for 'suitable measures in the fields of housing, occupa-
tional training, standard definitions of occupational skills and in
the all-important sphere of social services.'
In the light of the remarks contained in this 1963 resolution,
Parliament  passed another resolution on 17 October 1967 pointing
out that if workers' freedom to move freely was to be achieved, the
following measures  would have to be taken in the near future:
(a) Harmonization  of occupational training  systems and recognition
of the equivalence of degrees, diplomas and other certificatesl
(b) Adaptation of the sphere of action and of the resources of the
European Social Fund to enable it to become an effective instru-
ment of a Community employment policy;
(e) Stepping up activities aimed at facilitating the integration of
migrant workers and their families into their new-found  employ-
ment and way of life;
(d) Drawing up rules giving effect to the right created by the EEC
Treaty to live on the territory of a member State after having been
employed there.
Freedom of establishment
The problems connected with the first item of the last resolution
have much in common with those of giving effect to freedom of
establishment  for self-employed  persons in the Community. Although 93Parliament has not yet made known its views on the social aspects
of the Communities'  activities in this sphere, in which there appears
to be a certain backlog, the Social Committee did lay down a number
of principles  on this subject in 196r in an Opinion prepared for the
Internal Market Committee : (i) it is essential from the social policy
point of view to synchronize as rapidly as possible the time-limits
laid down in the Commission's proposals for freedom of movement
and the removal of restrictions on the freedom of establishment and
to supply services; (ii) disguised discrimination is to be avoided;
(iii) degrees, diplomas and other certificates  awarded in one member
State must be recognized throughout  the Community; (iv) the right
to social security must be conceded particularly  to self-employed
persons running a small business, and the social security rights
acquired by them in one or more member States must be extended to
them as such in any Community  country; (v) persons who have
settled, by virtue of the freedom of establishment,  with or without
their families in another Community country, must be accorded the
same treatment as nationals in the allocation of housing; (vi) the
splitting-up of families is to be avoided; (vii) persons establishing
themselves in another Community  country must have an express
right to cultural and social assistance.
European Social Fund
Article 3, i of the EEC Treaty requires the European Social Fund
to improve the possibilities of employment for workers and to con-
tribute to the raising of their standard of living. Article rz3 further
requires the Fund to increase the geographical and occupational  mobil-
ity of workers. Something more is involved, therefore, than the pro-
vision under Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty of a non-repayable  grant
towards financing the technical retraining of coal and steel workers
who are led to change their employment.  Thus Parliament has always
maintained that the Fund should be regarded as the instrument of
an effective social and regional policy.
The provisions  of the ECSC Treaty concerning  readaptation  aid
once formed part of the transitional  provisions of the Treaty. They
were only included in their present form in Article 56 following  a
vote in the European  Parliament which was carried by a majority of
three-quarters of the votes cast and two-thirds of its members.  This
is one of the few cases where the European Parliament, mindful of 94the need to safeguard acquired social rights, exercised its legislative
powers within the ECSC context.
Parliament also left its stamp on the provisions relating to the
European Social Fund finally adopted by the Council of Ministers.
Once again it took advantage of compulsory consultation to propose
amendments  which left a deep impression on the Fund's structure
and method of operation. Thus the Council  decided, in line with an
Opinion returned by Partament,  that the Fund could play a part in
other initiatives aimed at facilitating the recruiting of labour and at
promoting the geographical and occupational mobility of workers.
Moreover, on a proposal by Parliament, the Fund's  sphere of activity
was extended to self-employed  persons. Parliament also urged, right
from the beginning, that the scope of the Fund should be widened
before the end of the transition period to include tasks other than
those listed in Articles tz4-tz6 of the EEC Treaty, so as to promote
a Community  social policy and achieve the general objectives  set out
in the Treaty. Here, too, Parliament's influence set the pattern, and
proposals by the Commission  since submitted to the Council of
Ministers  largely take into account Parliament's recommendations  for
stepping up the activities of the Fund.
Occupational training
Under Article rz8 of the EEC Treaty the common policy on
occupational  training must be capable of contributing to the harmo-
nious development of the economies both of individual States and
of the Common Market. Although for the purpose of defining the
general principles to be applied in giving effect to this policy only
the Economic and Social Committee  need be consulted under the
Treaty, the Council felt it desirable to seek Parliament's  advice on
this point. The decision of the Council defining ten principles  appli-
cable to the common occupational  training policy differs appreciably
in a number of points from the Commission's original proposals.
These differences  stem to a large extent from the Opinion returned
by Parliament.
Lioing and working  conditions
Parliament  has seized every opportunity  to support efforts to
harmonize  social conditions, even where these have been made within
a wider context. 95On the occasion of the signing of the European Social Charter
drawn up in the Council of Europe, Parliament urged the member
States of the Community, in a resolution  passed on 14 May 1963,
to ratify the Charter at an early date so as to ensure that the social
provisions thenceforward to be complied with in common were as
comprehensive as possible. Parliament also repeatedly  urged member
States to ratify the agreements concluded within the framework of
the International Labour Organization.
That the European  Communities are expected to concern them-
selves with the improvement  of living and working conditions  may
be inferred (i) from the preamble  and Articles z and 3 of the ECSC
Treaty, which require the Community to contribute to raising the
standard of living in the member States and to promote the improve-
ment of living and working conditions of labour, and (ii) from the
EEC Treaty which singles out as an essential obiective the constant
improvement  of the living and working conditions  of their peoples
(Preamble),  and assigns to the Community the task of accelerating
the rise in the standard of living (Article z).
Although these are important features of a social policy, the
Council of Ministers  was not obliged to consult Parliament. This did
not, however, prevent the latter from seizing the initiative and urging
the Community institutions  to take certain measures,  or from making
its views known once it became apparent that the Commission was
engaged in preparing proposals.
Certain  suggestions made by Parliament were thus later incor-
porated in the Commission's  recommendations  to member States on
(i) the steps to be taken by the social services on behalf of migrant
workers; (ii) housing for workers effecting  a move within the Commu-
nity; (iii) exchanges of young workers; and (iv) the expansion of occu-
pational guidance  facilities.
Housing
l7hereas the EEC Commission could only make recommenda-
tions, the ECSC High Authority was able to do much more in this
important sector, granting interest rebates and loans from its special
reserves, a facility it owed to an initiative of the Common Assembly.
Parliament has always been on the look-out for ways and means of
practising a similar housing policy within the EEC. The recent Com-
96 mission proposal  that the European Social Fund should be put in aposition to help financing projects for social housing  and occupational
retraining centres is a first modest move in this direction.
Family policy
Heavy demand for labour in the Community has led to more
and more use being made of female workers. This has highlighted
the problem not only of equal rights for women and their right to
engage in an occupation  of their choice, but also of safeguarding the
interests of children. In a resolution of z7 June 1966 on a draft EEC
commission recommendation  to the member states concerning
maternal  welfare, Parliament stated that standardizing  the various
regulations on maternal  welfare in force in the 6smmrrnig/ in a pro-
gressive spirit was only a first step towards more advanced  legislation
which would confer a more adequate status to the working woman
and remove any obstacle to her access to jobs, to her right to equal
working conditions and opportunities for promotion,  and to full
integration  in society.
Parliament expressed  the hope that the Commission  would take
steps, in close collaboration with all concerned, to ensure that the
problem of the employment of women during the maternity period
is radically reviewed.
Although the draft of a recommendation by the EEC Commis-
sion has not yet been prepared, Parliament's  approach to this question
has been clearly defined.
Social secuity and working  conditions
Article rr8 of the EEC Treaty assigns to the Commission the
task of promoting close collaboration between member States in
maffers relating to labour legislation, working conditions and social
security. Parliament has always maintained that the Commission
ought to take steps to see that these provisions are applied, but this
remains a vexed question  and the subject of lively discussions in the
council of Ministers. Parliament has set forth its views on the subiect
in a number of reports and resolutions drawnup in the light of informa-
tion collected from employers' and workers' organizations by its
responsible committees. For example, in a resolution of zr November
196r, it stated that 'economic  development cannot be relied upon
solely to line up social progress within the community with the aims 9798
of harmonization  and approximation  outlined in the Treatiesr' and
advocated 'a purposeful  social policy on the part of the European
institutions so as to ensure that social development  keeps pace with
economic progress.'
Parliament considered thatthedisparities in the level of prosper-
ity in ditrerent  areas of the community were largely attributable
to conditions unfavourable to high productivity, and asked the EEC
commission  to urge the Governments 'to increase their investment
aid to the less developed areas of the Community and to extend the
sphere of activities oi the European Investment Bank with a view
to creating conditions  conducive to an approximation  of 
-living
standards and to a narrowing  of regional differences in these standards.'
Parliament had already-in a resolution of 14 January r96o-called
for close co-operation between the European Investment  Bank and
the European  Social Fund.
In so far as the harmonization of social conditions calls for
negotiations between employers and employees,  Parliament  felt
that an effective  approach would be to establish co-operation  at
Community level between joint committees of employers and em-
ployees and the EEC Commission.  It hoped that these contacts
*oota help to speed up not only the creation of a system of European
labour legislation but also the harmonization of collective bargaining
and approximation of social security systems.
social security for migrant workers is a matter to which Parliament
has always paid special attention. since a draft regulation  originally
intended foiECSC workers  was taken over in 1958 in the wider context
of the EEC, Parliament had no opportunity of expressing its views
on regulations laying down basic rules for the application  of social
security systems to workers moving with their families within the
Communiiy. Parliament was however consulted on a large number
of supplementary  regulations  amending the originals or making them
applicaUte to fiontier workers, seasonal workers, auxiliary civil
servants,  seamen, etc. Finally Parliament  urged that the abundant
community  legislation in this sphere be codified and embodied in a
single regulation. The council decided to make good its original
omission and not to take its final decision until Parliament had been
consulted.
Parliament also made it clear in a number of resolutions that
harmonization  of social security provisions should be extended to
self-employed persons,  and stressed the need for satisfactory arrange-ments, both at Community and at national levels, for workers
not in receipt of salaries or wages.
European  Miners' Charter
In this connexion the draft European .lWiners'  Charter  deserves
special mention. This was intended to ensure for the miner in the
Community secure and stable employment and a number of social
benefits to compensate him for the hazards and exacting conditions
of his iob and at the same time assist the collieries to overcome their
recruiting difficulties. Despite the highly constructive support  given
by Parliament the Miners' Charter has not been adopted, in part
owing to the growing structural difficulties besetting the European
coalmining industry.
Wages
In the Community, in which increases in pay are largely tied
to economic progress, the problem of wages is of considerable  im-
portance, particularly  as 8o per cent of the active population are
wage-earners whose sole fixed income is in the form of salaries or
wages. Under Article 68,r of the ECSC Treaty, methods of fixing
wages and social benefits are not affected by the Treaty. This means
that domestic  systems of fixing wages, which are generally based on
agreements between employers and workers, cannot be influenced
in any way. The authors of the Treaty of Rome appear to have as-
sumed that alignment of wages in the Six would automatically follow
from the creation of a common labour market, or at least from the
the extension of the labour market and the ban on distorted forms of
competition.
Parliament  has kept close track of wage trends and always insisted
that the Executives  carry out systematic surveys on the subject,
something that has now become a regular feature.
As regards Article rr9 of the Treaty relating to equal pay for
men and women, Parliament entered the field at an early stage with
initiatives culminating in the submission of an EEC Commission
recommendation  to the member States and the passing of a resolution
advocating equal pay by a conference of representatives  of the six 99Governments on 30 December 196r. This resolution  has still been
only partly applied. Parliament  has since continued to follow up
developments attentively, and it was at its insistence that the Council
recently  asked the European Commission to prepare an annual
report on the application of this Article.
Industrial medicine, heahh and safety
After the setting up in the ECSC of a Mines Safety Commission,
which the common  Assembly demanded  following  the Marcinelle
mine disaster of August 1956, Parliament saw to it, through a series
of reports and resolutions, that the agreements  relating to safety
in mines did not remain a dead letter.
In a resolution of 14 May 1959 it stressed that co-operation
between  the three Executives should be stepped up to the utmost
in the industrial  medicine,  health and safety sectors.
In the European Atomic Energy Community the problem was
that of protecting the general public and workers against the hazards
of ionizing radiations.  In a resolution  of 17 December  1958 Parliament
approved the amended  Euratom Commission proposals relating to
basic standards,  stressing the need to set up a suitable system for
compensating the victims of occupational diseases  and accidents at
work in this sector.
Other reports and resolutions concerned  industrial  health and
safety in the EEC as well as the drawing up of a European list of
occupational diseases, later the subiect of an EEC recommendation
to the member States. Parliament also concerned itself with Commu-
nity legislation on food and pharmaceutical  products.
Social questions in other fields
The sphere of action of the Community's social policy covers
the social aspects of the activities of the Executives in the various
branches of the economy. This is why Parliament felt that the social
situation in the Community could be improved by carrying out a
systematic stydy of the social aspects of the policy pursued in other
sectors. The Committee on Social Affairs has prepared numerous
Opinions covering  a variety of questions on behalf of the parliament-
ary committees directly concerned. IOOAgricuhural policy
This need for vigilance was particularly marked in the agricultural
sector because the aim of the common  agricultural policy is 'to ensure
a fair standard of living for the agricultural  Community,  particularly
by increasing the individual  earnings  of persons engaged in agriculture.'
In the course of consultations,  Parliament maintained that the Com-
munity should contribute  to the financirg of occupational retraining
of agricultural workers anxious to change their occupation within
the same sector. Parliament took the initiative of clearly defining the
sort of social policy it thought should be pursued in agriculture,
urging the abolition of all discrimination between agricultural  and
industrial workers as regards pay and other terms of employment,
social security and labour legislation in general.
Regional policy
On a proposal by the Committee on Social Affairs, Parliament  also
investigated  policy from a social angle. This policy had taken shape
mainly within the ECSC as a result of the redevelopment  of entreprises
and the creation of new economic activities outside the coal and steel
sector. Parliament  drew on the findings of study and fact-finding
missions of the committees concerned  to areas whose situation demand-
ed immediate Community  measures. As is generally known, Parlia-
ment has always supported  the High Authority's activities in this
sphere.
Road transport
The harmonization of certain social provisions  in road transport
covers in particular the composition of crews, spells at the wheel and
daily rest-periods. The urgency of the Executives' proposals  and of
Parliament's Opinions on this subject was to be vividly brought home
by a series of sensational  accidents involving tankers and motor-
coaches in all the Community countries. The Transport Committee
was highly critical of the Council for having so long deferred the
necessary decisions, and the Commission announced  emergency
measures to deal with the alarming situation.  rorOther sectors
Parliament  also made its views known on social provisions  in the
sphere of road transport, on the social aspects of the common  energy
poli.y, on social measures  concerning  workers in the Italian sulphur
mines-threatened  with closure-and finally, in Novembet 1966,
on the social effects of the medium-term  economic policy programme'
As regards the last item, Parliament regarded as essential not
only a programme  of economic and social policy measures for indus-
tries in difficulty but also a policy giving workers a bigger share in
capital formation. Parliament  also asked for an action programme
covering the practical economic and social policy decisions to be taken
at Community level in the final stage.
In the course of the last ten years Parliament has devoted roo
debates wholly or partly to the social problems of the Community.
This necessarily brief review of Parliament's record of activity in
this field cannot be closed without mentioning that, before taking
up a definite position, it always consults the employers' and workers'
representatives. A healthy tradition has grown up whereby the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Health Protection arranges  meetings,
where appropriate, with these representatives.  Parliament  therefore
serves to draw employers and workers alike into the Community's
institutional  debates. On a number of occasions the parliamentary
committee concerned  has drawn up its conclusions in the light of
direct contacts with members of the national Governments.  This was
the case with the preparation  of the reports on Article rr8 of the EEC
Treaty and on the free movement of workers. Meetings  were also
held to discuss social conditions in the sphere of road transport and
the broad lines of the European  Commission's  activities in the social
sector.
Again and again the committee  concerned  paid visits to areas
faced with special problems in order, through personal contact with
those concerned, to lay down the basis for social policy measures  to
be taken at Community level. Such study and fact-finding missions
were sent to Marcinelle and Viilklingen,  both sites of mining disasters,
to Sicily, threatened by the closure of sulphur mines, and to the
Franco-Belgo-Luxembourg  frontier area faced with redevelopment
and readaptation dfficulties. The Committee on Social Affairs
carried out on-the-spot  investigations into similar problems in the
Borinage  area, in the triangular region bounded by Lidge, Limburg(Belgium), Limburg (Netherlands) and Aachen, in the peripheral
areas of Lower Saxony, in Bari, and in the vicinity of Turin where
difficulties  had arisen in the textiles sector.
The all-important  social and human aspects of the migration
of workers were also made the subject of a series of study and fact-
finding missions both to the areas from which the emigrants set out
and to the areas in which they resettled.
The impressions  gained in this way of the special circumstances
prevailing in the different areas of the Community were set out in
reports and Opinions in the light of which Parliament drew up
resolutions on the free movement of workets, redevelopment and
readaptation in the Community, industrial medicine, health and safety,
and public health. Parliament  thus became the guardian of the human
element in a world increasingly dominated by technical factors, and
a real force for social progress.
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Scientific and technical research
The impact of technical research and technological progress on
economic and social development is a major cause of concern to
Europeans in view of the gap that separates them in this field from
the great industrial powers. The Community  countries have grasped
the fact that technological progress largely governs economic and
social progress in the Community. Throughout  the last ten years
the European Parliament has focused its attention on this problem,
constantly  urging the adoption of a Community  approach.
The difficulty lies in the fact that the three European Treaties
endow the Communities with widely differing powers in the sphere
of research. Although  research accounts for the bulk of Euratom's
activities and is a major aspect of the work of the ECSC, the EEC
Treaty makes not the slightest reference to a common research policy.
The provisions of the ECSC Treaty have enabled the High
Authority to pursue a coherent  research policy in those sectors that
fall within its province. Under the Treaty,
'the High Authority shall encourage technical and economic
research and development  as regards the production  and develop-
ment of consumption of coal and steel, as well as occupational
hazards in these industries.  To this end it shall organize  appropriate
contacts among existing research  organizations.'
The Euratom Treaty devotes a whole Title to 'provisions  de-
signed to encourage progress in the field of nuclear energy.' Article
4 lays down that the Euratom Commission  ro5'shall be responsible  for promoting and facilitating nuclear research
in the member States and for complementing it by carrying out
the Community's  programme of research and training.'
The ECSC High Authority has worked out a research programme
of its own in the coal and steel sectors, while Euratom  has concerned
itself with nuclear  research. The EEC Commission has set up a work-
ing party, on its Medium-Term Economic Policy Committee,  to
deal with scientific and technical research policy.
Parliament, for its part, has underlined the need for close co-
ordination of the activities of the three Executives' on the ground
that it alone can advance the development  of a European policy for
scientific research and technological  progress.
Research policy of the Comrnunities
As regards the Coal and Steel Community, Parliament has always
maintained that, if the Treaty obiectives  are to be achieved, research
must be one of the main features of the High Authority's policy.
It therefore came out in support of the establishment  of a European
coal research council. Parliament also backed and approved the
action taken by the High Authority in the field of research, dwelling
on its rdle in co-ordinating the research carried out by private enter-
prises and on the efforts made by the coalmining  industry in the
technological  and research sectors to withstand increasingly stiff
competition from other forms of energy.
The research  programmes drawn up by the ECSC High Author-
ity provide for three types of measures  :
(a) financial assistance for researchl
(b) encouraging co-operation  between research centres in the six
countries;
(c) publishing  the results of Community-financed  research.
In discussing the general reports on the activities of the ECSC,
Parliament took a highly favourable view of the action taken by the
High Authority in the field of research, and urged it to continue and
step up its efforts. In a resolution of June 1958 relating to scientific
and technical  research in the ECSC, Parliament dwelt on the import-
ance of scientific  and technical research in the applied sciences as a
means of improving  techniques, increasing productivity,  raising
quality standards, encouraging  the consumption of new products and
furthering the safety, health and well-being of the population at large. ro6As regards  research in the Atomic Energy Community, the Eura-
tom Commission  concentrated its efforts on co-ordinating and supple-
menting national research programmes.  The basic principles  under-
lying Euratom's activities fall under three main heads :
(a) striking a balance berween fundamental and applied research;
(b) bringing the work done by Euratom and the member States
into line;
(c) maintaining  a certain relationship  between  immediate needs and
medium- and long-term projects.
Parliament  considered that one of the tasks of the Euratom Com-
mission was to carry out and have carried out research in certain
fields recognized as important and, by assembling a vast quantity
ofdetailed facts and figures, to acquire an overall view ofthe situation
of nuclear research.
Euratom's research  activities are based on its five-year program-
mes. Although the first of these programmes was adopted and put
into effect without too much trouble, agreement on the second five-
year programme was reached only with difficulty in the Council of
Ministers  and at the price of a distinct curb on Euratom's means
of action. In a resolution of zr October 1965 Parliament  regretted
that Euratom would, as a result, have to concentrate its research on
certain reactor types only; research ought to embrace all spheres
likely to be of use in arriving at sound decisions as to the building of
reactors on an industrial  scale. Parliament went on to suggest that
the Commission should make provision  in its third five-year programme
for research in currently neglected fields such as biology and health
protection, fuel reprocessing, treatment of radio-active waste and
isotopes, marine propulsion and space travel.
Great difficulties were encounrered in drawing up the third
five-year research programme-a situation which caused Parliament
a great deal of concern because it saw it as a threat to Euratom's
activities. In a resolution of September ry67 Parliament pointed out
that it was essential that the Council, on completion of the second
five-year programme, lay down without delay, and regardless of in-
dustrial developments at national level, the future policy of Euratom,
with a view to helping European nuclear and technological research
to reach a level consistent with progress in the future. In a resolution
passed a month later Parliament again voiced its concern at the fact
that no decision had been raken concerning  Euratom's activity follow-
ing the expiry of the second five-year  research programme on ro73r December 1967, and asked the commission of the European com-
munities to work out a solution, jointly with the Council, without
delay.
At a meeting at the end of October ry67 the Council drew up
a provisional research programme under which Euratom's  main
u.iiuiti.t were to be continued. A new five-year programme  will
not however be prepared until the Council has carried out a detailed
review of Euratom's entire activities.
During discussions  on the annual reports on Euratom's  activities
Parliament has always stressed the need to co-ordinate the research
prograrnmes of the member States and Euratom, and to enable
Ln.uto- to carry on its own research.  Parliament feels that Euratom
should pave the way for a European research policy' In the tenth
and final general report on its activities the Euratom Commission
observed that the nuclear sector had served as the first model of a
research organization. It was generally realized, however, that these
activities had to be extended to other key sectors of technology if
the community was to retain its industrial competitiveness in the
face of world competition-a view which had secured strong support
in the European Parliament.
Although the EEC Treaty makes no reference to a common
research policy, the EEC Commission has taken a constant interest
in research problems. The Medium-term Economic Policy Com-
mittee set up a working party on scientific and technical research
policy to study problems  connected with the preparation of a co-ordi-
nated or common policy on scientific and technical research, and
to suggest ways and means of launching such a policy with due
regard to possible co-operation with other countries. The investi-
gation was to tie in as closely as possible with the general economic
policy of member  States and of the EEC.
In its recommendation  on medium-term  economic policy, which
drew largely on the findings of the working party, the EEC Commis-
sion pointed out that co-operation between the Six in the field of
scientific and technical  research  was absolutely  essential.
Towards a European  research policy
Co-ordination of the research activities of the three Communities
has proved to be highly desirable.  Parliament realized the need for
concerted eforts in the field of research from the moment the EEC ro8and ECSC Treaties came inro force, particularly  in view of the
widely differing powers enjoyed by the Executives under the three
Treaties.
Parliament repeatedly called for co-ordination of the Commu-
nities' scientific and technological  research activities at European
level. In a resolution of October 1966 it urged the Governments, in
view of the considerable  ground to be made up by Europe in the
field ofresearch, to take steps to ensure that efforts were concentrated
at Community level and to make the besr use of Euratom's Joint
Research centre by extending its activities to all areas of research.
Pending their merger, the three Executives got down to the
task of organizing co-operation among themselves. In 1965 they set
up an inter-Executive  working parry on scientific and technical
research which is engaged in elaborating guidelines for a common
or co-ordinated  research policy.
The Six are, however,  a long way off from a common research
policy or even satisfactory co-operarion in this field. This situation
has been a source of great anxiety to Parliament  which has often
drawn attention to the gap separating  research in Europe from that
carried out in other industrial  powers. In the nuclear field, Parliament
considers that the Community must develop its own industry. A
resolution passed in September ry64 reads :
'The European Parliament  considers that a choice between the
various systems of winning  nuclear energy should not be made
simply by reference to costs but must reflect a determination to
endow Europe with bargaining  powers of its own and with an
efective nuclear capacity;
Considers it essential,  therefore,  that the Community  continue
its efforts to develop European  techniques for slow reactors with
a views to training engineers and developing industry and scien-
tific research, and also that investigations into fast reactors and
nuclear fission be simultaneously  speeded up;
Calls upon the Commission ro step up its efforts to co-ordinate
national programmes with the Qqrnrnrrnily  programme by way
of directives  and association,  participation  and research  conffacts.'
In October 1967 Parliament  called for the rapid setting up of
a joint isotope-separation  plant which could serve as the starting-
point for the development  of a European nuclear industry and reduce
the Community's  dependence on imported fuels. As regards techno-
logical progress and scientific  research in general, Parliament  passed, rogIIO
in october  1966, an important resolution laying down guidelines to
enable the Community to make up its leeway in this field :
,The European  Parliament notes that the increase in the number
and range or tn. tasks remaining to be done in the field of scien-
tific research and technical  development,  on the one hand, and the
need for steady progress of the Community's economy on the
other, necessitate a wide measure of constant  co-operation in the
field of science and its applications;
considers that scientific and technological progress is essential
for promoting the social and cultural welfare of the peoples of the
community  and as a means of enabling the community to carry
out its obligations  towards the developing  countries under the
best possible conditions;
Considers that the efforts made within the Community  in the
scientific and technological  fields should be brought up to a level
comparable with that of the maior industrial powers so as to
pr"r"ru" the Community's  competitive capacity in the long term;
h.egards co-operation within the Community in the field of
sciintific and technical research as essential to the success of the
common  economic policy covered by the first indicative  medium-
term programme;
shares the view of the EEC Commission that the development  of
scientific and technical  research  should be regarded  as one of the
three most urgent aims of the community over the next five years;
Requests the Executives to state their views on the principles
and instruments of a common science policy aimed at increasing
the community's scientific potential through close co-operation
between the member States and a balanced relationship between
the natural and the human sciences as well as between the private
and public sectors;
Is convinced that the soundest form of co-operation must leave
room for ioint projects and programmes which would not only
avoid wasteful overlapping  of efforts but also, through the contacts
they involve, act as a powerful stimulus. It notes that Euratom
can sefve as a suitable focal point for the Community institution
to be made responsible for supervising  these projects  and co-ordi-
nating these Programmes;
Is of the opinion that the community need not necessarily con-
centrate its efforts in every case on the same research sectors as
other maior industrial countries;Considers that the Community provides a particularly  suitable
framework for co-operation, and at a later stage for a common
policy, in the field of applied research and development,  because
it allows ofcloser integration ofthe necessary policy decisions than
broader-based international  organizations;
Considers it essential, in the interests of democracy,  that major
decisions connected with co-operation in the Community  and,
at a later stage, with the common policy on scientific and technical
research, be made known among wide sections of the public, in
which respect the European Parliament and the Information
Services of the Communities must play an important r6le.'
Parliament  also came out in support of a European science policy.
In October ry67 the parliamentary  committee  concerned  had held
talks with British representatives, with a view to studying the plan
for a European  technological community  put forward by the British
Prime Minister, Mr. Wilson. The discussions covered the following
points :
(a) The significance to be attached to Mr. Wilson's proposals;
(b) The structure and organization of a European technological
community;
(c) The sectors that would fall within its province and their relarive
priorities;
(d) Co-operation  between the technological community on the one
hand and Community institutions and non-member countries on
the other.
Following this discussion, the Committee  on Energy, Research
and Atomic Problems  decided to recornmend the setting up of a
working party of experts from the EEC and the United Kingdom to
submit a joint report to the European  Parliament and to the House
of Commons. The following  sectors were singled out as most urgently
calling for co-operation  between the Community  and the United
Kingdom: particle accelerators,  production of enriched uranium,
telecommunication satellites, electronic  computers,  biology.
Towards the end of t967 Parliament resumed its eforts to
arrive at a definition of a European  policy on scientific and technical
research, for which fresh prospects  had been opened up by the merger
of the three Executives  into a single Commission and by a Council
resolution on the subject.
Early in ry67 the three Executives submitted to the Council a
memorandum  on the problems of scientific and technical  co-operation IIIin the community.  This took particular account of (i) a note by the
French Government on the preparation  of a common policy on scien-
tific and technical research; (ii) suggestions by the Italian Govern-
ment; (iii) work done by the inter-Executive group on scientific
and technical  research; and (iv) reports and resolutions of the Euro-
pean Parliament. In the memorandum  the Executives noted that
the progress made by European  countries in recent years in the
field of science and technology, and in their industrial  application,
had been less rapid than that achieved outside Europe. This was
why it was necessary  to enable enterprises to make greater efforts
in future in the sphere of research and industrial developments.
The projects of the member States had to be compared  one with the
othei and closely co-ordinated. Lastly the Council of Ministers had
to decide on measures for promoting  scientific and technical  research
as a whole.
This the council did at a meeting in october tg67 at which it
passed a resolution calling upon the working party on scientific
and technical  research  policy set up within the Medium-term Econo-
mic Policy Committee:
(a) to study the possibilities of co-operation in the following fields :
information and telecommunications,  development  of new means
of transport, oceanography,  metallurgy, harmful environmental
factors, meteorology;
(b) to consider  making other fields the subiect of this co-operation;
(c) to carry on comparing national methods, plans, programmes  and
budgets in the research  sector;
(d) to investigate  ways and means of crea ;ng a Community system
of compiling and disseminating technical information or to
co-ordinate existing national information systems;
(e) to investigate  ways and means of co-ordinsting  the 6aining
and stepping up exchanges ofscientists.
In a resolution of November  1967 Parliament takes note of the
Council's resolution and states that it
'Notes with satisfaction that by adopting this resolution  the
Governments of member States have started out on the path
leading to a common  action programme  in this sector;
Is confident that this programme,  when put into efect, will
permit tangible results to be speedily  achieved in the sectors
concerned, and considers it particularly desirable to make a con-
rr2  smnr comparison  of the research budgets and programmes  of thesix countries so as to emphasize the Community character of the
means of intervention.'
Parliament also:
'Reiterates its opinion that a scientific and technological research
policy must be regarded  as a fundamental factor in the develop-
ment of Europe's economy and as the linchpin of an industrial
strategy in keeping with our times; however, it implies the exist-
ence of an appropriate  common  energy policy;
Views with grave concern the tendency for the technological
gap between Europe, the United States and the other great tech-
nological  powers to grow ever wider, with a resultant considerable
loss of valuable energies, placing the independence of Europe
in grave jeopardy and involving serious dangers for its future
economic and social structure;
Is therefore of the opinion that there is an urgent need to move
from unco-ordinated individual  efforts to a systematic policy
starting from fundamental and applied research,  and development,
and fitting into a programme for European economic  expansion;
this policy should include suitable  measures  covering action both
by the public authorities and the private sector and making pro-
vision, particularly in the case of the latter, for financial aid, tax
reliefs and public contracts;
Is of the opinion that the aims, structure and methods of this
policy should be promptly defined and that-as has been done
to advantage in other areas of Community policy-it should
include a timetable for its gradual implementation  in the near
futurel
Suggests  the establishment of a European scientific and techno-
logical development fund and the creation of European centres
for the fundamental  areas of research.'
By the end of l967 it was clear that the six member  States had
grasped the need for a joint approach. They decided upon a series
of measures which should make it possible, in the years ahead to
take practical steps-as desired by Parliament-to enable the European
Community  once and for all to make up its leeway in the field of
scientific research and technological progress.
T13VII
T owards an outward-looleing  Community
The need for a cornmon  foreign policy
In the Treaties,  the six member  States expressly announced their
intention to give their Communities  an outward-looking  character.
In the Preamble to the ECSC Treaty they state they are resolved
'to substitute for historic rivalries a fusion of their essential interestsl
to lay, by establishing an economic community, the foundations of
a broader and deeper community  among people long divided by
bloody conflicts; and to lay the groundwork of institutions  which
will give direction to a destiny which these peoples will henceforward
share.' In the Preamble to the EEC Treaty the member  States express
their determination  'to establish the foundations of an ever closer
union among the European peoples' and therefore call upon 'the
other peoples of Europe who share their ideal to join in their efforts.'
Finalln in the Preamble to the Euratom Treaty they announce their
desire 'to associate other countries  with their work and to co-operate
with international organizations concerned with the peaceful develop-
ment of atomic energy.'
The Six have thus made provision in the Treaties for the most
diverse forms of co-operation with other countries, ranging from
normal diplomatic relations to accession  and association (Article 98
of the ECSC Treaty and Article 14 of the Convention  containing
the transitional provisions; Articles 237 and 238 of the EEC Treaty;
Articles zo5 and zo6 of the Euratom Treaty). This basic attitude is
also reflected in the common declaration of the Six, annexed to the rr5Treaties of Rome, concerning  co-operation with States which are
members of international organizations.  In this the six member States
recognize 'that by setting up a customs union and developing close
collaboration  between themselves in the peaceful development  of
nuclear energy, they will be ensuring economic and social progress
and thus contributing not only to their own prosperity but also to
that of other countries'... and 'declare that, as soon as these Treaties
come into force, they will be willing to conclude agreements with
other countries, particularly  within the framework of the international
organizations  to which they belong, in order to achieve these obiect-
ives of common interest and to ensure the harmonious development
of international  trade in general.'
The European  Parliament has remained faithful to the spirit of
the Treaties and the founders'  intentions. It has always felt bound
to keep a close watch on and supervise the activities of the Commu-
nities in the field of external relations.
In 1958 the main aspect of the Community's external relations
was economic. At that time discussions were still being held within
the OEEC on the creation of a large free trade area embracing the
Communities  and the other countries of Western Europe. On z7 June
1958 the European Parliament  accepted the principle of an agreement
on a European economic association (free trade area) linking up
the European Economic Community  and the European  Coal and
Steel Community  with the other OEEC member States. On z4 and
z5 September 1958 Parliament  argued that the creation of a free
trade area (EFTA) between seven countries  (Austria, Denmark, Nor-
way, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) could
facilitate the conclusion of an agreement  between the Six and the
Seven. Finally, on 17 October  196o, Parliament expressed the wish
for close co-operation between the EEC and EFTA, and for the
possibility of the EFTA countries  acceding  to or becoming  associated
with the EEC to be considered.
Although in 1958 the Community's  external relations were pri-
marily economic, they soon acquired an unmistakably political  cha-
racter. From the outset Parliament  underlined the need for a common
external policy, of which it became the most ardent champion.  During
talks held with the Councils and the Executives  in November 1959
on the co-ordination of the external policies of the six member States
towards non-member countries, all political groups of the European
116 Parliament affirmed that foreign policies would have to be co-ordi-nated if Europe was to achieve the fundamental  political unity without
which it could not play its part in the world. Parliament reiterated
these wishes in talks held in November  196o with the Councils and
the Executives  on the foreign policy of member  States.
In taking up this position the European Parliament  made it quite
clear that the problem of the Communities'  external relations  had to
be solved at political  level. In a debate of 9 March 196r on the results
of the conference of Heads of State or Government  held in Paris
on ro and rr February 196r, it insisted that the course mapped out
by it be followed, stressing that Europe could not long put offappear-
ing on the international  scene as a united body.
At the close of their Bonn conference of 18 July 196r the six
Heads of State or Government  issued a statement reaffirming the
outward-looking character of the Communities  and expressing  the
hope that other European States would join them. Moreover, they
regarded the continuation  of active co-operation among the Foreign
Ministers  as a way of contributing to the continuity  of the action
undertaken  in common, and called upon the European  Parliament to
extend the field of its deliberations to cover all political problems of
common interest. On 19 September 196r, the European Parliament
passed a resolution in which it too came out in support of effective
co-operation between  Foreign Ministers and acceded to the request
of the Heads of State or Government to deal with all political prob-
lems of common interest, especially those connected  with foreign
policy.
The meetings of Foreign Ministers were suspended  in April 196z
because of differences  regarding the issue of political union. Parliament
immediately opposed this suspension  of the talks. In a resolution
passed on 9 May ry62 it protested  at the fact that, ten months after
the Bonn declaration, appropriate political action had still not been
taken, and reaffirmed its desire to see a politically united Europe
with a common foreign policy and a common defence policy that
would help to strengthen the Atlantic  Alliance.
IJnfortunately political union, and hence a common foreign policy,
were not to come up for discussion again until November 1964 when
the German and Italian Governments submitted proposals on the
subject. On zo January 1965 Parliament dwelt on the positive aspect
of the initiatives of the two Governments,  particularly  as regards
foreign policy. In March of the same year Parliament  stated that there
could be no federal system without common defence and foreign rt7policies. It added that it was convinced that regular meetings of
Heads of State or Government and of foreigu and defence ministers
could be a first step towards  speeding up European  unification in the
foreign and defence policy sectors. The initiatives of the German and
Italian Governments were not followed up, and the European Par-
liament could therefore  do nothing more than take note of this shelv-
ing of the problem of a common foreign policy. It discussed the
matter in May ry67 in the light of a report by Mr. Dehousse on the
relations of the Communities with non-member countries and with
international organizations. At the close of the debate Parliament
passed a resolution in which it:
'Rejects once more the idea that the Communities'aims  are purely
economic and vigorously reaffirms their political content;
Considers therefore that the elaboration of a common foreign
policy and a common defence policy is the natural extension of the
work of unification undertaken  by the Treaties of Paris and Rome;
Calls on the Governments to take further steps to achieve this
objective;
Renews the appeal issued to the other countries of democratic
Europe when the Treaties were signed that they should join in
the efforts of the six founder States;
Stresses  the importance of the negotiations  with the EFTA coun-
tries;
Calls on the Council and the Commission  to come to speedy deci-
sions on negotiations with non-member countries, particularly
such as have been in progress for some years;
Expresses its confidence in the contribution that the Community
can make to a ditente in Europe and, in general, to the solution
of the continent's unresolved  problems;
Remains  convinced  that equalitybetween  members in allfields is the
only means of giving the Atlantic Alliance a firm and lasting basis;
Calls on the Governments  on both sides of the Atlantic to do all
that is in their power to bring this about.'
Talks between Heads of State or Government were resumed in
Rome on z9 and 3o May 1967 during the celebrations  of the tenth
anniversary  of the EEC and Euratom  Treaties. The Heads of State
or Government  decided to study ways and means of gradually tighten-
ing their political links in the light of experience and of the circum-
stances prevailing. The Foreign Ministers  were asked to go more
rr8  deeply into these matters. The results of the conference  of Headsof State or Govefnment  were studied by the European Parliament
in fune 1967. Lresolution  was passed expressing  the hope that regular
meetings of Foreigu Ministers would be held to enable a common
"pp.o"-h 
and effective action to be worked out at a more political
level, especially in external policy.
The problem  of enlarging the Community
The Treaties of Paris and Rome provide the possibility  for any
European  state to apply for membership  of the communities.  Appli-
cations are to be submitted to the Council which, after consulting
the Commission, is required to give a unanimous decision thereon.
The three Treaties lay down that certain conditions must be fulfilled
before entry can be considered. The Rome Treaties further refer to
possible amendments of the Treaties in the event of accession. These
are to b. specified in an agreement between the member States and
the applicant State. No such provision is made in the ECSC Treaty'
Aicession is undoubtedly  the most direct way of incorporating
non-member countries in the community. once admitted, new mem-
ber States rake over the same obligations and the same rights as the
founder States. They may however,  to a limited extent, receive spe-
cial treatment  as regards particular problems. Details of this must,
however,  be clearly laid down in the accession  agreement'
Following the applications for membership  received from the
united Kingdom 
"od 
D"ttrtt.rk, the European Parliament immedia-
tely turned its attention to the procedure  to be followed for the con-
clusion of accession agreements.  On zo October 196r it passed a
resolution  in which it stated that, in order to preserve the community
character of such a procedure,  the EEC Commission  must participate
fully in the negotiations  for entry and Parliament itself be kept regu-
larly informed of the Position.
The numerous applications for entry following that submitted
bytheUnitedKingdomledParliamenttodiscuss,atitsJanuary
ri6r session, the political and institutional  aspects of accession  to
tf,e Community. rne report of the Political Committee  on which
the debate was based stressed that the community did not intend
to cut itself off from the rest of Europe. Accession, moreover, was
governed by the European character of the community, itself limited
io 
" 
g.ogr*phical  sense. The Community  was thus a regional link-up
which, ri f"r ur membership  was concerned, was confined to Europe. I19This limitation is one of the basic features of the Community. Since
accession carried, in principle, the same rights and obligations  as
those appertaining to founder members, it could be made a condition
of entry that the applicant  country should be not only willing but
also able to discharge the economic obligations  entered into. The
Community  also had to take into account the political system of the
applicant  State, making the existence of a democratic set-up, i.e. a
liberal political structure, a condition  of membership. considerarion
also had to be given to the various aspects of the EEC,s unity-cus-
toms union, common agricultural  policy, free movement of persons,
services and capital, transport policy, economic and social policy,
association with overseas States, etc. The Community, though com-
posed of three parts (ECSC, EEC and Euratom) remained a unit.
Entry by new States of only one or two of the Communities  was
therefore to be avoided. States admitted to the Community  must
accept its institutional framework.  Lastly, the irreversible  nature of
the Treaties ruled out any temporary or revocable form of member-
ship. Accession to the Community carried the obligation to apply
not only the provisions  of the Treaties  but all decisions and directives
enacted since their entry into force.
In May ry67 Parliament again turned its attention to the pro-
blem of accession  in a debate on a reporr by its political Affairs com-
mittee on relations with non-member  states and international  orga-
nizations. At the close of the debate, parliament  passed a resolution
in which it:
'Calls on the Council and the Commission to come to speedy
decisions on negotiations with non-member countries,  particularly
such as have been in progress for some years;
Notes that the attraction of the communities  arises from and
depends on their coherence and dynamism and that a primary
aim should therefore be to safeguard and develop these qualities;
Emphasizes that membership of the communities implies both
rights and obligations and that it is impossible to benefit from all
the rights without accepting all the obligations.,
Applications  for entry from the
United Kingdomr lreland, Denmark and Norway
The United Kingdom's decision of 9 August 196r to apply for
r2o membership of the EEC-to be followed by applications from Den-mark, Ireland and Norway-led  Parliament  to tackle the problem
without delay. On z6 fune ry62 it passed a resolurion in which it
stated that 'the United Kingdom's entry cannot imply any change
in the EEC Treaty... but implies acceptance  of the results achieved
as regards common policy in the various sectors such as agriculture
and competition.' Parliament  called upon the United Kingdom to
make a positive contribution to the shaping of common policy in all
sectors and to extend the common external tariff, at the end of the
transitional period, to its imports from the Commonwealth  countries,
which it hoped would become  associated with the Community. In
a further resolution on the agricultural aspects of the British and
Danish applications for entry into the EEC, Parliamenr  expressed
the view that the admission of these countries would imply full
acceptance by them of the aims, principles  and methods  of the com-
mon agricultural policn and that special arrangements  between  the
United Kingdom and the Commonwealth should be limited both as
to range and duration and be consistent  with rhe common agricul-
tural policy.
The negotiations with the United Kingdom were indefinitely
postponed  on z9 January 1963. On 6 February 1963 Parliament dis-
cussed the course the negotiations had taken and the causes of their
failure. At the beginning of the debate the President of the EEC
Commission  outlined  the nature of the negotiations  and the progress
they had made, and stated that at the time they were broken of the
chances of their proving successful had undoubtedly  warranted  their
continuation.  By an overwhelming majority Parliament then passed
a resolution in which it recalled that it had come out in support of
British entry, subject to respect of the Treaties, expressed its concern
at the one-sided decision to suspend the negotiations  and called upon
the Council to resume them.
The EEC Commission was asked to reporr on rhe progress that
had been made in the negotiations  berween the United Kingdom and
the States of the Commrrnity and to make known its views on matters
still outstanding.
In March 1963 Parliament discussed  the EEC Commission's
report. In this the EEC Commission srressed the fact that both the
United Kingdom delegation and the member States had from the
outset accepted the Treaties of Rome as the basis for the negotia-
tions. The aim of the negotiators had therefore  been to work out
special agreements  with due regard to the distinctive  features of the  r2rBritish economy and the United Kingdom's  obligations  towards Com-
monwealth and EFTA countries. It was true that, at the time the
negotiations  were broken off, many of these questions  had not been
gone into at all and the views of the parties on other points had not
been discussed in any detail. Nevertheless  agreement  had been reached,
or diferences narrowed  down, on numerous problems  connected with
the common  tariff, the position of Commonwealth countries and the
British agricultural system. Resumption  of the negotiations would
depend, as regards a number of important points, on the Commu-
nity countries reaching agreement in various sectors-in  agriculture,
for example, on financial arrangements and the market organizations
for dairy produce, sugar, rice, etc.
After a detailed debate on this report Parliament passed a reso-
lution in which it confirmed its wish that the united Kingdom and
other countries join the European Communities, provided that their
accession would not call into question either the integration  process
or the material provisions and institutional structures of the Treaties
of Rome and of Paris. The Community was called upon to assume
all the responsibilities falling upon it both as regards the economic
and social progress  to be made within the Community  and as regards
relations with non-member countries.
Between March 1963 and November  1966 the problem of Brit-
ain's accession to the Communities  did not come up for discussion.
On ro November  1966, however' Mr. Harold Wilson, British Prime
Minister, brought up the subiect again before the House of Commons
and subsequently,  on 23 January 1967, n a speech before the Con-
sultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. On z May ry67 Mr. Wil-
son announced in the House of Commons  that his Government had
decided to apply for admission to the three European Communities.
The European Parliament immediately took note of this intention
and on ro July 1967 passed a resolution in which it:
'Hopes that negotiations will proceed in an atmosphere of mutual
frankness  and understanding enabling the problems involved to
be quickly resolved;
Is convinced that the United Kingdom's  membership  of the Euro-
pean Communities, in accordance with the spirit of the Treaties
of Paris and Rome, will help to strengthen these Communities
and make for subsequent progress towards the political union of
the peoples of Europe.'
On ro May rg67,the very day on which the European Parliament r22passed the above resolution,  the British Government officially sub-
mitted an application for EEC membership under Article 237 of the
Treaty. On the following day it applied for membership  of the ECSC
and Euratom. Ireland and Denmark  immediately  followed Britain's
lead and submitted their applicarions.  At a summit conference held
in Rome on z9 and 3o May ry67 the Heads of State or Government
briefly discussed the British, Irish and Danish applications  and agreed
that, pursuant to the Treaties, these applications  should be dealt with
by the Council of Ministers. On zr June 1967 Parliament passed  a
resolution welcoming th-e positive outcome of the conference,  par-
ticularly the decision  to {tart up the Treaty procedure for examining
the British, Irish and Danish applications. It went on to express the
hope that the negotiations on the accession of the United Kingdom
and the other democratic European States would be pursued with
vigour and with a determination to bring them swiftly to a satisfacrory
conclusion.
On zr luly 1967 Norway also applied for membership of the
European Communities.
In September 1967 Parliament resumed discussion  of the four
applications on the basis of a srarement made by the President of
the European  Communities. The President informed  Parliament that
the Commission  was on the point of giving its opinion,  as requested
by the Council, on these applications. He believed the Commission
would support them in principle, provided that enlarging the Com-
munities did not sap their strength or dynamism. The four political
groups endorsed this summing-up of the position, and expressed the
hope that negotiations  would be speedily started up, particularly with
the United Kingdom.
Problems of association
The Treaties of Paris and Rome provide for the possibility of
a non-member State, a union of States or an international organization
becoming associated with the Communities  (Article 14 of the Con-
vention containing the transitional provisions of the ECSC Treaty,
Article 238 of the EEC Treaty and Article zo6 of the Euratom  Treaty).
Such an association embodies reciprocal rights and obligations, joint
actions and appropriate forms of procedure. Association agreements
have to be concluded by the Council by a unanimous decision and
after consulting the European Parliament.  r23It was in the light of these Treaty provisions that the Euro-
pean Parliament tackled the applications for association submitted
ty  Greece and Turkey. The first point covered was that of pro-
cedure. on 17 october 196o Parliament urged that association
agreements  with Greece and Turkey be rapidly concluded,  and
asked that it be consulted in good time, in accordance with the
terms of the Treaty, so that it could formulate its views on their
contents.
In January 196z Parliament  debated the political and institu-
tional aspects of association  with the Community.  It was pointed out
that, in view of the many forms association could take under Article
238 of the EEC Treaty, it was difficult to define the nature of asso-
ciation in general  terms. This did not however detract from the polit-
ical and economic importance of the decision of a non-member
country to become associated  with the Community, or of the Commun-
ity's decision to conclude an association  agreement with a non-
member State. Facilities for entering into association  were to be con-
fined to European Stares or countries geographically linked with
Europe. This restricted the scope of association under Article 238
of the Treaty, which was unlimited in the geographical  sense. The
association with the African States would have to remain an exception
arising from a special Community obligation. Formal association  agree-
ments ought not be concluded with other countries; only, at the
most, special agreements for economic co-operation which would serve
their legitimate  economic  interests. Association itself should be mainly
reserved for countries whose state of economic development prevented
them from directly assuming the obligations of accession but which
none the less displayed the political will to become full members-
Association  was thus to be regarded  as a stepping-stone  to eventual
membership.  Customs  union was the minimum  that association  should
entail; this, of course, ruled out a free trade area. Moreover, even
customs union involved recognition  of the basic principles of eco-
nomic union, in the absence of which the balanced competition  be-
tween the Community and the associated  State could not be main-
tained. For European countries which, for political reasons, would
not consider association as a first step towards accession, the answer
could be a trade agreement as provided for in Article rr3. At insti-
tutional level, Parliament proposed setting up a foint association
council and parliamentary contacts between itself and the Parliament
of the State concerned. 124Greece
On 8 June 1959 Greece applied for association with the EEC
under the terms of Article 238 of the EEC Treaty. The EEC Council
of Ministers received this request on 25 July 1959. Discussions began
in September 1959 and were concluded on 9 July 196r with the
signing of an association agreement in Athens. This came into force
on r November  t962. The European Parliament which-in a reso-
lution of 17 October r96o-had expressed the hope that negotiations
with Greece would soon be brought to a successful  conclusion-
studied the Association  Agreement in the light of Article 238 of the
Rome Treaty, under which Parliament had to be consulted, in Sep-
tember 196r, that is, after the signing of the agreement. At the close
of the debates on 19 September 196r it passed two resolutions. In
the first it pointed out that consultation of Parliament under Article
238 of the Rome Treaty would have served its real purpose  had it
taken place before the Council of Ministers  signed the agreement,
and took exception to this violation of the Treaty. It expressed  the
hope that it would never again be placed in such a position, in which
eventuality it would feel free to act as it thought fit.
In the second resolution Parliament underlined the political
importance of this first association, which clearly reflected the outward-
looking character of the European Community. On the institutional
side, Parliament noted that the Association  Agreement left the door
open for accession  at a later date, and approved the setting up of
the Association  Council. It proposed the creation of a Parliamentary
Committee  for the Association with Greece consisting, in equal num-
bers, of members of the Greek and of the European Parliament.
This should discuss all questions arising from the Association  Agree-
ment, and particularly  an annual report to be submitted by the Asso-
ciation Council. Finally Parliament  called upon the Association Coun-
cil, in accordance with Article 7r of the Association Agreement, to
take all appropriate  steps at its first meeting to set up this committee
in co-operation  with the European  and the Greek Parliament.
In March 1962, pursuant to this resolution, the European  Par-
liament appointed a delegation to visit Greece for the purpose of
contacting  representatives  of the Greek Parliament  and discussing
with them the problems of setting up a joint parliamentary  association
committee. In the course of a visit to Athens complete agreement
was reached between the delegation  and Greek parliamentarians.  r25In October t96z Parliarnent passed a resolution  proposing that
the Parliamentary Committee for the Association  with Greece should
consist of r4 members of the Greek Parliament and r4 members  of
the European Parliament and that it would debate any problem  con-
cerning the implementation  of the Athens Agreement,  particularly
on the basis of an annual report submitted  to it by the Association
Council.
The Committee was set up and held its first meeting on 6 and
7 June ry63 atwhich it drew up a recommendation  in which it announ-
ced its intention of helping to ensure that the Association  made pro-
gress in every sphere, thus opening the way for Greece to become
a full member of the Community as soon as possible. Parliament
endorsed this recommendation on 15 October  1963.
Since its creation the EEC-Greece  Joint Parliamentary  Com-
mittee has discussed three annual reports on the activities of the
Association  Council. It gave its opinion on the way the Association
Agreement was being applied, made several recommendations and
noted that relations between the Community and Greece had pro-
gressed and generally  improved. The texts adopted by the joint
EEC-Greece  Parliamentary Committee were submitted to the Euro-
pean Parliament, which endorsed them. On z December 1966 Par-
liament passed a resolution in which it noted that application of the
Association Agreement  had led to a general improvement in relations
between the Community and Greece, but expressed concern at the
increase in Greece's  balance of trade deficit. It called upon the Com-
munity to help in modernizing and adjusting economic structures  in
Greece so as to ensure greater diversification of its exports, welcomed
the studies being carried out with a view to setting up indusuial
development  poles in Greece, and expressed  the hope that financial
aid and private investment would be stepped up. Parliament  considered
that the harmonization of the Community's  and Greece's agricultural
policies would help in modernizing the structure of Greek agriculture.
It hoped that a Community tobacco policy would soon be worked
out, with due regard to Greece's needs in this sector. Technical
assistance to Greece in the fields of manpower  and occupational
training should be continued without delay. Greek workers resident
in Community  countries should be given the same working conditions
and social protection as other workers of the Community. Finally,
Parliament urged the Community to promote co-ordinated action to
126 organize the more vulnerable markets of the Mediterranean area.Following the military coup which occurred in Greece on zl
April 1967, the European  Parliament passed a resolution on rr May
ry67 in which it:
'Notes that the various stages of the Association Agreement between
the EEC and Greece, which provides for eventual Greek accession
to the Community,  cannot be implemented unles democratic
structures,  political freedom and freedom for trade unions are
restored in Greece;
Considers  that the current absence  of elected institutions in Greece
makes it impossible for the EEC-Greece  Joint Parliamentary
Committee, an institution  essential to the proper working of the
Athens Agreement, to function;
Considers therefore that the Association  Agreement cannot really
operate until a delegation from the Greek Parliament again takes
part in the meetings of the Joint Parliamentary  Committee;
Consequently hopes that Greece will soon revert to its normal
democratic  and parliamentary life;
Emphasizes  the absolute necessity of respect for the European
Convention  for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, to which Greece is a signatory;
Urges in particular  the immediate restoration of normal personal
guarantees for political detainees.'
Turkey
On 3r tuly 1959 Turkey applied for association with the EEC
under Article 238 of the EEC Treaty. The Council received the appli-
cation on rr September  1959. Discussions began in the following
December and were concluded on rz September 1963 with the signing
of an Association Agreement in Ankara. This came into force on
r December  1964
Parliament, which in two resolutions-first on 17 October  196o
and then on z7 March r963-had expressed  the hope that the nego-
tiations with Turkey would be speedily brought to a successful
conclusion-was consulted by the Council of Ministers on the agree-
ment but only after it  had already been signed-a repetition
of what had occurred in the case of the Association  Agreement  with
Greece. In order not to cause any harm to Turkey, the European
Parliament  confined itself to protes ing at the procedure followed.
In a resolution passed on z8 November  1963 it deplored the failure I27of the Council of Ministers to consult it before the agreement had
been signed, observing that, as a result, its opinion had been of no
effect since it could no longer influence the outcome of the negotia-
tions. Parliament added that it would not countenance  such a pro-
cedure on future occasions,  and voiced a wish to reach agreement
with the Council as to how Article 238 should be interpreted to
ensure effective consultation of  Parliament. Turning to the
economic and financial provisions of the Association  Agreement,
Parliament:
'Notes that the Association  with Turkey is planned on the basis
of a customs union which, on the lines of that provided for by
the EEC Treaty, includes a number of features  of a wider economic
union;
Notes that the economic, financial and social situation of Turkey
has necessitated  an agreement of a specific naflrre;
Recognizes  the need for a preparatory phase to precede the
transitional phase during which the customs union and certain
features of an economic union will be gradually inuoduced;
Trusts that during this preparatory  phase all appropriate  steps
will be taken to strengthen the Turkish economy and prepare
it for the customs unionl
Welcomes the financial assistance to be given to Turkey under the
Agreement,  and hopes that in making the loans the various
institutions concerned will ensure that credits are utilized within
the framework of Turkey's development  plan.'
As regards the institutional  aspects of the Association, Parliament
pointed out that the Association  Agreement made provision for
subsequent  accession, and that it was essential for the satisfactory
running of the Association to set up a parliamentary committee com-
posed of equal numbers of European and Turkish parliamentarians.
Finally, it called upon the Association Council to take the necessary
steps to facilitate co-operation  between the European  Parliament and
the Turkish Parliament.
The European Parliament  further pointed out that the form
and content of the Association  Agreement  were justified by the
special situation of the Turkish economy and could not therefore
under any circumstances be regarded  as a precedent for subsequent
agreements.
At the invitation of the Turkish Government a delegation of the
tz8  European Parliament visited Turkey from zo to z7 April 1965.In its report to Parliament on this visit the delegation stressed the
importanie of the Association for the economic development  of the
.orrtrtry because it provided for co-operation  not only in the economic
but also in the scientific and cultural spheres. It drew attention to
Turkey,s efforts to build up its economy and raise its standard of
living. The delegation proposed the creation of an EEC-Turkey
Joiniparliamentary Committee, a suggestion  endorsed by the Turkish
parliament. on 14 May 1965 the European Parliament passed a feso-
lution in which it decided to set up a Joint Parliamentary Committee
consisting of 15 members appointed by the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey and 15 members  appointed by the European Parliament
from its committee for Associations.  The EEC-Turkey Joint Parlia-
mentary committee would discuss any problems concerning  relations
between Turkey and the EEC, particularly  on the basis of an annual
report to be submitted by the Association  Council'
TheEEC-TurkeyJointParliamentaryCommitteehasmainly
concerned itself with the annual reports on the activities of the Asso-
ciation Council. The Committee's recommendations  on these reports
were approved by the European Parliament,  which noted that the
Association  was operating satisfactorily.
Association of other democratic countries
In March 1963 Parliament concerned itself with the applications
for association  submitted in December 196r by Austria, Sweden and
Swizerland. It passed a resolution  calling for a speedy opening or
resumption of negotiations, particularly with Austria' It expressed
the hope that the negociations would give the neutral countries suffr-
cient insight into problems  of integration to bring home to them the
serious difficulties besetting a simple free-trade area and the imprac-
ticability even of a customs union if unaccompanied by a common
policy in certain sectors, e.g. a commercial  policy'
**+
On 9 February 196z Spain asked for negotiations to be opened to
establish the most appropriate links between it and the community.
on14February1964theSpanishGovernmentreneweditsrequest.
At its session of r to z June 1964 the EEC Council of Ministers asked y,29
9the Commission to start up talks with the Spanish Governmentlo
study the economic problems  presented to Spain by the development
of the EEC and to try to find ways of dealing with them. In June 1964
Parliament dealt with an oral question, addressed  to the EEC Com-
mission, in which the Socialist group rejected any possibility  of
Spanish accession or association because of the basically anti-demo-
cratic character of the country's rdgime. The EEC Commission,
on the other hand, stressed the technical  aspects of the talks with
the Spanish Government and hoped that the proposals it would
put forward at the end of the talks would be unanimously approved
by the Council.
The talks initiated on 9 December 1964 between the EEC and
Spain are still in progress. On ro May ry67 the European Parliament
passed a resolution on this subject observing that relations with Spain
and other European countries in a similar situation ought to be
looked into more closelv.
The common commercial  policy
The outward-looking  character of the European Economic  Com-
munity is reflected in the determination  expressed by the member
States in the EEC Treaty to pursue a common commercial policy
of a liberal nature. Article 3rb of the Treaty requires the Comrnunity
to establish a common customs tariff and a common commercial
policy towards third countries for the purposes set out in Article z
-namely, 
promotion throughout the Community of a harmonious
development of economic activities;  continuous and balanced ex-
pansion;  increased  stability; an accelerated raising of the standard
of living; and closer relations between EEC member States. The
readiness to contribute to the development of international trade,
and therefore of trade between  member  States and third countries,
is reaffirmed in Articles 18 and 29. Article rro is even more
explicit  :
'By establishing a customs union between themselves  member
States aim at contributing,  in the common interest, to the harmo-
nious development of world trade, the progressive abolition of
restrictions  on international trade and the lowering of customs
barriers.'
The EEC has remained true to these principles.  In the period
r3o  t955-r965 its imports from non-member  countries rose by ro9 percent, as compared with a rise of only 83 per cent in world imports'
None of the member  States can therefore be suspected of protec-
tionist or autarchic tendencies. On the contrary, the Community
must be regarded, rather, as a low-tariff area'
Despite these successes, it must be emphasized that little pro-
gress has been made in applying Article lrlrr of the EEC Treaty'
i"t i.tt requires member States to co-ordinate their commercial rela-
tions with third countries, so as to bring about, by the end of the
transitional period, the conditions necessary for the implementation
of a common policy in the field of external trade. It was precisely for
this reason thai the European Parliament  decided to discuss the prob-
lems of a common commercial  policy towards third countries on
z7 March 1963. At the close of the debate it passed a'resolution  in
*hi.h, after expressing regret that the Council had not waited for
parliamenr,s opinion before taking its decision,  it asked to be consulted
in good time on all trade policy measures which the EEC Commission
o, ih" Council considered taking. In addition it urged that a common
trade policy be drawn up before the end of the transitional  period,
as the operation of the community would suffer if the settling of
internal policies was not accompanied by the adoption of a common
approach in relations with non-member countries'
As regards the common commercial policy, Parliament 
-wanted
this to be on liberal lines,'aimed not only at removing existing obstacles
but at increasing  trade between the EEC and the rest of the world'
at the same time striking  a balance between the community's internal
interests and any interests of non-member countries that may clash
with them.'
Indiscussing Community policyintheface  of the major problems
of the development of world irade in the course of an exchange of
views with the Councils and the Executives  on z6 and z8 November
1963, the political groups in Parliament urged that Article-rro of the
rncr'".tybeappliedwidelyandeffectivelyinviewofthedelay
indrawingupaconrmoncommercialpolicy.TheyfeltthattheCouncil
had given tie Commission too narrow a mandate to co-ordinate
comriercial policies because  member  States had not been expected
to show much readiness in this respect.
In February 1964 the EEC Commission  referred a series of
proposals to ttri Council; this, however, took no decision' On z6
Ma,.h1965Parliamentthereforepassedaresolutiononthegradual
inuoduction of the common commercial policy. It regretted that the I3Icouncil had not taken any decision on the commission,s  proposals
and urged the council of Ministers to shoulder its political responsi-
bility by adopting these proposals. parliament welcomed the com-
mission's proposals on Japan, the State-trading  countries  and the
protection of trade. It called on the commission to submit proposals,
in the course of 1965, on quotas, export aids and the promotion of
exports, standardization  of export restrictions  and the conversion  of
bilateral  agreements  into community agreements, and to lay before
the council as speedily  as possible  a timetable for the various measures.
In Parliament's  view, the community's commercial policy would
have to be harmonized during the transitional period and the question
of procedure and of what should be included in the commor, .o*..-
cial policy dealt with at the same dme. In view of the close inter-
relation between the common commerciar policy and economic and
cyclical policy the community institutions  and member  Governmenrs
would have to ensure smooth economic  development within the
community. The gradual conversion of existing national quoras
into community quoras should be put in hand during the transitional
period. Harmonization of commercial policies vis-i-vis Japan was
a matter of urgency, and the stipulation of a common safeguard
clause of prime importance.  Equally indispensable was trade pro-
tection at community  level not only against dumping practices  that
distorted competition  but also against the wide range-of abnormal
practices of non-member  countries. parliament was convinced that
an active commercial  policy could now only be successfully pursued
by the community  as a body and nor by individual member States.
GATT
Article zz9 of the EEC Treaty requires the commission to
ensure the maintenance  of all appropriate relations with the organs
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and rrade. This clause proves
beyond a shadow of doubt that the Treaty of Rome is reconcilable
with the GATT provisions  on customs unions and the resulting
difficulties for non-member  countries  (common external tariff).
This problem has moreover resolved itself through the successful
outcome of numerous tariff negotiations between  the EEC and various
GATT signatories.
on z6 June 196z the European parliament went into all the
problems posed for the EEC by the existence of GATT. In an ensuing r32resolution it welcomed the fact that nearly all members of GATT
had recognized the EEC',s customs tariff. It regretted that the Dillon
Roundontariffcutshadhadonlylimitedresults'acircumstanceit
attributed to the method of negotiating  product by product' It stressed
that the Community had shown a liberal attitude in offering a 20 pet
centacross-the-boardcutinitscommonexternaltariff,andexpressed
it.  t op. that negotiations, in which the United Sates would also
take part, would soon be siatted up with a view to liberalizing world
ffade on a larger scale. Finally Parliament called on the Council
and on member Governments to strengthen the powers of the EEC
Commission  in the field of the common commercial  policy'
In March 1963 Parliament welcomed  the U'S' proposal for
tariff negotiations  to be held in GATT on a 50 per cent across-the-
boardcutincustomsduties.Itfeltrhoweverrthatdistortionsinthe
termsofcompetitionandtheresultingdislocationsofthemarket
should be simultaneously removed or prevented' Once again Parlia-
-.rr, pr..r.d for wider negotiating powers for the Commission'
The first meeting of Geff  Ministers was held in Geneva from
16 to zt May 1963 ?or the purpose of preparing for the Ke-nnedV
Round which was scheduled for May :1964' On z8 June 1963 the
European  Parliament discussed  the results of this conference which'
ty abolishing trade barriers, could give a powerful boost to world
trade. Parliament welcomed the adoption of the across-the-board
method and recognition of the need to deal with the problem of tariff
disparities and ixceptionally high duties. It felt that quasi-tariff
and non_tariff measu'res stroitd also be brought into the discussion.
While recognizing the need to bring agricultural  nr9dr1c1s within
the scope oi the negotiations,  it demanded that the principles of the
.o-rnot agricultural policy be respected' Parliament went on to
"*pr.r, 
thJ hope thai the- negotiations would make it possible to
,eorgaoir. the world market in farm products and welcomed the
intention to encourage exports from the developing  countries and to
abstain from insistiig oi strict reciprocity  as to conc€ssions'  As
regards preparations fir the Kennedy Round within the Community'
Parliament felt that the Community should appear as one body in
these negotiations. This itself would call for careful preparation'
The Commission was already empowered, under Article lrl'z of
theTreatyrtoconductinternationaltariffnegotiations'butinview
of the special naflre of the Kennedy Round' which went beyond
he scope of tariff policy and commercial  policy' the negotiating  man- r33134
date to be given to the Commission ought to be prepared in good
time and the commission be given adequate room for mancuvre.
on z3 December 1963 the council laid down the terms for the
Commission's  participation in the Kennedy Round. In January
1964 Parliament  studied a report on the main aspects of this mandate.
The report observed that the council's decisions would enabre the
EEC commission to play an effective part in the negotiations.  It drew
atrention to the margin permitted in negotiating ..rrto*. disparities
so as to enable customs duties to be approximated. The Kennedy
Round-it was hoped-would help sorve ihe problem of the economic
division of western Europe. The report also dwelt on the danger to
the community if it embarked on the negotiations  before the councir
had rounded out the common agricultural policy and-even more
important-fixed  the cereals price. The EEC commission  was asked
to take the initiative  concerning non-tariff trade barriers, and to
consult representatives of trade and industry in the community on
the likely effects of the tariff cuts. Finally the report stressed the
need for basing liberalization  on strict reciprocity  u, b"t*..o econo-
mically advanced  countries,  and on one-sided benefits and soecial
concessions to the developping  countries.
The Kennedy Round opened in May ry64. In March 1965,
during a debate on the common commercial policy, parliament
stressed the importance of the Kennedy Round ior trade relations
between industrial  countries  and wercomed  the contribution  made
by the Community to irs success in promptly submitting an excep_
tions list for industrial products. It furthei welcomed  thJ agreement
reached on the European  cerears price and the community's-proposal
to negotiate world agreements  on the basis of the amounts of ,,rppor.
given to agricultural  products. The council was urged to take deci-
sions on trade protection since the rack of any .oir-o., legisration
in this secror weakened the community's  position in the {ennedy
Round. The strained relations berween the EEC and EFTA wourd
not be eased through tariff curs alone. In this connexion the united
Kingdom's  decision to introduce a special duty shortry before a
further liberalization oftrade was deeply regretted.
The Kennedy Round-brought to a halt by the Community
crisis-was concluded on 15 May 1967, but the texts of the agreement
were not finalized until3o June 1967. on zr June 1967, howevJr, parlia-
ment-on learning from the EEC commission  that tariff cuis could
average between z5 and 40 per cent in the industrial sector, and thatin the agricultural sector all that had been achieved was a world
cereals agreement-passed  a resolution in which it (i) stressed the
p"fLi."f iirpora*"" of the fact that the negotiations had been conducted
fv in" Community as such; (ii) noted that the results of the nego-
tiations had removed the threat to European co-operadon implicit
in the co-existence of the EEC and EFTA; (iii) regretted that the
negotiations had not culminated,  in the agricultural-'1tto1:^i-"  'h"
coiclusion of the expected world agreements on certarn malor pro-
ducts, and hoped that negotiations on these agreements would be
...rr-.a; (iv) asked the 6ouncil and the Commission to do their
"*o",  i"ti"g the final phase of the negotiations' to achieve better
results.
In Novemb er tg67 Parliament  discussed an oral question with
debate, addressed  by iis Committee on External Trade Relations to
the Commission  of the European  Communities'  on the results of the
t<.r.r"ay Round and on the economic implications of the undertakings
;il  d the EEC during these negotiations' In its reply the Commis-
sion stressed ttre positii" '"'oltt 
achieved in the Kennedy Round
in the industrial ...*  (tariff cuts of between  35 and 4o per cent)'
Two general agreements  had been concluded in the agricultural
,""arr"orr" on ciereals and the other on food aid' and one-sided  con-
cessionshadbeenmadetothedevelopingcountries.Asregardsthe
chemical industry, the results of the Kennedy  Round depended on
the concession, .till to be made by the U'S' Congress in the matter
of the American Seiling Price' The Commission warned against the
threat presented to ti;  Kennedy  Round by a number of U'S' bills
ofaprotectionistnature.InaresolutionParliamentnotedthatthe
Commission  nua ttot y"t finally reviewed  the results of the Kennedy
Round. It welcomed the Commission's  comments on current pro-
tectionist trends in the United States' The European Commun-
ities would have to do all in their power' iointly with political and
economicforcesintoo"ttiesresponsibleforworldtrade'tohold
back any attempt to revert to national protectionist  policies'
Commercial policy towatds State-tading countries
In March 1963, in the course of a searching debate on the EEC's
.o*or,  .o*-","i"t  policy towards non-member countries'  the
frrrop"rn Parliament also discussed commercial  relations with
State-tradingcountfies.Inaresolutionitunderlinedthecomplex
135and, politically, highly delicate  narure of relations with such Stares,
and welcomed the commission's  intention to aim, in their case roo,
at a steady expansion of trade. For this purpose the commt,nity
must be able to call on the appropriate common  instruments to deal
effectively with any dumping or other measures practised by these
countries  that would have a disturbing influence on the market.
In a debate held in May 1965 on a report by the Externar
Trade committee, Parliament returned to this probrem. It had been
pointed out in the report that the state-trading countries  were adopt-
ing a more open attitude towards the community.  parliament  caled
upon member states to co-ordinate  their commercial policies  towards
these counties in accordance  with the Treaties, whili observing the
following principles : (i) all trade agreements  should contain an ,EEC
clause' permitting the competence of the signatory State to be made
over to the community at the end of the transitional period; (ii)
trade agreements should not extend beyond the transiticnal period
and musr be compatible with the future commercial poricy; (iii) the
agricultural  quotas in force on z4 January ry63 must be ixed anew
to a level corresponding to roo-r2o per cent ofaverage  imports during
196o and 196r.
Spectfic trade agreements of the Community
on 14 october 1963 the EEC concluded  a trade agreement-the
first of its kind with a non-member country-with  the Government
of Iran. This came into force for a period of tlree years on r December
1963- In a resolution  passed in March ry64 parriarrent expressed
satisfaction  that the agreement had been concluded by the commu-
nity procedure laid down in Articles rrr, rr4 and zzg of the EEC
Treaty; protested  at the absence of any indication of the provisional
nature of the apportionment of the quota among the memler states;
regretted that the quota had been divided into national quotas admin-
istered by the national authorities; and hoped that the ryr,"- finally
adopted regarding the tariff quota granted to Iran would be of a truly Community  character.
on zo July 196r Israer applied for association  with the commu-
1uty. Exploratory talks began in May ry62. The council of Ministers
felt, however, that association  was not at the moment practicable
although  a trade agreement  could be considered. Negotiations on this
were started up in November 196z.In March of the following year
r36Parliament expressed the wish that negotiations  on association or the
conclusion of a special agreement with interested  States, especially
Israel, should be opened up or pushed ahead with.
As the drawn-out negotiations  were again and again interrupted,
Parliament passed a resolution in January ry64 in which it stressed
the special political and economic importance  of relations  between
the EEC and Israel and called for the speedy conclusion of a non-
preferential  trade agreement  as a first step towards a free trade area.
On z7 April 1964 agreement was finally reached on a three-
year trading agreement. Parliament described this as the initial stage
of the commercial and economic relations between  the parties, and
expressed  satisfaction that the agreement had been concluded  in
accordance with Community procedure. It hoped that there would
be expanding outlets for Israeli agricultural products such as eggs
and oranges, and thought it essential to ensure that no provisions
discriminating  against Israel were included in future agreements
with non-member countries.
In October ry64 a delegation of the European  Parliament  paid
a visit to Israel, at the invitation of the President of the Knesset, to
study the position on the spot. Following  this visit, the External
Trade Committee made a deeper study of the relations between the
EEC and Israel in an interim report which was discussed by Parliament
in March 1965. In a resolution Parliament  expressed the view that
the presence of the Community in that part of the Mediterranean
area would make for peace and that the association  of Israel in accor-
dance with Article 238 of the Treaty was therefore desirable. Parlia-
ment again emphasized that any agreements with other orange-
exporting countries must contain no clauses that would discriminate
against Israel. The aim should rather, it considered, be to introduce
an overall organization of production  and uade in citrus fruit in the
Mediterranean  area. The EEC Commission  was asked to support
greater Community participation in Israel's indusuial  development.
Israel submitted a further application for association on 4 Octo-
ber 1966. At its session of 6 to 7 December 1966 the Council  asked
the Commission  to start up exploratory talks, which in fact were held
the following month. In view of the events that occurred in the
Middle East in early June 1967, Parliament passed a resolution  on
zz June urging that negotiations  on an association  agreement  between
the Community  and Israel be speeded up.
On zr May 1965 an agreement on trade and technical co-opera- 87tion was signed by the EEC and its member States, on the one hand,
and the Lebanese Republic on the other. The European Parliament
welcomed the agreement which it hoped would help to improve
relations between the Arab countries  and Israel. It again stressed that
the problems facing the Mediterranean  could only be solved within
the context of a general arrangement  covering all the countries con-
cerned, and that this in turn depended on the Community's having
a clear-cut commercial  policy.
Problems of the developing countries
The European Parliament devoted a great deal of attention to
the problems of the developing  countries, a field in which it may be
considered to be blazing the trail. This is borne out by the positions
it took up on behalf of the Associated African and Malagasy States.
Over and beyond this, however, it has kept close track of the general
development  problems of other countries and regions such as India
and Latin America.
United Nations Conference  on Trade and Deaelopment
The UN Conference on Trade and Development  held in Geneva
from zz March to 15 June 1964 offered Parliament an outstanding
opportunity of concerning  itself with development  problems. Its
members had already asked that the EEC should gear its commercial
policy, by stabilizing raw material prices and cuning back duties on
tropical products, to the economic  development of developing coun-
uies in Africa, Asia and Latin America. During talks held with the
Councils and Executives in November 1963 on the Community's
policy towards the major problems of the development  of world trade,
the political groups in Parliament defined the aims to be pursued at
the Geneva Conference as follows : (i) raising the peoples' living
standards by developing the economy; (ii) expanding exports; (iii)
improving and stabilizing  prices and liberalizing the commercial
policies of industrial countries,  in the case not only of primary com-
modities  and semi-manufactures  but also of finished products.
The Geneva Conference opened on zz March 1964. On z5 March
Parliament  passed a resolution expressing  its conviction that balanced
development  of international  trade could play a crucial part in the
r38 maintenance of world peace. Moreover, any improvement in thetrading position of the developing countries was in the interest of
the more economically  advanced countries. Parliament asked the
Community  institutions and the Governments  of member  States
to ensure that the EEC Commission took a direct part in the work
of the Geneva Conference  in the name of the Community. It felt
that the Community should pursue the following aims : (i) creation
of a world-wide market organization  for the widest possible range of
primary commodities; (ii) stabilization of world agricultural  marketsl
(iii) abolition by the member States of direct taxes on tropical pro-
ducts such as tea, coffee, cocoa etc.; (iv) abolition of quantitative
restrictions on semi-manufactures and finished products, and the
introduction, for these products, of preferential tariffs to be granted
by the industrial countries to the developing  countries; (v) improved
marketing of the developing countries'  products.
Commenting  on the results of the Conference,  Parliament  re-
gretted that the Community  had not participated in the negotiations
as a single unit. Only close co-operation  between the countries of the
West could serve to improve the trading position of the less econom-
ically advanced  countries.
With an eye on the second session of UNCTAD to be held in
New Delhi in the spring of 1968, Parliament called for a common
policy which would enable the Communities to play their full part
in the solution of the immense development problems  facing the
world.
In June 1967 Parliament discussed the results of the Kennedy
Round and asked the Commission and the Council to take measures
without delay to enable the EEC to propose,  during those negotiations,
effective  remedies that would promote the economic  progress of the
developing  countries while taking full account of the interdependence
oftrade and aid.
A common policy towards Latin America
The European Parliament  has always kept close track of the
problems of Latin America. In June ry63 it endorsed the proposals
made by the EEC Commission  the previous  January for the creation
of a contact group between the Commission  and accredited represent-
atives of the Latin American countries, and the framing of common
policies on trade, finance and technical  co-operation.
Between z7 February and 17 March ry64 a delegation from r39Parliament  visited various Latin American  States. The results of the
visit were reviewed on z6 November  ry64 by Parliament which
regretted  the fact that the Council of Ministers had not accepted the
Commission's  proposals of January 1963.
In May 1965 the EEC Commission,  replying to an oral question
regarding relations between the EEC and Latin America,  explained
that the dialogue with the Latin American  countries would be con-
tinued in GATT and UNCTAD,  and that talks with the Latin
American ambassadors had been resumed.
Aid for India
In its efforts on behalf of the developing countries Parliament
concerned itself particularly with the problems facing India. In a reso-
lution passed in November ry65 it called for action by the Commun-
ity to stimulate economic and social development in India, and
asked the EEC Commission to enter into bilateral  negotiations with
the Indian Government with a view to expanding  trade between that
country and EEC member States.
In view of the famine that struck India in the winter of 1966,
the four political groups of Parliament urged the EEC Commission
to take steps to ensure that essential food supplies were made available
to India as rapidly as possible.
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The Association with the
African and Malagasy States
TnB AssocrArroN  BASED oN rHE EEc rREAry: t958-t962
Antecedmts
At the time the Rome Treaties were being negotiated  a relation
of dependence existed between  certain overseas countries and terri-
tories and a number of future member States of the Community.
These constitutional  links, which in some cases went as far as inte-
gration, were a reality which the Six could scarcely ignore in
pooling their resources and harmonizing  their economic and social
policies.
A long historical, cultural  and economic solidarity was a compel-
ling argument for a partnership. The economies  of the future partners
proved to be largely complementary,  for indusuialized  Europe needed
sales outlets and raw materials  and it was, after all, only fair that the
Common Market should ofer suitable benefits to offset the loss
of the preferential  treatment  till then accorded  by the one-rime mother
countries  to tropical  products.
It would indeed have been intolerable if new relations  had been
created in Europe at the expense of these overseas countries. To
have excluded them from the construction of the Community  would
have meant, in the long run, allowing trade patterns to become distorted
under the influence of traditional bilateral relations. To have placed
them on an equal footing wirh the Community  countries  would have r43been even worse as it would have meant exposing highly dissimilar
strucftrres and economies to competition from each other. This
state of affairs was a crucial factor in the framing of Part Four of the
Treaty establishing the European Economic  Community in whose
Annex IV the overseas countries  and territories(1)  are listed.
As stated in the Preamble to the Treaty, the purpose of entering
into association with these countries was to strengthen the links which
bind Europe and overseas countries and to ensure the development
of their prosperity in accordance with the principles of the Charter of
the United Nations. This allusion to the UN Charter already fore-
shadows the development of these countries towards independence.
According to Articles r3r ff. of the Treaty and the Implementing
Convention, the machinery of the Association comprises  two kinds
of provisions  :
(a) provisions  relating to trade and the right of establishment for
the purpose of gradually setting up a free trade area intended
to open up new trade outlets for the overseas countriesl
(b) provisions relating to financial aid and particularly to the Devel-
opment Fund for the overseas countries  and territories,  described
in the Implementing Convention as 'measures suitable for the
promotion of social and economic development.'
Thus 58r.25 million units of account,(z) paid into the Develop-
ment Fund by the member States over a period of five years, had to
be apportioned among the various financing proiects-3o per cent
at the most for 'social projects' (hospitals, educational and occupa-
tional training establishments,  etc.) and 7o per cent for economic
investments  of general interest directly connected with the execution
of a programme for specific and productive development proiects.
These financial  provisions also applied to the French overseas
departments  and Algeria, to which certain other parts of the Treaty
found application so that, in some respects, they were treated on
an equal footing with the member  States.
144  (r) r unit of account :  r US dollar.In its firm historical foundations, its unrestricted  duration, the
close links it fashioned  and its freedom from political ties, the Asso-
ciation held impressive trump cards as it entered upon the first
five-year period of its activities.
P ar li ament ary s o lutions
European parliamentarians  had shown interest in the idea
of association long before the conclusion of the Rome Treaties.
For example, the Common  Assembly of the ECSC, the forerunner of
the European  Parliament, had urged, in a resolution on the fratning
of the EEC and Euratom Treaties dating back to 1956, that adequate
counter-concessions  be accorded to the overseas territories. In a
resolution passed in ry57 on the ECSC's commercial  policy the
Assembly voiced its disapproval and astonishment at the fact that
certain fears were being expressed about 'the risks of including the
overseas  territories in the Common  Market.'
only after the EEC Treaty had come into force could there be
any question of co-ordinated parliamentary activities, and even then
orriy itt a severely restricted field. Apart from the right to be consulted
prior to the conclusion of an association agreement, Parliament
acquired no institutional powers whatsoever under the Treaty to
step in directly in the sphere of association.
It availed itself to the full, however, of any facilities it possessed
under the Treaty, and by virtue of parliamentary tradition, to exer-
cise democratic  control over this enlarged Community  and to imbue
it with its own political drive.
The constituent  meeting of the parliamentary  committee  con-
cerned, known at that time as the Committee for Associations,  took
place in March rg58. Its members included the existing President of
ihe Republic of Niger, Diori Hamani,  then member of the French
National Assembly. Such a circumstance-by  no means an isolated
one-reflected  the European Parliament's oft-repeated wish for the
presence  of African parliamentarians  in its midst, and foreshadowed
in a symbolic if imperfecr  way the co-operation which was to take
place once the new Associated African and Malagasy  states had
gained their independence. During the first year of the five-year
period the Committee  held numerous talks with the EEC Commission
on the general  work programme  of that institution and on the gearing
of its activities to the timetable laid down in the Treaty. It also drew r45up a programme of study missions, the first of which took place the
following year. A delegation from Parliament went on a study and
fact-finding mission to Central Africa where it carried out an on-
the-spot investigation into the economic and social problems posed
for these countries  by the development  of the Association.  The many
contacts established were also useful in putting African politicians in
the picture and in preparing the ground for a proper dialogue.
The reports submitted to Parliament  by the delegation stipulated
a number of requirements which were later to be brought up again
and again:
(a) organization  of financial and technical aid for the overseas coun-
tries and territories on increasingly collective lines;
(b) swifter and more flexible operation  of the Development Fund for
the purpose of speeding up the development of agriculture and
industry;
(c) increased  sales of tropical products and stabilization of their prices
at a reasonable level;
(d) a greater contribution to the improvement  of social conditions :
food, hygiene, education and occupational training;
(e) working out the details of the right of establishment  and, arising
from this, of guarantees for private investmentsl
(f) adaptation of methods to local conditions;
(g) co-operation  ofAfrican trade unions.
All these items were gone into more deeply during two further
study missions arranged by the committee to the East Africa-Mada-
gascar area and West Africa.
On the human plane, the representatives  of the peoples of the
Community saw to it that the EEC Commission came ro the help
of two countries hit by natural disasters-Madagascar  in 1959 and
Somalia in 196r. In addition they proposed-seven  years ahead of a
conference of developing  countries  held in Algiers-thar  a tax should
be raised on behalf of the Associated States.
It was undoubtedly in the political  field that Parliament achieved
the most important results. Mention should be made of its constant
appeals for direct participation of the Community,s  parrners in the
running of the Association.  These paved the way to a reappraisal of
the institutional system that linked Europe with Africa-a reappraisal
made necessary by the rapid progress  made by the overseas countries
and territories towards independence. As far back as 1959 parlia-
146 mentarians  had stressed the equality of treatment that musr charac-terize an association which had been set up at the wish of the Six
and in which no institutional r6le whatsoever  had been assigned to
their overseas partners.  Since these, however, successively acquired
their independencer(l) it became necessary, when renewing the agree-
ment, to pass from a form of association based on the Treaty to one
based on negotiations.
In 196o Parliament again stressed the need for such a change,
to which end it proposed  that a Euro-African  governmental  conference
be convened. It went further and set a good example by organizing
a joint parliamentary meeting in Rome which was attended by repre-
sentatives of sixteen Associated  States. This meeting was the logical
outcome of the contacts established in Africa and was intended  to
prepare the ground for an important conference to be held in Stras-
bourg. This, however, was preceded by a meeting of a joint contact
committee in Bonn and preliminary talks by the African delegations
in Owagadougou (Upper Volta).
The rr3 African and Malagasy parliamentarians  who met their
European colleagues in Strasbourg were to open a new chapter in
the history of parliamentary  intervention in international relations.
For the first time senators and representatives  from two continents
came together to discuss the relations  existing between their countries
or communities and to draw them even closer.
The aims pursued,  and achieved, by the conference of the Euro-
pean Parliament with the Parliaments of the African and Malagasy
States were to carry out a ioint study-without in any way antici-
pating the negotiations-of  the new conditions of association,  to help
the Governments to overcome their hesitations  and to launch a real
dialogue.
After a four-day debate, from which all ideological controversy
was deliberately  excluded, the parliamentarians unanimously  voted
four resolutions  putting forward practical solutions to problems con-
nected with renewing the Association and stipulating the following
requirements  :
(a) The establishment of three common institutions, namely, the
(1) In chronological order:
rgs8-Guinea;
i66o-Cameio'on. Togo,  Seneeal, Mali, Madagascar,  Italian Sgmalil4nd,-BelgialL  Congo'
Diliomev.-Niee{  Upplr-Volta,  Ivory Coast, Chad' Central African  Republic,
Coneo-Brazzaville, Gaboon, Mauritania ;
r96z-Ruanda,  Burundi.
Save for Guinea. which in leaving the French Community also abandoned  the Association
witfr itre EEC. ill these States elEcted to remain associated. r47Associadon  Council, the Parliamentary Conference  and the Arbi-
tration Court;
(b) The extension of the new Association to the ECSC and Euratom;
(c) Support for exports of tropical products by way of maintenance
of preferential  tariffs, abolition of internal charges, the grant of
tariff quotas, establishment  of market-regulating  stocks, etc.;
(d) A concrete educational and training programme  and the assistance
of European technical experts;
(e) More flexible and rapid procedures for intervention by the Devel-
opment Fund, and participation of the Associated States in its
administration.
At its session of June 196r the European Parliament  endorsed
the conclusions  arrived at by the Conference.
Shortly afterwards the EEC Commission  submitted to the Coun-
cil proposals for the new system of association. In September of the
same year Government representatives from twelve associated  over-
seas States held a conference  in Antananarivo. The conference formu-
lated a number of proposals most of which were in line with those
put forward in Strasbourg by the Euro-African parliamentarians.
The methods which would enable the parliamenrary  dialogue
between  Europe and Africa to stimulate  the EEC Commission's activ-
ities and overcome the hesitations of the Governments were also
clearly emerging. In the exercise of its powers Parliament  was to
supervise the way the Association  was run and steer its development
by continuing the work of the Strasbourg  Conference, while the par-
liamentarians  of the Associated States ensured that the results of the
Conference were made known in Africa.
This systematic sharing of efforts contributed  a great deal to the
political renewal and institutional and practical modernization of the
Association.
The emphasis lay, even more than on Parliament's action-for
example, its support for the association  of the Netherlands Antilles-
on the results achieved at the Euro-African parliamentary  meetings
held in 196z in Abidjan, Strasbourg and Antananarivo. The functions
Parliament had itself assumed of serving as a channel led in most
cases to its being given the task of giving effect to the results of these
joint meetings. These results covered in the main the following  points.
(a) The adoption of transitional measures made necessary by the
delay in signing the new Convention (appropriation  of the rj per
r48  cent reserve of the Development Fund for new investments,advances by the member States, retention of excess  prices on the
French market, etc.)1
(b) Implementation  of trade and development  policy activities, since
the removal of customs barriers could not alone guarantee  for the
Associated States the steadily mounting  income needed to finance
their expansion;
(c) Safeguarding the interests of these States in formulating  the com-
mon agricultural  policy;
(d) Rational  utilization of human energies which should not be geared
exclusively  to trade and investmentl
(e) The framing of institutional and financial provisions safeguarding
the autonomy  of the future parliamentary  organ of the Association.
These demands, like those earlier cited, had a successful effect
on the drawing up of the Yaound6 Convention shortly to be con-
sidered.
Of course not all the parliamentarians'  proposals were con-
sidered. Nor did the ratification procedure by any means meet the
wishes of Parliament which, incidentally, was consulted after the
event and would have preferred the procedure laid down in Article
238 of the Rome Treaty.
Nevertheless the action taken by the European  Parliament, with
the backing of the African and Malagasy parliamentarians' ensured
effective democratic  control over the implementation of the first five-
year agreement and set the pattern for the negotiations  on the second
agreement. This was due both to the drive displayed  by Parliament
and the respect it showed for the principle of parity.
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The nans sffuctures
The negotiations between the EEC, on behalf of the Six, and
the eighteen Associated  African and Malagasy States (AAMS) led
to the conclusion of a Convention of Association which was signed
in Yaound6 (Cameroon) on 20 July 1963 and came into force on
r July 1964.
The Convention, concluded for a period of five years and based
on the equality of rights of all signatory States,  leaves each party the
right to exercise its powers of decision and to withdraw from the
Association subject to giving six months' notice. This co-operation r49between sovereign States is reflected in the joint structure of its
institutions.
In the economic sphere, the Convention  provides for aid to diver-
sification of production  and to industrialization  in the AAMS.
Its main provisions cover :
Trade
Imports into member  States of products of the AAMS are to
enjoy the benefit of the progressive elimination of customs duties
and quantitative restrictions taking place among member States.
Imports of ten tropical products-among them raw cocoa beans,
unroasted coflee and tea-are to be liberalized immediately. In turn,
the AAMS are to afford non-discriminatory treatment to products
originating  in the EEC member States not later than six months of
the entry into force of the Convention. Moreover, the duties applied
to such products are to be cut by 15 per cent each year, and quanti-
tative restrictions eliminated over a four-year period. The AAMS are,
however, entitled to depart from these provisions  in order to promote
their development and industrialization  or to preserve  the equilibrium
of their balance of payments.  They are also to have the right to establish
customs  unions or free trade areas, even with third countries, provided
that these are compatible  with the provisions  of the Convention.
Finalln the parties to the Convention  are required to consult
one another, where necessary,  as to their commercial policy. In the
event of economic or financial disturbances they may apply escape
clauses, and undertake to refrain from resorting to any domestic
fiscal measure of a discriminatorv character.
Economic and financial co-operation
The Comrnunity is to participate in measures for promoting  the
economic and social development  of the Associated  States by efforts
supplementary  to those of these States.
The fragile economies of the AAMS, based mainly on primary
commodities,  call for extensive  and diversified aid. For this purpose  a
sum of 73o million units of account(l) is to be made available  as follows:
(1) A fulther zo million u.a. are earmalked for the overseas countries and territories that
have remained  independent as well as for the French overseas departments.
iE    Contributions  of EEC member  States in million u.a.: Belgium 6q, Federd Republic r)v  of Germany 246.5; France z+6,s; ltalv roo; Luxembourg  z; Netherlands 66.(a) 666 million units of account from the member States, to be paid
into the European Development Fund (6zo million units in the
form of non-repayable grants, the balance in loans on special
terms);
(b) 64 million units of account from the European Investment Bank
in the form of loans.
These sums are to be used for economic  and social investments
and general tecimical  co-operation (5oo million u.a.) and for aid to
diversification and production (z3o million u.a.).
The last sum' to be used during the course of five-year pro-
grammes, is broken down as follows : r83 million u.a. for eleven
States unable to dispose of certain tropical products at world market
prices, and 47 million u.a. for a second group of seven States. The
whole is rounded off by a system of advances up to a maximum  of
5o million u.a. to offset temporary price fluctuations.
Mention should finally be made of a reserve ftrn'l for emergency
help in the event of natural disasrers. This fund is derived from a
r per cent levy on the 5oo million u.a. earmarkerl for non-repayable
aid for economic and social investments and for technical co-operation.
Right of establishment, proaision  of seraices,
pqyments and caPital
The convention breaks new ground in dealing with services and
capital, of which no account had been taken by the previous system.
The new provisions are the reciprocal  observance of the principles
of freedom of establishment  and to provide services and of the pro-
gressive liberalization  of payments and capital movements  in so far
as rhe balance of payments  position in the various Associated  States
permits. The Association Council takes the necessary decisions for
implementing  these provisions.
It should be noted that reciprocal recognition of freedom of
establishment  and to provide services should facilitate participation
on an equal footing in community-financed tenders and awards of
contracts.
Organs of the association
Accession  to international sovereignty by the 18 Associated States
necessitated  ioint institutional structures to ensure that forms of co- I5Ioperation would be defined in common. These are: the Association
Council, assisted by the Association Committee,  the Parliamentary
Conference of the Association  and the Arbitration  Court of the Asso-
ciation.
(a) The Association Council consists on the one part of the mem-
bers of the Council of the EEC and the members of the EEC
Commission,  and on the other part of one member of the Govern-
ment of each of the Associated  States. It meets at least once a
year in ordinary session and is presided over in turn by a member
of the Council of the Community and by a representative  of an
Associated  State. The Association Council pronounces by com-
mon accord between the two parties, and is empowered  to take
decisions, to pass resolutions,  make recommendations  and deliver
opinions.
It is assisted in its work by an Association Committee  presided
over by the representative  of the State filling the chairmanship
of the Association Council. This Committee  ensures the conti-
nuity of co-operation anci the Association Council can delegate
to it part of its powers. The Committee reports on its activities
to the Council to which it may submit proposals.
The Secretariat of these two bodies is provided in equal numbers
by either side.
(b) The Parliamentary  Conference  to the Association meets once a
year and consists of members of the European Parliament  and
members of the Parliaments of the Associated States in equal
numbers. The Association Council submits each year to the Par-
liamentary Conference  an account of its activities. Preparations
for the Conference are made by a joint committee which ensures
continuity of parliamentary  control. The Parliamentary Confer-
ence lays down its own rules of procedure,  appoints its President
and other officers, and passes resolutions on matters concerning
the Association.
(c) The Arbitration Court of the Association is a permanent body
whose decisions  are binding on the parties concerned. Its president
and four judges are appointed by the Association Council, two
judges upon nomination by the Community and two upon nomi-
nation by the Associated  States. The Arbitration Court confines
its attention to disputes over the interpretation  or application
of the Convention  which the Association Council is not itself
able to settle. r52P ar li ament ary co- o  p er ation
The Yaoundd Convention brought with it a diminution of the
powers of the European Parliament as an organ for supervising the
Association's  policy. Logically enough,  this task was assigned to the
Parliamentary  Conference of the Association, in which, however, Par-
liament has a certain r6le to play.
The Assembly  of the Six also exercises-and  without restriction
of any kind-political supervision of the Community's autonomous
activities, namely, those of the European  Development Funci. It also
tries to exert an influence on the bilateral relations between the EEC
member States and the AAMS. Mention shoulcl also be made of
the numerous consultations  rendered necessary by the proposals for
regulations submitted  by the Commission to the Council'
Reference  has already been made to the co-ordination of the
activities of the two parliamentary bodies under the first association
system. The Yaoundd Convention,  by institutionalizing  one of these-
the Parliamentary Conference of the Association,  which till then had
existed only de facto-fvther  helped in this direction.
Two joint meetings, one in Strasbourg in June 1963 and the
other in Messina in June 1964, made preparations for the constituent
session of the Parliamentary Conference held in Dakar in December
1964.
The preparatory work included the drawing up of draft rules
of procedure which were adopted by the Conference. These laid
down in particular that:
(a) The Conference consists of representatives appointed by the Par-
liaments of the AAMS, 3 per Associated State, and an equal
number of representatives  appointed from amongst its members
by the European Parliament  (to a total of ro8). Each year the
Conference  elects its President and 7 Vice-Presidents.(1)  Of the
eight members of the Bureau four are European  and four African
or Madagascan.  The office of President is filled in turn by a
representative  of one or the other group;
(b) The Joint Committee consists of one representative from each
Associated State and of an equal number of representatives from
the European Parliament.  The Conference appoints these 36 repre-
sentatives from amongst its members and from them elects the
(') Since December rg66' g Vice-Presidents. r53Chairman and Vice-Chairman.  $fhere the President of the Con-
ference is African or Madagascan,  the Chairman  of the Joint Com-
mittee is appointed  from amongst members of the European  Par-
liament, and vice versa. Similarly  when the Chairman of the Joint
Committee is a member of the European Parliament, the Vice-
Chairman is selected from amongsr representatives of the Parlia-
ments of the Associated  States.
The Conference meets once and the Joint Committee twice each
year, by turns in Europe and in Africa.
Apart from these activities connected with the rules of proce-
dure, the Dakar Conference  discussed all problems arising from the
entry into force of the Yaoundd Convention  and, in a resolution,
called in particular for:
(a) dynamic use of the institutional structures of the Association;
(b) an effective policy ensuring economic and social progress in the
Associated States;
(c) rejection of the interplay of supply and demand as rhe sole cri-
terion for products whose prices are subject to wide fluctuations,
and the adoption of measures aimed at expanding trade;
(d) a greater measure of financial and technical co-operation and the
harmonization of guarantees  to private investment;
(e) African co-operation available to all;
(f) greater involvemenr  of the ECSC and Euratom in the Association.
Shortly before the Dakar Conference,  the European Parliament
adopted a report on rhe harmonization of the development  aid policies
pursued vis-i-vis the developing countries by the member Stares,
whose attention it drew to the harmful effects of disparities between
these bilateral policies.  During discussion of a report on the siruation
of the first Development Fund, European parliamentarians recom-
mended, in the light of experience, that the new Fund devote greater
attention to the on-the-spot processing of AAMS products  and the
diversification of the economic structures of these countries.
In 1965, which saw meerings of the joint Committee in Gisenyi
(Ruanda),  West Berlin and Luxembourg-at which preparations
were made for the Parliamentary  Conference's  Rome meeting-the
European  Parliament also stepped up its association activities.  Con-
sultations were held on two draft regulations concerning processed
and oleaginous  products originating in the AAMS and in the overseas
countries and territories; a resolution  was passed on the expansion
rS4 of trade; a report was adopted calling upon the Community  to adopttowards the developing countries a common approach in matters of
commercial policy in terms of specific measures, the conclusion of
special agreements and collaboration  with the appropriate  interna-
tional bodies.
The Parliamentary Conference  of the Association  met in Rome
in December tg65, concentrating its attention on the first annual
report on the Association Council's activities. Commenting  on the
fact that the first results of institutional co-operation  had been encour-
aging, it underlined the need for regionalizing  aid in Africa while
taking account of international development aid at world level as
reflected in the work of UNCTAD. It also laid down the course to
be followed by the work the Joint Committee  would have to carry
out in The Hague and Mogadishu in 1966.
The meeting in The Hague studied the question of outlets for
AAMS products  in the Common Market and all the problems  arising
from association, in particular the sharing out of the investments of
the European Development Fund. The difficulty was how to diver-
sify aid as between countries that were already starting to make eco-
nomic progress and others more severely handicapped  by their geo-
graphical and economic conditions.
The Mogadishu  meeting also concerned  itself with the sale of
African products in the Common Market, but devoted most of its
attention to the second annual report on the Association Council's
activities and to problems of technical and cultural co-operation
between the EEC and the AAMS.
Parallel with these meetings of the Joint Committee  the European
Parliament  endorsed  the conclusions of the Conference of Rome; took
up a position on budgetary problems connected with the financing
of aid for imports of oleaginous productsl urged the High Authority
and Euratom to define more precisely their policy and measures with
respect to the developing countries;  and passed a resolution recom-
mending that in organizing technical and cultural co-operation  much
more should be done in the field of occupational training and the
system of scholarships improved. On the last point European  parlia-
mentarians  again underlined the need for co-ordinating, at Commun-
ity level, bilateral relations in the field of technical co-operation
between the Six and the Associated  States.
During its November session Parliament passed  a resolution con-
cerning the Association Agreement with the Republic of Nigeria.
Nigeria was thus the nineteenth  African State to be associated-albeit r55in a special form-with the Six. The legal basis resorted to is similar
to that adopted for the association with Greece and Turkey. The
expiry date was fixed, however, so that the position of this country
could be reviewed at the same time as that of the AAMS when the
Yaound6 Convention came up for renewal. While welcoming this
fresh proof of the outward-looking character of the Community,
parliamentarians  expressed certain reserves as to the institutional pro-
visions of this association, for which there exists no organ of parlia-
mentary control.
The Parliamentary  Conference of the Association, meeting in
Abidjan in December t966, studied the second annual report on the
activities of the Association Council. It noted that despite the Com-
munity crisis of July r965-February  1966, co-operation  had continued
without a break and the application of the Yaoundd Convention had
not suffered in any way. While expressing satisfaction at the dyna-
mism shown by the European Development Fund, it voiced mis-
givings at the constant  deterioration  in the terms of trade. This subject
was explained to European parliamentarians,  at an extraordinary
meeting, by the President of the Organization  of the Associated
African States Mr. Diori Hamani. It was decided that the Joint Com-
mittee should submit a report, at the next meeting of the Conference,
on ways and means of promoting sales in the EEC of the products
of the Associated  States.
The Joint Committee turned its attention to this task in Venice
and Bamako in ry67.It also discussed  important target dates facing
the Community both as regards the Association-prepararions for
the renewal of the Yaound6 Convention-and in a wider interna-
tional context from the Kennedy Round negotiations to UNCTAD.
As regards the stabilization of prices the foint Committee made
a series of proposals aimed more particularly at :
(a) the observance of existing international  agreements and the con-
clusion of fresh agreements (for example, on cocoa);
(b) uniform preferential tariffs or, failing these, the creation of special
arrangements for each product;
(c) the possibility of transferring to an auronomous  financial insti-
tution the aid to production so far provided by the European
Development Fund.
As regards the functioning  of the Association and its future
156 prospects, the Joint Committee had a number of observations tomake at the time it studied the third annual report on the activities
of the Association Council:
(a) I7hile pleased to see how well the institutions were operating, it
felt that the Association Council should meet at least twice a
year and should abandon its negative attitude to the procedure
for written or oral questions set out in the Rules of Procedure.
(b) It was worried about the difficulties experienced in marketing
tropical products and proposals for practical solutions (for example,
reduction of certain taxes on consumption).
(c) The EEC and the AAMS ought to co-ordinate their policies
efectively with an eye on UNCTAD-II.
(d) It felt that EDF credits for the balanced development of the
Associated  States should be more fairly distributed on the basis
of long-, medium- and short-term programmes.
(e) Bilateral and multilateral  aid should be more closely co-ordinated.
(f) Better use should be made of human resources with the help of
occupational  training.
(g) It called for a solution of the problem of guarantees for invest-
ments.
(h) It urged that immediate preparations be made for renewing the
Association, so that negotiations could be started as scheduled
and be concluded in time to avoid any break in continuity.
It remained for the Parliamentary  Conference of the Association,
at a meeting in Strasbourg  in 1967, to draw public attention to the
spadework done by the Joint Committee.
The debate became at times somewhat lively; for example when,
during discussion of the stabilization of prices of tropical products,
the two traditionally opposed economic schools of thought met
head on-one calling for immediate stabilization measures in the
Association, the other, while recognizing the need for certain emergency
measures, insisting that these should be deployed at world level.
In the end a compromise was reached: the parliamentarians came
down in favour of the first approach but regarded it only as an inter-
mediate step towards suitable rationalisation of world trade.
This compromise,  and the unanimous approval  of certain trends
working in favour of a renewal of the Yaoundd  Convention provided
further evidence of the value of Parliament's  activities, a blend of
boldness and cool-headed reflection.
It should be noted that Parliament prepared  the ground for the
renewal of the Convention  of Association by means of numerous study r57and fact-finding missions to Africa. These missions(l) had a three-
fold aim: to ascertain  on the spot the views of the AAMS on the way
the existing Convention was being applied; to find out whether they
wanted it to be renewedl  and if so, what changes they would like
to see made to it. The findings of these missions are being studied in
detail by Parliament with a view to supplementing  the facts and figures
on which the European  and African parliamentarians  are jointly
working.
Prospects for 1969
The switch-over to independence of colonial territories hitherto
exclusively dependent  on European national States was accompanied
by the progressive establishment  of a free trade area to which States
other than the former mother-countries  now had access.The  aim
of the Yaound6 Convention  was to prepare the Associated States
for the resulting international competition. This aim has not yet been
achieved but the course mapped out seems likely to yield a solution
of the problem. It is not a question merely of maintaining  primary
commodity prices at artificially  high levels, nor yet of fostering exports
from marginal  industries. What is needed is to overhaul the economic
structures of the AAMS by diversifying production and supporting
and co-ordinating  the process of industrialization so as to create in
Africa vast integrated  economic areas. Henceforward  the problems
of the Association must be considered in a wider context,  namely,
that of the development of overall relations  between industrialized
and developing countries.
Above all, however, the EEC-AAMS Association must not
pursue exclusively commercial  objectives; it must have a higher
purpose springing to a large extent from a community  of spirit.
These are a few of the lessons to be learnt from the past. These
are the prospects  which parliamentarians  hope will be taken into
account during the negotiations  to be opened in a few months' time
for the renewal of the Yaound6 Convention. On the basis of what has
already been achieved, conscious of the ties that link them to their
African and Malagasy partners and of the justness of the common
cause, the members of the European Parliament  want to make an
rre  (')$adaga_scar,  Bq.rygdi,  Ruanda,  Chad, Cameroon, Niger, Upper Volta, Gaboon  and r)o  Congo  (Brazzaville).even greater contribution to the development  of an outward-looking
Association.
In this connexion attention must be drawn to the importance
of the negotiations  opened up with three East African States (Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania) and with the Maghreb  countries.
The agreements contemplated with these countries share only
part of the global character of the EEC-AAMS  Association  but
nevertheless represent  a first step towards a more open Community
and reflect Europe's  desire for harmonious  international development.
r59A. Poher and L. Gueye,
Presidents of the Parliamentarv Conference of the Association
A. Sissoko and G. Thorn, Chairmen  of the Joint Committee
Strasbourg,  December  r967x
Cultural co-operation
The achievement of European  unity is predominandy  a political
task but also helps to preserve the continuity  of the intellectual life
of Europe springing from its cultural roots. All the great movements
in the world of art and ideas, of religious,  ethical and political thought,
which have arisen in Europe over the cenfttries, may be reflections
of a variety of cultural forms but spring from a single source-a
common European civilization. Historical and political events have
often set up artificial frontiers between  the different European cultures.
Today, the drive for European  unification demands that joint action
be taken to abolish these frontiers  and to bring common values to the
fore. Intellectual life is a living process that feeds on the most diverse
stimuli and gives them out again in ever-changing  forms.
The six countries of the European Community have never lost
sight of this vision of a Europe drawn ever closer by cultural ties.
Ever since the process of economic integration  began, the more
entghtened Er.lropeans have insisted that European unity cannot
remain a purely economic and social affair. It was not however until
18 July 196r, atthe Bonn conference  of Heads of State or Government,
that the Six formally recognized the immense influence  of educational
and cultural fdctors on the shaping of a European  consciousness.
The communiqzll issued called for the creation of a Council consisting
of national ministers of education or of ministers responsible for
international cultural relations  and assisted by a committee of experts,
and for the conclusion of one or more agreements for co-operation t6land exchanges between the universities of the EEC member
States; recognition of the European character of national universities
and research institutes; the setting up by Italy of a European uni-
versity in Florence to whose intellectual life and financing the six
Governments would all contribute; the possible creation of other
European establishments  of higher education or scientific research.
The European  Parliament has always been aware of the impor-
tance of cultural activities for the development of a European conscious-
ness which alone can provide a solid basis for economic and political
integration. It was in this spirit that, on z4 June ry63rit  passed  a reso-
lution concerning  cultural co-operation between  the EEC member
States in which it
'Invites the Heads of State or Government  and the Executives
of the European Communities to create in the near future, and
at Community  level, the institutions needed for promoting a
policy of cultural co-operation  between the member  States;
Points out that one of the pillars of such cultural co-operation
must be a parallel development of studies  and educational program-
mes at all levels;
Calls for measures to be taken in the Community countries, in a
genuine democratic spirit, to make education available to all at
every level;
Urges both the Governments  and the EEC Commission  to ensure
that the drive for reciprocal recognition of degrees and diplomas
is speeded up;
Points out that any further delay in founding a European university
in Florence would create a bad impression and arouse mistrust
among the general public;
Underlines the need for ensuring  systematic co-operation  between
universities and, in the same spirit, for securing, with their assist-
ance, the collaboration of institutes of applied scientific research;
Proposes  that exchanges within the European Community in the
fields of education, science and cultural activities  should be put
on a regular  basis and stepped up.'
The European Unioersity
The tendency to lay greater emphasis  on cultural and educational
factors with a view to facilitating and speeding up the political
t6z  unification of Europe was reflected in the desire, expressed at theMessina  Conference in June 1955, to see a European University
establi.shed.  This was given concrete form in Article 9rz of the Treaty
setting up the European Atomic Energy Community which reads :
'An institution at university  level shall be established, whose methods
of work shall be determined by the Council, by qualified majority
decision on a proposal from the Commission.'  The Commission is
allowed a period of one year from the date the Treaty comes into
force to submit proposals on how the European University is to be
run (Article z16 of the Euratom Treaty).
On zo May 1958 the Council confirmed its intention to found
'a European University as a permanent, autonomous institution'
and asked the Euratom Commission to submit suitable proposals.
These were presented on 19 December 1958. They provided for the
European  University to comprise a science faculty, geared more
especially to the utilization of nuclear energy, and the elements
of a faculty of law, a faculty of political, economic and social science,
and a faculty of philosophy and philology with a special department
on European history. A few days earlier Mr. Fanfani, Italian President
of the Council and Foreign Minister, had proposed  Florence as the
seat of the university.
On 14 May 1959 the European Parliament  studied the whole
question in the light of a first interim report by Mr. Geiger. This
report stresses that the European Community should on no account
be governed by purely technical and commercial considerations'
being above all a Community  of peoples and individuals called upon
to pool their destinies, and therefore their cultures, so as to facilitate
the birth and propagation  of a truly European outlook. It was in this
spirit that Parliament passed a resolution reading  as follows :
'Considering that the development  of close cultural links between
the six Community  countries  and the associated overseas  countries
and territories, and more particularly the establishment of a
European University,  are of crucial importance for the creation
of a European outlook, and thus for the entire European Community,
as tangible evidence of the will of the Six to promote the European
idea and the building of Europe, and as a sign of the solidarity
of European  youth;
Considering  that it is essential not only to improve  economic
conditions in the member States but also to raise their intellectual
standards;
Hopes that, in accordance with Article 57; of the EEC Treaty, r63the Executive of this Community will submit its proposals to
the Council as soon as possible so that the latter, after consulting
Parliament, can issue the necessary directives for the reciprocal
recognition of diplomas, certificates and other evidence of qua-
lifications, to enable students to pursue their studies in any Com-
munitycountrywithout  havingto extend the time spent on them;
Urges the three Executives and the Councils of Ministers  to
pool their eforts with a view to the creation of a European Uni-
versity whose main concerns, with an eye to the development
of the European  Communities and of the associated  overseas
countries and territories, will be :
(a) scientific and technical progress;
(b) the social and economic sciencesl
(c) philosophical and historical researchl
(d) the framing  and development  of the law of the Communities;
Considering that no opportunity  should be lost of encouraging
co-operation between the signatories  of the Rome Treaties and
the other European countriesl
Requests the Executives and Councils of the Communities to
ascertain whether it would be possible  to invite European countries
other than signatories of the Rome Treaties to participate  in the
founding of the European University, so as to spread the influence
of European  culture as far afield as possible.'
The six Governments were unable to reach agreement  on the
proposals  submitted  by the Euratom Commission and endorsed  by
Parliament.  This is why in 1959 the Councils of the EEC and Euratom
set up an Interim Committee,  composed  of representatives  of the
member States and of the three Executives, to study the problems
arising from the creation of a European University. In April 196o
the Committee submitted a report on which the Councils again
failed to reach agreement  despite the fact that, as a concession to
national university jealousies,  it was proposed that the new establish-
ment should not be a'complete' university.
Parliament did its utmost to keep the plan alive and, on r July
196o, passed a resolution  reading:
'The European Parliament  hopes that the Councils will finally
arrive at a positive decision so that the European University
can finally throw open its doors, as planned, in autumn t96t.'
As regards the structure of the new seat of learning, Parliament
164 went on to say that'The proposal that the European  University should not be a
'complete' university can only be accepted in respect of the
transitional  period. Ultimately, all branches of study should
be represented there and students admitted even before complet-
ing their university  studies in their country of origin;
Even during this transitional period the European  University,
if it is to be worthy of the name and to carry out the tasks assigned
to it by the European Parliament, should be something  more
than a special institute for European studies catering only for
applied science. Fundamental research must also be represented
in the various departments;
In building up the European  University use should be made
of the experience acquired by existing establishments  specializing
in European affairs. The response to be given to any request from
an existing European institute for integration  with the European
University ought to be considered;
The European  University's  statutes should endow it with inde-
pendence and absolute liberty in education  and research;
For this reason a large number of professors  should be given
the guarantees enioyed by the university  teaching body. They
should be appointed  for life and, subiect to the usual reservations,
be neither dismissed nor posted elsewhere;
For reasons pertaining to scientific work, such an arrangement
should apply at least to the heads of institutes. Heads of 'depart-
ments' are also to be chosen from among professors with life
appointments;
The Rector, who is to represent the University in the world
outside, must be chosen in free elections by the academic Senate.
The Council of Ministers may only withhold approval of such a
choice in adequately grounded cases;
Professors, other than those with life-time  appointments,  and
assistants and students should be given a right to vote on their
afairs in the academic Senate;
The functions of the European Higher Education and Research
Council, on the one hand, and of the academic Senate and board
of administration  of the university on the other, must be clearly
defined;
The European Higher Education and Research Council  should
submit an annual reporr not only to the council of Ministers
but also to the European Parliament; 65The budgets of the European Higher Education and Research
Council should be prepared and finalized in the same way as
those of the common  institutions of the European Communities;
The Council of Ministers, which is responsible both for the
European University and for the European  Higher Education
and Research Council, should carry out its activities within the
framework of the European Communities.'
In its struggle against the indecision displayed by the Councils
of Ministers, Parliament once again drew attention, in a resolution
of 13 October 196o, to the 'obligations falling upon all member
States from the provisions  of the European Treaties.' It again under-
lined the crucial importance of a European University  for the unifi-
cation of Europe and called upon its members to bring all their
influence to bear, in their countries, both on the Governments and
on the Parliaments,  to ensure that existing objections were disposed
of and that a positive decision could be taken by the Councils.
The European University came up for discussion again at a
conference of Heads of State or Governments of the Six held in
Paris on ro and rr February  196r. It was there decided to set up a
working party to deal with cultural co-operation within the frame-
work of the European University. The report drawn up by this
working party pointed out that the stage was now set for the immediate
erection of the European University in Florence, and that this could
embark upon its activities in autumn t96z.In June 196r Parliament
followed up with a resolution asking that its suggestions regarding
the tasks, nature and structure of the European University  should
be taken into account, that the 'institution  at university level' should
possess the attributes ofa genuine university, cover the usual branches
of learning,  possess the unrestricted right to award doctor's diplomas,
and enjoy complete independence.  This resolution was transmitted
to the Heads of State or Government of the Six for their conference
in Bonn on 18 July 196r.
At the close of this conference the six Heads of State or Govern-
ment issued a statement  on co-operation in the cultural and educa-
tional fields in which they came out in favour of an agreement  on
the 'creation in Florence, by Italy, of a European University to whose
intellectual  life and financing the six Governments will contribute.'
When Parliament  reviewed this statement in December 196r the
fear was expressed  that the decisions of the Bonn conference  could
t66 have dangerous  effects for the European University, for this wasto be set up by the Italian Government and no longer by the Commun-
ity. All the proposals that had previously  been laid before the Council
of Ministers had, like so many other good ideas, been pigeon-holed
by the national Governments. The European Parliament  regarded
it as a grave violation of the Euratom Treaty that the university  could
now be erected, administered and led by the Italian authorities
without any organic link with the community institutions. At the
same time the Italian Government's offer to allow these institutions,
and especially Parliament, to sit on the organization committee for
the European  University was warmly welcomed.  Parliament's resol-
ution of 19 December 196r reads  :
,The European  Parliament is disappointed  to note that the decis-
ion of the Heads of State or Government  ignores the proposals
worked out by the Euratom Commission,  the Interim Committee,
and above all the European Padiament, concerning the creation
of the university, referred  to in Article 9rz of the Euratom Treaty,
within the framework of the Community;
It urges that negotiations on how the European university  can
be fitted into the Community  should be continued;
It further demands to be consulted  beforehand on the draft
statutes of the European university  and on the draft financial
convention.'
In accordance with the Bonn decisions the Italian Government
submitted in septemb er tg63 a draft law on the establishment,  in
Florence, of a European university. At the same time an inter-
governmental  conference  was set up to enable the other Community
member States to participate both in the intellectual  life and in the
financing of the university. In its turn, the European Parliament
once again raised the problem at a meeting of its Research and cul-
tural Affairs Committee  in Venice on zo and zr May. A representative
of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs reported on the difficulties
his Government was experiencing  over the establishment of the
European university. These were attributed to the 'blank mandate'
which his Government had been given.
After the European Parliament had been informed in detail by
the Italian Government regarrting the internal draft law and the
draft international  agreement prepared by it on the European Uni-
versity, it passed a resolution  on 13 May 1964 reading as follows:
'The European Parliament  protests against the continued  delay
in applying Article 9rz of the Euratom Treaty and the failure 167of the Governments  in connexion with the creation of a university
within the framework  of the European Communities to be financed
by their institutions and work in close contact with them;
Is of the opinion that the Italian Government's proposals, which
have been given shape by the presentation of a draft law in the
national Parliament and the framing of a convention on the
intellectual and financial participation  of the other member States,
deserve the closest attention;
Welcomes the spirit of co-operation  displayed by the Italian
Government in transmitting to the European Parliament its
draft law and its draft of a convention, which may be regarded
as a further step towards co-operation  between the European
Parliament,  the Governments  and the Parliaments  of the member
States;
Hopes that, by adopting the convention proposed  by the Italian
Government, the six Governments will reaffirm 1h" 1;6pprrnity
character of Florence University by endorsing the principle of
cultural and financial participation by the Six and the Community
institutions;
Hopes that the European University in Florence will be of a
democratic nature so that it can pursue its educational and research
activities in full independence.'
To this end, the European Parliament made a number of pro-
posals. Although the first rector would of course be appointed  by the
Italian Government after it had consulted all the other member
States, his successors should be elected by the academic Senate. The
administrative  board should include not only nominees of the Govern-
ments but also members  nominated by the Community institutions
and by the teaching staffas well as a students'representative. students
should be admitted solely on individual merit. The European Uni-
versity should be opened to students from non-member  countries.
Students would be expected to take an active part in running the
university. The structure of the university  should be such as to leave
room not only for higher studies but also for post-graduate courses.
All member  States should have a say in the running  of the university
so as to preserve its common, if not Community-based,  European
character. The European Parliament wound up its resolution by
expressing the hope that suitable conracts would be established
between it and the European University without in any way en-
168 croaching on the latter's independence. It urged that negotiationsbetween the six Governments should be pursued unflaggingly and
culminate in results in line with its wishes.
The unswerving determination shown by Parliament to see
the European University brought into existence  proved again and
again to be a source of encouragement  to negotiators and experts'
whether representing the Governments or university circles.  Fears
that certain traditions and freedoms of the cream of European educa-
tional centres would be compromised were without foundation
and had long since been dispelled. Other obstacles, however, continued
to stand in the way. Indeed, work on the European University was
suspended in 1965. The Heads of State or Government did not
return to the matter until May 1967 when they met in Rome to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of the signing of the EEC and Euratom
Treaties. They then decided to resume study of the proiect, already
examined by the Bonn conference of 18 July 196r, for the creation
of a European University in Florence. The European Parliament
naturally welcomed  the news.
Following the death of Mr. Gaetano Martino, President of the
European Parliament from March 196z to March ry64 and a stout
champion of the plan to set up the European University, Mr. Alain
Poher, the new President, publicly proposed at Mr. Gaetano Martino's
funeral in Rome on zz July 1967 that, in recognition of the outstan-
ding services rendered by the deceased to the European cause, the
European University  should be named after him. The Italian Govern-
ment accepted this suggestion.
European Youth Office
In its attempts to foster cultural co-operation in Europe Parlia-
ment has never lost sight of the fact that the first to benefit should
be young people. Again and again it concerned itself with youth
problems,  of which it is acutely aware. On zr January ry65 it studied
a proposal  for a resolution  presented  by the Socialist group and inviting
Parliament to study ways and means of creating a 'European Youth
Office' to spread knowledge of Community matters by encouraging
meetings with a view to estabtshing  between young persons those
links of mutual respect, friendship and understanding which are the
prerequisites of any work to be done at political  and economic level.
The Research  and Cultural Affairs Committee drew up a report,
on the basis of this proposal for a resolution,  which it laid before 169Parliament on 9 May 1966. In a resolution passed the same day
Parliament
'Calls on the Governments of the European Community and on
its peoples to ensure that youth problems are considered, tackled
and resolved in an open-minded manner, so as to arouse among
young people a sense of human solidarity and a spirit of under-
standing and so as to bring fully home ro them their value and
their rights and obligations in a united, democratic and peaceful
Europe in a world moving forward on the path of unity;
Believes  that closer relations  between the young people of Europe
can do a great deal to foster a European  outlook; that the Euro-
pean Community  has a duty to help prepare youth for its future
tasks in the Community and in the service of the Associated
States and the developing countries;
Would like a European Youth Office to be set up in the form
of a foundation  under public law, ro be managed by represent-
atives of the member States and of the Executives  assisted by a
General  European Youth Council,  and a Community-financed fund
to be placed at the disposal of the European Youth Office into
which would be paid an annual sum of 5o million Belgian francs
to be raised to 5oo million francs in the following ten years;
Invites the Governments and the Parliaments of member  States
to come out in favour of such an institution  and to promote the
creation of national youth councils  which are as representative  as
possible;
In the meantime  calls upon the Executives of the three European
Communities to ensure that, as from r January 1967 :
(a) the 'Kreyssig' funds entered in the budget of the Joint Press
and Information Service under the heading 'Youth and adult
education'  are increased to 5o million francs per annum;
(b) a new and wider progr:rmme of exchanges  of young workers
is submitted  covering, on the basis of Article 5o of the EEC
Treaty, a number of yearsl
(c) measures are taken for the closest possible co-ordination of
activities on behalf of youth within the Community, and that
a special organization  is set up for this purpose.'
A debate which was held on 19 June 1967, following  an oral
question to the ECSC High Authority and the EEC and Euratom
Commissions,  brought to light the first initiatives taken in response
r7o to Parliament's resolution of 9 May 1966 and the attitude adoptedby the member States. The Council had stepped up credits for the
dissemination of information among young people and adults from
15 to 20 million Belgian francs. All four political groups of Parliament
insisted on the need to increase  these credits still further. They asked
that the associations  representing  youth should have a say in drawing
up a youth policy. They regarded the policy for the information and
education  of young people as one of the mainsprings of a European
youth policy, and stated that 'europeanizing'  schools remained the
key problem of the life of European  peoples.
The European Schools
Originally  created mainly for practical reasons-schooling had
to be provided for the children of Community officials-the European
Schools set up in various towns in which Community institutions
are established have become exgemely valuable centres both from the
educational  and from the human point of view. On ro March  1966
Parliament discussed the European Schools in the light of a report
submitted by the Research and Cultural Affairs Committee. This
report first recalls how the existing six European Schools-in Luxem-
bourg, Brussels, Varese, Mol, Karlsruhe and Bergen-were  originally
formed. By virtue of their Statutes of rz April ry57 and protocol
of 13 April tg6z the European Schools are institutions not of the
Communities but of the six member States. The Communities  are,
however, represented,  with the right to vote, on the Supreme Council
and Administrative Councils of the six schools.
In addition, the European Schools share a number of distinctive
features. The atmosphere is European; a'second language' is taught
from the first year; certain subjects are taught in common during a
'European hour'; certain others are taught in the secondary schools
in the 'second language'.  The report points out that the European
baccalauriat is officially recognized in the six member States,
Switzerland, the United Kindgom  and Austria. It urges the publi-
cation of textbooks completely  free from national prejudice. It further
suggests the establishment of a 'Pedagogic Institute' to make a search-
ing scientific investigation of the teaching problems encountered
in the European Schools. The report sees in the European Schools,
despite their limited Community  character, a neat solution to the
problem of teaching  children of a large number of officials speaking
different languages.  r7rFor Europe's cultural development the European Schools are
of prime importance and the experience gathered in them is an
outstanding factor for European unity. This is why the report approves
the proposal for a resolution submitted by the Socialist group in
March 1965 and stresses the need to set up European  Schools in
places in the Community or in non-member  countries where, although
there are no officials of the Community,  a large number of nationals
of member  States reside. u7hile the report considers  that the European
Schools will certainly have to be fitted one day into a common Euro-
pean cultural policy, it does not feel that all schools in the member
States should then be cast in the same mould.
These suggestions and proposals  were endorsed  by Parliament
in a resolution  passed on ro March 1966 in which member States
were urged to take all the necessary steps. Parliament  went on to
instruct the Research and Cultural Affairs Committee  to conrinue
its investigation of ways and means of incorporating the European
Schools into the drive for cultural co-operation to be launched in
Europe, and of linking them at institutional level to the Community
at the time the Treaties were merged.
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In quest of a new political ord'er in Europe
The review carried out in the preceding chapters of the efforts
made by the European Parliament wherever it was possible,  at the
economic level, to speed up the process of European unification is
an encouraging  one.
After fifteen years of the ECSC and ten years of the EEC and
Euratom, economic integration has reached a stage which, in the
view of political observers, excludes any return by the member
States to a purely national economic  system. Customs  barriers have
been dismantled. Step by step, the common agricultural  policy has
become an established  fact. Trade within the Community has adjusted
itself to the new dimensions  of the market and in ry67 had already
risen to 238 per cent of that transacted in 1958.
Scarcely  any progress, on the other hand, has been made towards
political  unification or, for that matter, towards political co-operation.
In this respect the Community does not appear to have made any
advance  since 1954 when the project for a political Community
approved  by the ad hoc Assembly  was pigeon-holed by the Govern-
ments. The Fouchet  Plan for political union, which aroused fresh
hopes between 196r and 196z among those awaiting a relaunching
of the construction of Europe, did not suffer a better fate.
This contrast between the successes  achieved in certain sectors
of economic integration  and the setbacks  so far suffered on the road
to political unification  is an acute sollce of concern to the European
Parliament  and places upon it a heavy responsability.  Under the  r75Treaties, and according to its own lights, the Parliament is at once the
representative and spokesman of the peoples of the Community  vis-i-
vis the other institutions. Although,  as amply borne out by all opinion
polls, the bulk of the citizens of the Community counrries want to
see European  union progressing in all fields, including the political,
European parliamentarians have not yet been able to canalize this
will and make it articulate. Such a breakthrough to political unity, to
common political aims of the peoples and States of the European
Economic Community in the world today is, however, essential if
what has already been achieved is to be preserved  and systematically
added to.
Moreover, the innate dynamism of the vast process of economic
integration regulated  by the community  Trearies brings the politicar
aspect more and more to the forefront.  Besides, in our modern States,
who can say where the sphere of economics  ends and of politics begins ?
An economic  decision, directly it has noticeable  effects, acquires a
political character. The dividing-line is already often difficult to
define in the Community. More and more Community decisions
encroach, in the integration process, on spheres which are, strictly
speaking, the responsibility  of the political authority. Thus the common
commercial  policy laid down in the EEC Treaty calls for a common,
or at least highly co-ordinated, approach to maior aspects of foreign
policy. The common agricultural policy demands a common socio-
logical attitude to the r6le of the rural community in a modern indus-
trial society. The co-ordination of medium-rerm  and short-term
economic policies and of monerary and financial policies cannot
advance very far in the absence of common  political objectives.
Among the various institutions, the European parliament alone
is capable of dealing with these problems  with complete freedom and
open-mindedness  and of bringing to the task, thanks to the political
background of its members,  the requisite  sympathy and understanding.
Even in the days of the common Assembly political considerations
were uppermost. Despite Parliament,s  relatively short history, it
would be a long business to catalogue  all its specifically  political
moves and debates, or to recall how often it has highlighted  the polit-
ical implications  of measures economic  only in appearance.
The determined and unflagging efforts of European parliamen-
tarians to round off economic integration  by integration in the polit-
ical sphere came, of course, strikingly to the fore when, in t96t-62,
17.6 the intention  was announced at governmental level of tackling theproiect for political union-the Fouchet Plan-now  gathering  dust
in the files of the member Governments.
On ro and rr February t96t a European summit conference,
attended by the President  of the French Republic, the West German
Federal Chancellor and the Prime Ministers of Italy, Belgium,  the
Netherlands and Luxembourg,  was held in Paris. The communiqu6
issued at the end of the conference  announced  that its aim was to
'seek out ways and means of organizing closer political co-operation.'
A committee  made up of representatives of the six Governments  was
instructed to submit for the next session 'concrete proposals for the
meetings of Heads of State or Government and of Foreign Ministers,
as well as for any other meetings that might appear desirable.'
The committee had soon performed its task. As to procedure,
it suggested  that the summit conferences should be institutionalized
and held at sufhciently brief intervals to ensure a certain continuity
between  one meeting and the next. In a working paper it aptly defined
the subject-matter of its discussions as follows :
'To enable this Communtty  to be developed to the full, it is desir-
able that the Six compare their foreign policies and harmonize
them as far as possible. They should also examine and take advan-
tage of the possibilities for co-operation  that exist in spheres
other than those covered by the Treaties of Paris and Rome.
This is why no limit should be placed on the subiects discussed
at meetings of Heads of State or Government. Consultations  will
embrace  not only international policy in general but also the polit-
ical problems  connected with the existence and development  of
the Cornmunities  and questions relating to new spheres of co-
operation, for example,  cultural affairs.'
As regards the European Parliament  the committee  proposed
that 'the Heads of State or Government can also decide to report to
the European Parliament on their work.' It also pointed out that five
of the six Government delegations considered that 'it would now be
possible for the Heads of State or Government to decide to study
the action to be taken on the proposals put forward by the European
Parliament regarding its election by direct universal suffrage.'
In this preliminary phase Parliament immediately  made known
both its misgivings and its requirements  in this connexion. In a reso-
lution of z8 June 196r it pointed out that such an initiative  would
represent  a step forward towards European integration  :
,r't 
r, involved participation  by the Executives of the Communities r77in the discussion of any questions affecting the discharge of their
duties;
if it did not interfere with the functions and powers of the Com-
munities and of their institutions on the basis of the Treaties of
Rome and Paris and if it strengthened  the Communities;
if the Governments  reported to the Parliament at least once a year
on the progress made in political co-operation;
if it helped to put into effect the draft convention  of the European
Parliament  on direct European elections, and the proposals to
merge the Executives of the Communities and to set up the Euro-
pean University.'
Parliament then called upon the Governments to
'define the stages in the progressive achievement  of a close polit-
ical union, specifying their duration,  and particularly that of the
final stage, in order to establish,  at Community level, the bases
of a functional  and viable European  political structure.'
Following the next summit  conference held in Bonn on l8 July
r96t a communiqud was issued stating that the Heads of State or
Government had decided :
'to give shape to the will for political union already implicit in
the Treaties establishing the European  Communities, and for this
purpose to organize their co-operation,  to provide for its develop-
ment and to secure for it the regularity which will progressively
create the conditions for a common policy and will ultimately
make it possible to embody in institutions the work undertaken;
to hold, at regular intervals, meetings whose aim will be to com-
pare their views, to concert their policies and to reach common
positions in order to further the political  union of Europe,  thereby
strengthening  the Atlantic Alliance. The necessary practical meas-
ures will be taken to prepare these meetings. In addition, the
continuation of active co-operation among the Foreign Ministers
will contribute to the continuity of the action undertaken  in com-
mon. The co-operation of the Six must go beyond the political
field as such, and will in particular be extended to the sphere of
education, of culture, and of research, where it will be ensured
by periodical meetings of the Ministers concernedl
to have a study made of the various points of the resolution  of
the European Parliament  of z9 June 196r on political co-operation
among the member States of the European Communities;
r78  to associate public opinion more closely with the efforts alreadyundertaken, by inviting the European Parliament  to extend to
new fields, with the co-operation of the Governments, the range
of its debates.'
On 19 September  196r the European  Parliament passed a reso-
lution in which it:
'notes that the Heads of State or Government have finally recog-
nized the need to give effect to the desireforpoliticalunityalready
implicit in the Treaties establishing  the European Communities,
and intend to impart an institutional  form to this unity which
the Parliament has always regarded as being the only means of
safeguarding  the future of EuroPe;
welcomes the fact that its resolution of z8 June 196r has already
been studied but hopes that other unjustifiable  obstacles will not
hold up the practical application of the solutions recommended;
declares its readiness to place its experience  at the disposal of
the Governments of member States in the search for the best
means of achieving  real and complete  political unity;
instructs its Political Committee  to start immediately on a search-
ing study of these problems;
decides to accede without delay to the request made to it to extend
the field of its deliberations to all political problems of common
interest.'
The negotiations on 'a draft treaty for the establishment of a
political union' entered into by the Governments  and conducted first
by Mr. Christian Fouchet and later by Mr. Cattani, went on until
June 1962. The Governments were unable to reach agreement as to
the aims to be pursued or the form to be taken by the political Com-
munity, against the background  of the problem already posed by the
possible entry of the United Kingdom into the Common  Market.
During the debates on the initial setback suffered by the United
Kingdom in its attempts to gain admission to the Community,  Par-
liament again had an opportunity to take up a position regarding the
political Community. It felt obliged to address to the Governments
and the public at large the appeal contained  in the forthright state-
ments of its resolution of 6 February 1963 :
'The European Parliament  emphasizes that the ultimate aim of
European integration  is the creation of the United States of Europe,
a supranational economic  and political Community based on the
equality of rights of member States and endowed with institutions
of its own independent of the Governmentsl 179considers that only such a Europe will be able to carry out, within
an Atlantic partnership and on an equal footing with the United
States, the rdle that falls upon it for the defence of the free West,
the preservation  of peace and general economic  progress.'
Patiently and doggedly, European parliamentarians  never ceased,
in the years that followed, to denounce  what is probably the root
cause of all the crises that have arisen in the European Economic
Community,  namely,  the absence of political unity and of a common
political foundation for economic integration. After century upon
century of discord, struggles for supremacy and bloody wars, the
quest for such a new political order in Europe is undeniably far from
easy. The knowledge of what has already been achieved, and can
still be achieved, through economic integration compels us to carry
on our quest patiently and with determination. To form the spearhead
of this action may well be the main task facing European  parliamen-
tarians. That they are fully aware of this is shown by the fact that
at the close of the debates on the tenth-and  final-general  report
of the former EEC Commission-devoted  almost entirely to the maior
political questions of its ten years of activity-the  representatives of
the peoples of Europe once again recalled, in November  t967, ther
chief preoccupation by underlining'the close relationship  between the
Community's economic and political tasks and its institutional organiza-
tion' and'the need to maintain rnithout restriction  the bases of afederal
organization  created by the Treaty.'
In couching its declaration in these general terms Parliament
wanted to make it quite clear that it was leaving the door open for
all manner of possibilities. It remains nevertheless absolutely deter-
mined to play a decisive part in shaping a new political order in
Europe which cannot be democratic  unless it derives one of its main
driving forces from parliamentary activity.
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